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Cruising.
————‘What are the days but islands,

There, when the moon is risen,
The peaceful waters glisten;
But yonder plashing—listen !
The little boats are skimming,
The wind-led boats are skimming,
Each in its silver rimming,
Apart from fleet and shore.

There not an oar is dipping—

Every day’s an island,
A green or barren island,
~
A lowland or a highland,
"That looks upon the sea.
There fruitful groves are crowning;
There barren cliffs are frowning,

cessor in officé of administrator, not for the
Parish but for the Pope of Rome.
As the
deed contained no such intimation, the uni-

thrown around and imposed upon citizens
of Ohio, and which are not only wise but
necessary to avoid litigation, and to prevent?

versal custom of the Roman Catholic church,

~

The little boats that flee.
How many are the islands,
The teeming, talking islands,

That in the sea of silence
The roving vessels find !
Their number no man knoweth ;
Their way the ¢urrent sheweth ;

The tide returnless floweth, ~
As each is left behind.
The sailors long to-tarry—

For rest they. long to tarry—
When at some isle or faery

They touch’ and go ashore.With songs of wistful pleading
They follow fate unheeding,
And with the tide’s receding
Are drifting as before.

restrictions,

“titles to real estate from becoming

involved

in the inextricable confusion pertainingto
titles in some of the old countries—it is

ments relied on to est: ablish the claim to the

that the Pope of Rome or his Cardinals and
Bishops, with his approval, may, by virtue
of a law of which they are the authors” and

property.
The real question

therefore

involved

in

claimed,

I say, ‘notwithstanding all this,

this decision is; whether a Catholic Parish,
which buys and pays for its lofs and church
edifices, and other church property, is the
Teal owner, or whether they are all owned
by the Pope of Rome, by virtue of his

statutes, and not only convey real estate

office, and to be held inrust for his

and

proper

txpounders,

wholesome

avoid

all

the

effécts of these

and necessary provisions of our
to

themselves, but determine who shall own
it yvhen conveyed 'to another; that trusts
interests

exit

without

proof

either-

use and behoof by his Bishops. This ques-

in

legal

contemplation, is

the

churclf,

follows that he is the party and{ person
whose use and benefit the Catholic

it

for

Bishops

of America hold the legal title of uncounted

4 If the Pope of Rome

mak-

can

pass title to

declare a valid

trust for the use of the church in all real
estate conveyed to a Bishep, what prevents

his declaring that all real estate conveyed to
any communicant

Beyond the sea of silence—

Behold the great white sea.
— Harper's Magozine.

hold,

decision of Judge Paine, of Cleveland,

for the

" Diocese of Cleveland, vs. John McMahan,
Thomas Hynes, Robért Mearshaw and John
Wallace, is an important affair. In what-

ever light it may be regarded by the secular press, it can hardly fail te be the beginning of a great revolution in the financial affairs of the Catholic Src of our

i

The
people of St. _ Bridget's
Parish,
Cleveland; undertook the work of counstruct-

© ing
a more commodious place of worship
than the one they had heretofore occupied.
purchas-

-ed, the ‘contract let, and the. work com-

the ‘‘ad-

ministrator” - of -the_ Diocese, procured an
injunction to stop the work. The parishioners.of course petitioned for a removal of
the injunction. Hence the suit.

The deedof. the premises was in the
name of Armadens Rappe, the late Bishop
of said Diocese. Hannin claimed the property as his successor in office of administrator of ‘the Diocese, and as the parishioners
refused to heed his: remonstrances and injunctions he had sought relief. in the courts.
Heaven "and earth sepmed to have been
searched for factseand fictions to make good

the claims of the administrator to hold, the
property against the claims of the Parish,
by whom it had been bought and paid

Catholic

TI believe

that all other associations have found it nec
essary in this- country, if they would take

in the case of Edward Hannin, administra

entire country.

Roman

sessed in trust for the church?

Important Decision.

church

of the

church, shall be held and taken to be pos-

-

for,

but. who had, aceor ting to the stawpid custom

one year of the late war have sos many lost fill this house; but if my , prayermeetings
life in camp or battle, as have failed of life and lectures are not well attended it is my
1 dor not
I know it.
by reason of this horrid home crime.
We fault and not yours.
shudder to view the horrors of intemper- believe, as Jong as human nature remiins
ance, of slavery’and of war; but those who. trueto what it is, that the herds will refuse
best know the facts and bearings of this to come to the rack when there, is juicy fodcrime, declare it tobe a greater evil, more’ der there ; and if they do not come, it is"bepbthing to eal.
Therefore,
demoralizing and destructive, than either cause there js
‘meetings
have fatten off;
temperance, slavery, —er-war—itself.— It “when-our
spoils the family relationship; it weakens I have always said to myself, * You are fallEven when
the bond of conjugal affection ; it destroys ing off, and not the people.”
physical health ; it shatters the constitution ; I have not remedied the evil, I have known
And, on the
and thus shortens human life,
It dries up the cause of it all the time.
other
hand,
the
moment
my
soul
was full,
natural affection at the fountain; it_inten‘sifies the selfish passions; ‘contributesto and my sympathies flowed out in’ overthe gayeties dnd vanities of life, aud turns whelming tides towards my fellow-men, I
the sweetest things of earth into the sharp- have noticed that my meetings hate gone
est acids.
Tt burdens, oh! how many a up. If a man sleeps under my preaching, I
conscience, with loads of guilt which our do not senda boy to wake him up; butl
poor brief life can not well bear; and so ioe! that a boy had better come and wake
eup. Iam not now speaking of watchgives them over chiefly to eternity, for retribution.
It lowers the general sense of ers of the sick, nor of seamen that have just
ose pillars of the Church
the sacredness of human life, and of indi- landed, ¥
vidual virtue.
It is a blood-stain upon of God” that make sleeping a business.
Christianity, forcing a hundred times more

millions of real estate, in the United

States,

has any.such capacity.

The church has

or make

-title to,

or

incumber real

estate, to beeome incorporated and have an
existence known to our law, and I know of
no reason why the Roman Catholic church
should be relieved from that necessity. .
¢¢ ¢ The fathers decree that all churehes and
all other ecclesiastieal property, aequired
either hy gift or by offerings of the faithful,
andto be applied to works of charity and
religion, shall pertain tothe ordinary, unless it is made patent in writing that they
have been given to some regular order, or
to a congregation of the priests; for their
own use.) It is claimed, that the word
¢ pertains,’ as usedin this law, means *be-

the ground of murder, but added with emphasis,—¢‘we can’tmanage this thing without

the help-of your profession.”

We suggest,

therefore, that a higher standard of human
life be held up; that a better education be

given as to all its -responsibilities; that a
corrected conscience and a purer public sentiment be sought.

~. The Body a Temple.

no

What an incentive

to holiness,

of life and _eonduct, lies in the fact

to purity
that

the

body of a saint is ‘the temple of God,—a
truer, nobler temple than that which Solo-:
mon dedieated by his prayers, Jesus consecrated by his presence. In popish cathedral, where the light streamed through
painted windows, and The organ pealed
along lofty aisles, and candles “gleaned on
golden cups and silver crosses, and incense
floated in fgagrant clouds, we have seen the
blinded A
uncover his head, drop
reverently - on his knees, and raise his awestruck eye on the imposing spectacle; we
haveseen him kiss the marble floor, and
knew that sooner would he be smitten dead
upon that floor than be guilty of defiling it.

.

]

-

following :

——

“We find in he Christian Mirror a veport
on the above subject, prepared by Rev.
Wm. Warren, acting’ as a -committee appointed by the Genemal
Conference of

He’ says:

Various reasons are given why .men do
not go to. church. The fact is; they’ are
not fed when they do got” Human nature
is true to itself, and men will not go where
they are not fed, If there was a discriminating preacher in the pulpit, and he sent
men away with better judgment, and with
better moril convietions, and with better

the office of administrator, and that the law,
thus interpreted, vested fn the plaintiff the

The facts in the case, if it werd suitable to
reveal them, are most loathsome and repulsive; and would have the aspect of incredibility if they were set forth. So we refrain balanced states of mind; if he sent them
from going into particulars, or the statistics away feeling that the sermon went home
of this crime. The initiated know them al- with them, and that they needed it, the
ready ; and ‘the innocent have no need to church wogld be a place to which people
know them.” We will not remove the veil would resoit far more than they now,do.
And neverf was there a time het
er
that gonceals the monstr ous proportions of
wanted
religious
truths
as
much
as
now.
somebeen
has
investigation
Our
thig vice.
We have consulted the Never was there u time when ‘so many were
what extensive.
highest me »dieal authorities in the country. , hungry for knowledge of things that perand the evidence or proof is all on ong side. tain to manhood, here and hereafter, as this
Let the imagination draw the darkest pict- very day, ; And when they go-to church and.
ure that reason or taste could allow, and it get nothing but cut draw, and straw raiswould fail to set forth adequately the = out- odive hundred years ago, and are dissatis-

the fathers in Baltimore passed this. law, or

how, by the approval of the Pope of Romie,
it could convey or incymber or grant .any
estate orinterest mm ldnd in Ohio, to the
plaintiff or any one else. It scems to me
the effect claimed for this decree would yirs

tually repeal a positive statute of our
state, which was passed and took effect. as
early as Feb. 19, 1810, and which is yet
in force, and is as. follows: ¢Sec. 4. That
no leases, estates, or interestyeither i freehold or term for years, or oe uneertain in-

feather, singing shyly out of obsounity ; but,
| oh, it has filled thie dir of the whole ‘world

|

| can conceive.

Events of the Week.
—

;

v

.

YORK:

The parade of the Orangemen
York last
an attack
sulting in
persons.

in New

Wednesday was the occasion of
upon them by Irish ruffians, rethe death of about one hundred
Nearly
three
hundred
were

wounded,

several of whom

have since died.

The main cause of the attack was the un-.willingness of priest-taught Irishmen to
allow any other class of men te think and
act for themsclves, The mob being of im-.
mense proportions and of a blood-thirsty
spirit, the militia was called out to disperse
it. In doing so they were obliged to fire
upon the villains, and thé

results

were

as

above stated. The mob dispersed at once,
having neither the courage nor the inclina-

The Religious Magazine and Monthly Review for May opens with a critical examination of the Book of Jonah by Dr. F. H.
Hedge, which is followed by a most . appreciative review by the editor of George Macdonald’s work on ‘The Miracles of our
Lord.” The following wordg about Macdonald’s theological status will have interest for the, constantly enlarging circle of bis
readers :
“ We have not yet got over the fashion,
perhaps a wise one, of asking to what

tion to face loaded muskets.

Among the

killed isd. C. Paige, business

manager

of

Fisk's opera house, while
among the
wounded is Colonel James himself, having
been hitby a club in the hands of a mad.
Irishman.’
THE

TERRORS

OF ROBESON

COUNTY.

Robeson county, North Carolina, the.
scene of more murders and lawlessness:
during the last rear than any other county
in this country, has” just witnessed another
butchery. A, shériff’s posse, having in
charge some culprits who had been. aiding

| school a new writer in ‘theology belongs.
| If asked of Macdonald, it is hard to reply—

one Lawry's band of negro

not that he is an original,but that no classification entirely covers him. If the awe
tion were, Who is his teacher? the reply
easier. Macdonald has evidently studied

out-laws,

was

acked by Lawry and his gang while halting in the edge of a swamp with their prisoners.

A fierce fight ensued,in which three

of the civil officers were killed and

the works of Maurice,-and found in him all

several

others wouunded.
The fight resolved itself
into a regular battle, which lasted for some
time. The sheriff's posse followed the
negroes into the Roles of the swamp, but
it-was not certain that any of the outlaws

the inspiration and guidance that one man
can find in another. But to what school
does Maurice belong ? He is not Calvinistic
Unitarian;

——————

oy

RIOT IN NEW

Macdonald Classified

nor

Blessed bethe day on which

the pasion was born,
cs

the heart

greater than

| with melodious joy,

he is not Rationalistic, for

he believes in miracles; his clear and hard
realism looks away from mysticism. It is were killed. Lawry,the leader of the band,
at the feet of this great nondescript iin the- and Captain T. M. Wishard had a regular
ology that Macdoinald has sat, in the unrec- duel on the railroad track, each loading
ognized company of Tennyson, Ruskin, Ar- and firing deliberately five or six times, but
nold, and many others of the most serious neither was wounded. ~The whole county
thinkers of England—iy erpreters of a voice of Robeson is aroused, and it is believed
thata campaign will now be. inaugurated
that has not the art to reach the, popular
ear. Inthe same way, it is difficult to®as- that will result in the extermination of the
sign to Macdonald a place in.any school of band.
theological opinion. He is not Calvinisticy |
FORBIDDING TO BURY ALIVE.
his entire writings are'a passionate protest
An important decision has been rendered
against Calvinism. He is not a Unitarian, in one of the Pennsylvania courts, sitting at
as he holds to the unqualified fact of the In- Wilkesbgrre, in that state..
Some of the

carnation.

Nor is he a Rationalist;

his

re-

mine owrers have sought

ception bf .the Scriptures is childlike in its
gimplicity.

He

presses

into

the

face of

than strives to bring it within the compass
of reason. ‘Having been born notth of the
Tweed, he is not troubled by other mysticism than is afforded by a sound .imaginaclear Scotch perception

marks

the res

pelling them to keép up communication between the outlets and maintain speakingtubes from the surface to the interior of
their mines and the establishment of ample
means of escape from the shafts.
Non-.
complidhce with the just demands of“ this

mystery and falls before it with faith, rather

tion;

to evade

quirements of the Jaw zrecently passed com-

every

law has already cost many

page of his writings. ‘We must be content
to read him ‘without, classification, except
|
that broadest and yet most definite one—
Christian.”
:

lives ‘of miners;

lines and shocking

details

of this practice.

terest of, in, or out of, lands, tenements or Our investigation has brought. us to the behereditaments, shall, at any time hereafter, | lief that after all proper deductions, full one-.
be ‘assigned or ranted, unless it be by third of the natural population of pur land
deed or note in writing, signed by the par failsby the hand of- violence. that in no
¥

The World without God.

I

Maine.

seeks to vindicate and protect by this proceeding. I am not told by what a¥hority

rho e +twenty third iin is the nightingale
It ‘is small, of & honey
| of the psalms.

and the state inspector of mines brought action against one of the mine owners to conipel him to observe the requirements of the
law. The court sustained the inspector,
|
and ordered the enforcement of the law at
any cost. © Already the good effects of this
How does this devotee rebuke us!' We
decision are manifest in the__granting of inHow sad to disentomb Egyptian and As- junctions against several other parties who
wonder at his superstition; how may he
wonder at our profanity ! Can we look on syrian monuments, and gaze on endless are operating mines in violationof the Mine.
the lowly veneration he expresses for an ed- traifis of miserable captives and insulting - Ventilation Law,
ifice which has'be¢n erected by some dead conquerors, and . to see'events writing simiANOTHER CARELESS MURDER.
man’s genius, which holds but some image lar subjects for history even now ! Is this
all?
If
the
thought
of
God
comes,
there
is
Railway
aceidents seldom come singly.
Paul had been drawn upon as liberally be- of a deified virgin, or bones. of a canonized
some
security
for
progress,
some
hope
even
The
public
had
hardly recovered from the
fore the suit commenced as the See of St. saint, and which time shall one day cast to
of
retrieval.
With
all
the
mystery
there
is
shock
occasioned
by the terrible disaster in,
the
ground,
and
bury
in
the
dust;
can’
we,
Peter was to sustain it, costs, litigation, labor and perhaps ill’ feeling, might have I say, look on that, and, if sensible to re- not despair. - The past is not utterly past. Tennessee, when came the news of a fresh.
been avoided, If the plaintiff’ had referred buke,; not feel reproved by the spectacle? The ruins of nations become like the strata calamity in New Jersey. The details of
to the See of St. Paul, he would have. In how nduch more respect, in how much that are platforms for new worlds, and their both are of the saddest description, but they
heard that great expounder of the Script- holier veneration should we hold this body? ruins have hada life in them which is still are sufficient, in the latter case, at léast, to
ures .intjuire of ‘the Corrinthian§—‘ Dare The shrine, of immortality, anda’ temple capable of reconstruction. Take away our fix the responsibility beyond the shadow of
hope iin. Gad, antl history becomes a sea;of a doubt. , A switchman deliberately misany of you, having a matter against an- dedicated to the Son of God, it is congecrat‘other, go to law before the unjust and not ed by the presence ‘of the Spirit; a living | tumbling billows, dark and shoreless ; na- placed a switch, so that two trains,. which
before the saints?’ and have heard him la- temple, over whose porch the eye of piety | tions rising only to fall ; great souls shoot- should have passed each other harmlessly,
ment in language peculiar to himself, as reads what the finger of inspiration has |ing across ‘the horizon Tike dying metéors ; rushed together in swift and deadiy emfollows: ¢ Brother goeth to law with broth- written ;—*¢* If any man defile the temple of | and all the spiritual longings of the past brace. It is justly held that there can be no.
The.
God, him shall’God destroy ; for the temple | written down but to tell us of the vanity of excuse for carelessness like this.
“er, and that before the unbelievers.’
“ Any view I can take of the case, leads of God is “holy, which. -temple ye are."—Dr, our own efforts: We could bear to study wretched man has been arrested, and jus-.
history only as we forget all the higher tice will be cheated of her due it he be not
me to the conclusion that the. injunction Guihré 2e.
ends it might serve as a school of ‘training tried and punished with inflexible * promptmust be dissolved, which is done.”
for ‘immortal souls, and as the’ steps of a *nesy. He bas been a faithful man hereto-,
3
. WOODBINE.
Empty Churches.
| Divine Architect through .the broken scaf- fore, but the public demand ‘men who are
| folding and scattered stone-wreck upward faithful always, not deviating into one fatal
-n_
Pre-Infanticide.
Beecher is not far out of the way in the | to a finished structure. ‘The very glimpse omission ; and that degree of faithfulness _

longs’ and that the word ‘ordinary’ describes

title and interest in this property, which hé

29

,

written or verbal, and by the operation of
tion does not affect a few thousands in the no law but such as they are the authors and
Diocese of Cleveland merely, but untold infallible expounders of. . . . .
:
i
Miho throughout the entire United States.
*“ There can be no doubt that the spirit
Ve doubt if Judge Paine, shrewd and far- and policy of the legislation in this state, hands to heaven red with plood, for the
sighged as he is, has any clearer conception from its organization, has been to compel curse of God, than all other murders in our
of the importance of this decisiod than Lu- those who would alienate, transfer, incum- land put together.
The crime itself comes not only ef fashion
ther had of the magnitude of the coming
ber, or in any way affect the title of real
Reformation for which he was laying the estate, to do it by prescribed forms, in the in part, but hag come to be itself a fashion.
foundation. If Roman Catholic Parishes presence of witnesses, in writing, and ac- It is found mostly with the fashionable and
have, at all hazards, and inspite of injunc- knowledge their acts before an officer, au- q pleasure seeking. It is one of the deadly,
tions from Pope and Bishops, a right to thorized by law to certify to the act, and forms of surrender to fashiow; or of sacrifice
cbntrol their owa property, there is an end: in some cases the act must be publicly re- to fashion! Among the motives to it are
of real Popery im the United States. Then corded before it has legal effect. If, by any the gayeties of life, love, of excitement and
the Catholic churches of our land are as in- evasion of our law upon this subject, an at- pleasure, the exactions of custom and the
dependent as any. other; and as really tempt is made to accomplish the object in excesses of a perverted life. It takes away
amenable to our institutions and laws, and
violation of the law, courts should see that the fear of illegitimacy, with its danger,
will
need
to
have.
legal
incorporations
acsuch effort be
not successful. Take the and so encourages and multipli®s the asso|.
“cording to the laws of the states in which case of the Roman Catholic church. I'%n- ciated crime.
they are located. Yet all this come to pass derstand that in all parts and places of the
and councils will decree the Papal sovereign- United States it is, as it is here: aH the Jp
crime has had the shield of silence
"| ty and infallibility in vain. Let it become property claimed by the church is held by tod long. It has worn the robes of respectthe Bishop, the tig, as it apppears by ability too long. It must come to be felt
an established fact that the Pope of Rome
only owns so much property in pur country deed, is vested in him absolutely, . and un- that they who do such things have no claim
as he has bought and paid for, or else has conditionally, and that in all cases he holds | to respectability,—no right to character or
received as a free donation, and one of the it in trust for the church, a body or associa position in society, or in the church of God.
strongest levers ever placed under our in- tion not incorporated, not known to the One of the principal physicians in the counlaw ; an association which could not ap- try remarked to the writers recently, ‘that
stitutiors is broken.
"The entire decision of Judge Paine pear in court as plaintiff or defendant.
his profession had taken up this matter in
“If it be true, as claimed, that the Pope,
would occupy several columns.
A few
earnest, putting the crime in question upon

the chureh, or by his desree

And all beyond the islands,

menced. . But Edward Hannin,

and

the concessions of “all Catholic countries,
the secular power and authority of the
Pope by virtue of his office, were the argu-

| trator or priest.

But sometime; in the sailing,
The blind and endiess sailing,
They pass beyond the hailing
Of land upon the lee:
“The lowlands and the highlands,

material

. safeghards,

corporate existence, and the Pope, as such
Pope, is neither a natural nor artificial perI can hardly adopt the argument. T ow
son. Ifthe plaintiff has any interest in or
it that the Roman Catholic church, in legal right to control this property, he derived
contemplation, is a community, an associa- such interest and right fromr the Pope of
tion adopting certain articles of religious Rome.
If the Pope had no: interest in or
faith, and that wherever on earth you find right to control this property, he certainly
one of its members you find a part or par- could not transfer to, or clothe the plaintiff
cel of the church.
This resulting trust
with them.
e
could not be created by the operation of a’
¢¢ I conclude therefore that to permit the
law made by the Pope of Rome.
It must plaintiff to make title to this property or
be-the creaturé of the civil law that this obtain such interest therein in this way, and
court administers.
When you apply the through the instrumentalities attempted, as
civil.law to the transactions of life, you do would enable him to call upon this court
it under the authority of that just and rea- for tke belief he asks, would be a flagrant
sonable suaxim that every man is bound and disregard of the well-settled policy of the
presumed to know the law.
But the civil state since its organization, of clear and
law does not declare-that any one is bound often interpreted provisions of our statute,
to know the decrees of the Pope, the laws and at war with public policy. .
of his eardinals, the resalutions of the "Ple“The argument of this motion took a
nary eoumcil of Baltinwore, or the Provi- very wide range and the Tourt was referred
sional council of Cineinnati, the statutes of to the Acts of the Apbstles and the See of
the Bishop or the directions of the adminis- St. Peter for authority. If the See of St.

And rocky channels drowning

Subscription was raised,

agents thereunto . lawfully authorized by
writing or by aet, or operation of law.’
+ “It is claimed, notwithstanding these formalities,

devoted to the admitgstration of laws
.| ing ne such pretensions.

With just a cable’s slipping
Glides out the phantom shipping
That wanders evermore.

Catholic

the sant2, their

and this too without a particle of written or
recorded evidence of this remarkable trust;
© It does not appear that the Roman
the question of. the Pope's infallibility,
Catholic church has legal “capacity to take
may express my conscious inability to 2
minister laws claiming such an origin. My or transmit titles to land in Ohio, nor does
«it appear that the Pope of Rome, as. such,
limited éxperience on the -bench has been

It is the souls that fall.

tor of the Roman

LI

ty so assigning a ing

Number

H., J ULY 19. 187 =

N.

held in trust by the Bishop and by his.suc-

1 quoted by the Jurists of eur land, far and
| near, and its principles incorporated into
the future decisions of the non catholic
countries of Europe:
:
“JVithout intending to judicially Soe

That flows about them all?

A

allowed a warran-

extracts from it-will serve as samples of
the whole, which will ne doubt hereatter be

So many little islands,
And sleep-the sea of silence

An

church,

tee deed to be made. to the Bishop. Hannin
_ | did not claim any conveyance from Bishop
Rappe, but claimed that the property was

NEWSPAPER

DOVER,

v=

»

‘fied at that, andyill not’ come again, I hoh-

orthem.
I lay ih s law as much to myself
as to my brethren. 1 never scolded you for

of this is reviving, but to give up at once
Architect and end, and see: human lives
shattered and strewn across weary ages,

can never be setured till railroad employes
and railroad managers learn that something

besides pecuniary damages follow so reck~
and human hearts torn and bleeding, with less a sacrifice of human life.
no abiding result, thd surely would fill a |
FROM SPAN.
thoughtful mind with pain. The more of | In the Spanish Cortes a vote of cehsure

such history,
John Ker.

the

more

of SOrTOW., — Rev

\

The Twenty-third

Psalm.

BT

David has

left no sweeter peal th wn the

{ short” twenty-third,
It is but a moment's
opening of his soul ; but as when one walking the winter street sees the door opened
for some one to enfer, and” the red light
streams a motibnt forth, and the forms of

‘gay children are running ‘to greet the
comer, and genial music sounds, ‘though
the door shuts and

leaves, the

night black,

| of the “government was rejected

| 61.

by

115 to

That body has ‘now *under considera-

tion a proposition

for a general

amnesty in

the country and its colonies. The ‘minister
of finance has negotiatedsa loan of 100,000,-

000 reals at 10 per cent., with the proceeds
of which he proposes to pay off” the foreign
debt and net other pressing’ demands.

The Republicans in the Cortes are very severe in their attacks on -the budget and the

‘ministry ; and it is announced that Mar-shal Serra’ o will resign the presidency of!
the council of ministers in case the Cortes

shall reject the budget.

His resignation

the swould be followed by that of the whole
cabinet.’ -A. motion has been adopted to
eye, the ear, the heart and the imagination
i its measis
it
the. government full support in
give
though
psalm,
have seen. Soin this
but a moment's opening of the soul, are ures for “the suppression’ of the Cuban in-*
emitted truths of peace and: consolation gurrection, on which motion the oppoSison,

yet it cai not shut back again all

not coming to church,’ and I never will.
I]
do not; mean here, for you almost alw ays | that will never ‘be
Ll

absent

that

from, the w orld,

abstained from voting.

;

ee
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‘STAR,

MORNING

which
thus far in this country has not. tematic or critical study ofit in the original?
made its own collectiohs,
The young man To say the very. least, have such men a right
interested in the discussions: it - involves: to ‘pronounce, a priori, that such study

about spiritual things,

19

. 1871,

mind 1 “has

my

:

"What more shall I write? Ye hope youn
will be pleased to write another letter to us,
and tell us all the news about yourselves,
« Your loving brothers,
" Parchu Mandal, Raju Mandal, Sreemut
Mandal, Sonarton 1st, Sonarton 2nd, Darmu 2nd.”
!

To speak very briefly of the last fifty
ical or university library to get his materiee
5
als
And a theological seminary of the first years alone. The opening of the Egyptian
ars,
In these days, when the study’ of Theolo- | class isthe only place where he will find hieroglyphics has hade a new thing of
miny persons interested in the same inqui- the five books ascribed to Moses; tha open:
gy is move or less decried "as ‘tending to
He will find them there. He will find ingup of the Assyrian and other Eastern innarrowness, dryness and bigotry, and the | vies,©
ministry itself is souglit to be pushed out of | one or more professors personally well in- | scriptions, and the daily reports of researchthe way as an undesirable profession filled | formed in the details of the subject.
He es and trave’s in the. East, have made a]
-" Chastening.
new thing of the study of the historical
by gmall and inengerprising men, it is both will find fellow -students who make it thé
BY MARILLA.
|
The emancijust gpd fitting that some man.who has the: special study, who propose to themselves books of the Old Testament.
——————
©
ublic ear and faith, and who would never the struggle with the blugders and evils of pation’ of - Christianity from the dog- |
“Whom the Father loveth he chasteneth,”
I
femember
how
darkly
my
bark
had
been
driven,
mas
of
the
darkest
ages
has
re-opened
the
society
as
théir
work
in
life.
Much
of
the'|
be suspectedof cant ov ‘weak professional |
sensibility, should come forward with a student-life and vital interest of a theolog: | whole subject. of the perfoh, nation, nature, Till torrents of suffering each bright hope had riven,
As bleak winds of winter have risen the bowers
Seeley’s “Ecce Where summer had scattered rich garlands of flowplain, fresh, fair and pleasant word of de- | ical school is given to the methods and di- and character of Christ.

«©

Such

'fense.

a

man

has

appeared

in

’

the | vection of such a struggle.

'Homo,”

Renan’s _‘‘Jesus,”

Furness’s

book

. Department,

been

made very happy.

must be fanctional, formal, and dull?

+ will, have to go to a well-furnished theolog-

Studying: Theology.

JULY

-

Methods

>

Hale,

editor

.

.

.

.

ers,’

|

England, the Reformation in all its forms,
First, as to the ‘subjects studied. We
venture the statement, that all the great the civilization of the north of Europe, the
questions of modern discussibn in which “abolition of Slavery in the Roman Empire,
the young life of this country is specially in- the establishment of the civil law, the difterested, are nowhere studied in America fusion of letters over the world, to name onso thoroughly as in its best theological sem- ly three or four essential points of consideration, it is wholly impossible that ‘ecclesiinaries.
"
Ask ‘at the bookstores. what those ques- astical history. should be either a dry or an
tions are, or ask the secretary of a debating unpractica! study.
‘Homiletics’ again.
‘Who, in his sens‘club.
The answer will be, first, that all
the questions regarding the creation of the es,” says the average senior, ‘would study
Well, ‘we confess we are
world and the origin of man are the leading homiletics ?
tempted to'ask, what dean of a theological
questions,—evolution, protoplasm, Darwinism, as for conveniencespeople say. Every school in ris senses would put an old fashwide-awake senior of this year has read ioned Avof-like ‘hémiletics’ into his pre-.
gramme of study, or rather a word like this,
which was never in fashion. =~ Homiletics is

in action, advance, and in the

man race

improvement

sat in cordial

embrace;—and

York!

Rev. H. Scovill

now

About

the ;manier

hold.

That

is

they

reject the

joys I"

el
«do mot permit much use of time in specula- tertaining.
There remain of the studies. of a wejltion. Precisely the line of speculation in
whieh at this moment the world is most in- appointed theological school, the criticism

— terested is, from the nature of the case, beeause it is speculation, and is not what is
weallefl practical,—shut out from all the

American

[>]

schools

except the

theological

seminaries. They are, and for a longtime
must be, our only schools of pure philosophy.
Lo
Take another set of questions,—the qués-

tions of race,—on which all young

men of

intelligence of our times think a great deal
"and

talk a great deal: Chinese

whom we

have tried to

Like a

horse free in the pasture, he sniffs at the
salt in the proffered measure, but determines, on the whole, that he prefers freedom
‘without salt,to salt with a halter. He throws

up his heels in the luxury of life without
inclosure’;

and

his

freedom

ends

in

all hinge on questions of race. Who studies
these questions of race? Do the lawyers

They are no af-

doctor's -bell,

What, then,

is the

critical

01d ‘Testament and

“way.

believes, nay, knows, are

do study

them.

professor of theology.

Dr. Everett's studies

of Confucius are studies made for his classesin theology. ‘The. Ethnic. Religions,”
as they are called, which involve the full
study ofthe relations of the races to each

other, are studied in the theological seminaries, and nowhere besides,
ni
Then there are the socjal science ques_ ‘iions, as people call them, for want of a
beter name.

° tention

These occupy largely the at-

of young

men,—questions

of the

relations of classes to each other, of labor to

- capital, of poverty to wealth;

of. emigrants

to native, citizens, of prisons, of punishment,
‘of the social evil, of the relief of pauperism,
_ and other questions of this class. ~All men

"of sense are interested in these questions,—

‘may,all men

of sense have to .deal with

‘such

office,
or

asa

scientific,

the

study

New ?

philosophical,

manly

of

the

Itis

fhe

study of a

series of books which, asrany Christian man
of the

very first

importance to the. world.
And does any
Christian man really say. that he means to
Bet along with any, thing less than the scientific, philosophical, manly study of these
books? Does he really mean to take his
epinion of them at sacond hand,—and at
second hand, perhaps, from very questionable or very ill-educated teachers?
If a

man really means that he knows more and
better than is taught in the Sermon on the
Mount, or that he can come nearer God

excuse himself from careful and adequate
study of the Bible;
sistency there

but even

in that con-

is a lamentable

confession :

‘I know very little of the Bible; therefore I
do not want to know any more.’ But, not

of creation, the books of refer-. and the Holy Spirit the true leader of life,—
_enee alone are not to be found outside’ a is it a natural or a consistent thing for
them to say, that they are

satisfied with a

to wthe study, No law library con- Sunday school knowledge of our indifferent
vie

a

tains
such books; though, in a broad
sense,
Social science is a specialty
ht
to.
it oug
EY

¢

exercisés

so:wide

Bacon, Bishop a
ry Ward Beccher,

Dr. Bellows,

or Mr. Chapin?”

A

-

The Fruits of Labor.

the

¢« It is hard work, and 1 dong
do it," that is the very thing

know how to
which is set

before you. It is not easy: LetAus banish
from our minds that teaching in the Sabbathschool is easy. The very first thing to
teach yourself is that vou don’t know anything.

The preparation can not be made in

an hour. * We can not be filled up by the
Holy Ghost in a moment,
You can not
pour in upon the child and fill up the mind;
4 butyou can take hold ‘of the mind, and
make it grow,

and

make

it

hungry

xnowledge, and grasp strongly.

not do that in an

after

You

can

hour, or a year, but years.

It ig just what God has done for you,

draw-

ing you out and leading you, preparing you

through the discipline of threescore . years
and ten for the work on the other side; and
eternity will alone finish it. It is putting
something into the mind and heart that
shall develop and take hold of life. In

taking

that.

hold

of the scholar, dearn to do

A locomotive of ten thousand

horse-

power stands on the track.
It
nificent: locometive;
it
has

is a magwonderful

hitch on.

wait

power, just like some teachers in the Sabbath-school;
but you stand on the track
and don’t do anything. Away goes the
locomotive clear down
to New York.
What have you gone down there for along?
You wentup on the track, and there was a
whole line of cars on the track. Why
didn’t you take them along? They did not
It is your business to

until

they do hitch on. Iv is Yourt business not
simply to go over the track every Sunday,
but to back up, back up, until the scholar
hitches on.
:

the

:

in

Jesus

——

.

The subjeet of receiving members into
the church is one that merits investigation.
Some churches receive members as candiHen- dates for baptism ; others receive by experience and the vote .of the church. The
| first make baptism the door into the visible
church, the second receive by experience
making

experience

Christ,

people

So

the

the con-

Christ

facts,

works he had performed, and’ out

" Is Baptism the Door?

and the vote,

Messiah

brought before the

the

of these

brother here thougiit it is. better to start
with some theory, ome doctrine, and work
from that always. {So we have got the doc-

proper method ? ° If ‘baptism. is the door,
let the invitation be given to join the
church by baptism and not _by=*experience.

hun-

I am fully aware that baptism has long been

“that, and then go back and

dred thousand loving salutations, will, you
please accept.
via
:
How it is with you in that far off - country

considered the door by many ‘denominations, and it is almost considered heresy to
offer any. other view of the subject. Notwithstanding,some have raised their voices
against it, yet in their practice they carry
out the idea that baptism is the -door. Instance : The invitation. is given for members,
after telling them that baptism is not the

The following is a copy of a- letter that

My dear

teachers, and

we know not,

but every

Mary,—one

thing” about

you

our great Father knows. The letfers we
have got from you containing the loving
messages, and all the good news, have given
us a great deal of comfort and profit.

Through the mercy of the Lord we are
all well here. We hope you will . not _ for-

get us, but will always pray to God, that
we, may, in love and faith, and with bold-

‘wisdom, or good works,

love.

:

but

‘through

:

Upon the work that you have done here
the Lord has given his blessing, —the fruit
Our special prayer
of it has appeared.

is that you may come back to this country
very quickly. A-great many Santals wish
for you. ,
)
Th
:
To the. brethren and sisters in the church
where you are we send our salutations.
My wife Soondare sends her love to you.

. For three months I have been studying
meaningof the

holy

Bible

the.

and studying

dition of membership, and the vote the door
into the visible church.
Now
the ‘question

Millhausen, Ind., July 1.

see- how

necessary

in

the

i

city,

Some habits of ..

box. in the temple where they are putting in

their donations: the Pharisees putting in
a great deal,
the “poor widow puts in the
two mites. It is a beautiful story. Learn
the

and

circumstances

they

surrounding

increase’ its

beauty.

that

act,

It

was

the

last

the very last
the temple. He
sees openly, but
the venom out

act Jesus Christ did, fin
had conquered the Pharihad not been able “to take
of their hearts. And the

last time going"

out

from

them,

wordsin that témplé were those of benediction. Now, when we know that fact,
the beauty and the interest stand out.
When we know that the healing of the.-paralytic in the pool of Bethesda was the last
act in which he tried to get hold of his own
countrymen, after which he went up into
Galilee

and

performed

his

mission

woman

again and again, until

there,

that net stands out more vividly. Teacher,
you are called upon to teach so as to get
hold
of the mind. Get down to the simple:
facts, break up the- generalities, doctrines,
and theories. Back down until you
get.
hold. Then when attached draw jul
as
far as you can lead them.
When you get
them to a
question that they can .not
answer, lead them to it until they can.
Jesus Christ never told but very little. He
threw out guestions, stimulated the mind,
and so left them there to develop the truth.
If you want to know how ‘to be a good
teacher, read that story of the Samaritan
the

wisdom

and beauty of it enter into your mind and
heart: So you can carry the same out, and
they will fiud the one who told me everything I did. Is not this the Messiah ?
7
"

How to GET THE

consider

that

LEssoN.

underneath

We

that

are

t§

series

of _

statements there lies a picture with definite outlines, features, qualities, which it
{@evolves upon us to unfold and exhibit—a

living unity growing there, with its organization, parts, color

and

fragrance

to

be

presented by us as we would a flower—
a comely or noble countenance beaming and
glowing there, whose lineaments we are

~

to

disclose, and with whom we are to commune.
To reach the divine idea of the passage,
or this unity of thought, is what we have to
do, and this is accomplished by removing
interposing veils:
?
1. By getting a clear conc€ption of the
meaning
of the individual
sometimes imagine we know

words. * We
the applica-

tion of words, when a litthe attention
will convince us that.our idea is very obseure.
ites
v
<
2. By pprencnding the order and connection of the

statements.

“This ‘gives

us

the framework of the picture, the soil ofthe
plant.

It leads us into closer

contact

with

the, spirit of thé passage.
° 3. By gathering under one idea the
meaning soreached, and presenting it as a
unity-of thought. . And here let it be remembered that it is better to retain and
use whatwe ourselves have develbped as
the leading thought of thé lesson: Although ————
the result may not correspond with commentaries,yet it will be possessed of greater
warmth and fullness, as the offspring of
our own minds. ‘Besides, the mind acquires.a habit of integrity by so doing, and
consequently
begomes richer and stronger.
Having thus taken captive the spirit of
‘the ‘passage, our next step

is

to

make

it

serviceable, and a principle is here suggested to us for our guidance :: ** All Scripture
is given by inspiration of God, and is profit-

able for doctrine, reproof, correction,
instruction in righteousness.”

and

The applica-

tion mustybe in one of these directions, viz.,

either
~.' Pd
gat
3
Doctrine—the unfolding the works,

®
ways

it

is

‘The Scripture, . in’ all its teaching, is fitted to lead either to faith in God, or fear of
sin, or gmdance in wisdom, or faithfulness

in duty.—Rev. J. Paterson.

DA¥GER

OF

:

ForMALISM. , Formalism,

next to hypocrisy the greatest perilwof ‘the
soul, may inadvertently be fostered by the
spirit of Sunday school exercises. . This is
suggested by a missionary of the American".

school Union, in a description”
whieh might be found true “of not a few
i
Here is a plant, there is a 1dot. |. schools ;

with nature.

A class go to. learn botany

in "Sunday

teaches?
Very different from this lower part, is it
not?
Somethingin the top very different.

A great work has been «done

but much remains.

The scholars

for them,

See the

little leaves

strong,

hear’

turn

incentive

out

enraging of the passions.

reason
It

hinders

and an
busi-

ness and distracts counsel. = It sins against
the body and weakens the soul.
;

)
Cw

here;

are

mor-

see

fier on .
pY and when a friend congratulated
the romise of fruit, she replied, ‘“ Ah, it is
not for the fruit Lkeepit. I am too poor to
great
has tome ‘keep any living creature, but it is a
1

in their

lives.

Break up these facts into §mall piéces,name

is a captivity of the

Here is a brother who says he

before a class of country scholars and

can’t

comfort to me

to

i

have. that

plant,

or

get hold of them. I belonged to that same’ know it can live only by the power of God,
class once. They are my neighbors to-day. and to gee itive and grow. from day to day,
Cd
If anybody thinks they are so tremendously t 11s me that God is near.” ,.
War

:

“

a class-rponi.’ " What is botany? Can any
of you tell there? What is the wdy nature

| them,

Lust

.
Ld

;
hod
which is the

is

have

“al, but only a few profess to have become
these things in the center. These are the new creatures in Christ Jesus. Oh for his
facts.
We have got to name all these root, Spirit to write his law on their “hearts: to
stem, leaf, ete.
We have the facts, then we make the tree good: to cleanse the fountain!
Wae.find it comparatively easy, espedoor. Bome one presents himself for mem- get the names,
secure in our scholbership, gives his experience, and is aston- cover the whole, and we call that Botany. cially with females, to
ars a respectable outward demeanor; but
So
let
it
bein
our
Sabbath
school
teaching,
‘ished %o hear a motion made to receive him First the facts in regard to Jesus Christ's when this is attained, many, both teachers
as a candidate for baptism, thusby practice life ; then get them into some theory. If and scholars, rest satisfied. But Jesus
making baptism the door.
oe
we take the theory of the truth and throw it said that oul righteousness must * exceed
Now isnot this deceiving the parties and down upen the scholars, that don’t draw 1t this ; that we must be born again. And I
practicing eontrary to what we preach P out. So Isay it is not simply cramming find that, failing to secure this, we can not
jour scholgrs, but drawing them out by rely on either teacher Or scholar. Such
In our confession of Faith, Art. 16, we say
earning the facts of Jesus Christ's life. teachers will be irregularin attendance,
that, baptism is an ordinance in the church. There is certain sense of the mind which dull and superficial “in instruction. Such
Therefore we must come into the church longs for perfection, loves to do a thing just scholars, as they reach youth, ‘leave the y
before we get to the ordinance.
The con- right, -and, when it does it right once, there school and fall back into old” company and
j
ditions of membership require that we ex- isa‘joy init. This tendency applies to all old habits.
°
education. In teaching have it exact. If it
BR
———.
perience a changé of heart by the Spirit of is one verse of
the words of Jesus -Christ,
God, at the same time deciding by vote both learn it thoroughly. Thenlet them repeat
Gop m¥ ms WORKS. —A Jpoor woman
pot in
our entrance into and departure from the it before the class, or before. a palt of the. kept a strawberry plant'in a broken
finegrew and flourished
It
school, if you please, and you touch one her window,
cifurch,
-M. R. McKEE.

Py

o)

arises,

patience

You

You

what do ye judge I am? 'SojJesus Christ and character of God; or
.
took hold. He is the great example. Just
Reproof—the quickening of ‘the mind.to.n.
as a picture takes hold of the minds of the sense of its need in the presénce of God, the
scholaxs¢ ‘Whenever he would teach them a -awakéning of conscience ; or
dh
great lesson he uses a picture, as turning = Correction—the pointing out the path of
the water into wine, as breaking the bread
wisdom, safety of | peace ; or.
before them to feed the hungry. It is just
Instruction in Righteousness—the edifisimple facts and f#héir - conclusions. A cation in truth or‘exhortation, to holiness.

our returned ‘Midsionaries havé lately received from their former pupils:
“ God's mercy, and love, and grace, and
peace be on you both!
!

-in Hallam Sahib’s class, and, in learning

Ni

Church.

trines all brought out and tdught to our
Sabbath school ¢hiliiren. 1 have no objection leartiing every Sabbath school scholar
the catechism ; kite I have to say to you all,
it is contrary to’ Christ's way of teaching.
He did not begin at the other end. The
gospels come before the theories and philosophy of St. Paul the Apostle. Remember

tempt to extend that knowledge by a sys3

by 8S. D.

fact.

rudimentary idea. The teaching of the unite with the church, and go forward in
daysschool is to take hold of the find of the the way of the kingdom of God, will comfirst-class city
scholar, and lead it out to ‘material things. pare favorably with. they
Ih the Sabbath-school, it is taking hold of schools: *I don't say that the. city schools’
the mind of the scholar, and leading it out perfect and uniform regularity is not adapttowards spiritual things. It means the con- “ed for its sphere ; but I say in the niatter of
tact'of mind with mind, heart with heart. results the proportion is ten to one in favor
It. isthe hardest thing in this world. We of the country schools. Let there be defiof facts,“
Te
are isolated by so. many habits, so many nitenésS
differences of education, that it is very hard This is the pont I'want to call your atLearn the New Testatment,
for us to take hold. It is the very first tention to.
thing that you lave to do. You must take so that you know the place where. the. facts
hold of your scholars, When you say, lie. Jesus Christ ‘is standing before the

:

an |

opinion upon other men in America, when
he attempts to move them by personal appeal or by the indirect influence of those on
whom he acts, as do the great leaders of
the religious corgmunions, such men as Dr.

version of the Bible, and they will ngt af:
el

4

to-day,

ness and power, serve the Lord Jesus, and
in no way, we may fall into temptathat
than the Saviour brings him in the, fourbut always be watching. We can
tion,
teenth chapter of John, that is one thing.
refuge in Christ by any of our own
find
not
That man may, with a certain consistency,
his

to inquire into the duty or the choice of that
hem inlife. Now, with regard to these man,—for other men,—for
men who have
«questions,as with regard to the questions of found Jesus Christ to be their living help,

furnished public library, collected with

cal- science

a

principal of an academy !

fairs of theirs.
Do the medical schools?
.Scarcely. The pulse of a Calmuck afd the
pulse of a Hottentot beat in much the same

The theologians

bar,in medicine, orin any walk of physi- Ca77a

tether, and gallops to the farther part of the
or within sound of a

Ten Religions,” is based on his lectures as a

~

senior,

liberty as he may find in alawyer’s

« "This new book of Dr. Clarke's, on “The

RJ

tke average

describe, looks most suspiciously.

African question, Catholic question,—they
study them? Not they.

Wo

question,

of the Bible and the science of ethics.
These are unquestionajlly those at which

j

little:

of

there.

and have_got a quick class.

the night came on.
:
Then arose the angel of slumber from
proposals made to them to enter sucha proIT QuIBLs SYMPATHY. |
fession, about which, for one or another his moss-covered couch, and with a noisereason, there hangs such a reputation. And less hand strewed the “invisible seeds of
‘Not an indefinite sort of sympathy, but
The evening wind carried them agony for the soul's conversion.” Not to go
we believe that the bounties paid by the ec- slumber.
ucation societies have clouded the matter to the quiet habitations of the laboring men. down to this little child who is very obstrepNow sweet Sleep enfolded -in her arms the | erous, and say, ‘“ What has got into you ?
more, and male it worse than before,
I wish you were'in another class.” «Every
In point of fact, and as we observe soci-. inhabitants of the rural cottage, from the teacher is to’ get hold of every scholag, 1
gray-haired sire who walked supported by don't care where you get hold. You%can
ety, this description of the life of an Amerhis
staff, down to the infant in its cradle. put your-arms around the boy's or girl's
ican clergymen is ridiculously untrue. Pernecks, if you are a man or woman, as
haps itwould be better if a few more of “The sick forgot their pain, the mourner his Brother Bacon suggested ; but I could not
sorrow,
the
poor
man
his
cares.
All
eyes
them did study their Hebrew in the mornget hold of boys in that way,
I am afraid.
I would like to do it, but I can’t, any
ding. - Certainly the number that do may be were closed.
Now, after the task was ended, the be- way. Then you are to draw them out.
counted on the fingers of a man’s hands.
are you to do it?
XN
It would not be fair, perhaps, to inquire as neficent angel laid himself down again by How
In the first place, you have got to do this
the
side
of
his
stern
brothér.
to the private life of Bishop Simpson, Mr.
work on facts, their doctrines.
Let me il“ When the morning dawn appears,” iustrate. Jesus Christ is-our great teacher
Beecher, Bishop Huntington, or Dr. Belthe
science
of
address,
the
science,
so
far
as
»
.
‘
somark
1
11]
1
a
lows; but we are disposed
to believe
thi®f he remarked
with
cheerful
innocence,
* the a here.. How did hebfgome into the world?
« the subject involved has been_the subject of it can be put in science, by which such men
world
will
praise
me
as
its
friend
and
ben- What did he say? He came along to
Wendell Phillips and there are few more active men in the com- efactor. ‘Oh, what a joy to do ‘good secrétly Peter and Andrew and John, and he said;
! the familiar discussion of the philosophical as Beecher and
munity.
As
for
general
influence’
on
the
Charles Finney and Newman ‘Hall and
I suppose, "““T am the Saviour sof the
circles among young men.
.
,
public, we must say that the one thing cer- andaunseen ! How happy are we, the un- world?” No; he did not! Nothing of the
Frederic
Robertson
and
Charles
Spurgeon,
Now, where is:a man to study this subtain at school meetings, college meetings, seen messengers of the good spirits !| How kind. He came before the community, and
ject ? - Where, in the first place, can he “affect in speech their fellow-men,when they Indian meetings, meetings to welcome,and beautiful our silent vocation.”
So spake said, * Iam the Sonof God?” No; he did
want to affect them.
Is it, or is it not,
get the books about it,—German, .French,
not.
He walked before men .as before his
the friendly. angel of slamber.
meetings
-to
say
farewell,
.
natural-history
worth while;to learn anything about that?
disciples. Came and talked with them;
and English?
The
death-angel
sat
in
silent
sadness,
and
meetings, public-library meetings, or mectHe will find themin a well furnished theo- Is that, of is it not, an interesting study? ings of whatever sort, which have our en- a tear, such as the immortals weep, stood did not tell them who he was. They went
away feeling therd” was something about
To
the
average
American
student,
whose
logical library. He will not find them anyWa him they did not understand.
larging civilization in hand, the men you in his large, dark eye.
Went off
duty
and
destiny
it
is
to
move-throngs
of
where else.
=
¢ Alas,” spake he, « that I can not, as fishing, but came back and went after him.
are
certain
to
meet
are
clergymen.
Nor
~~... In the second place, if he. wants to find men by the way in which he- shall state to is the domain of literature to be forgotten. you, enjoy the cheerful thanks; the world 1 So they leaimed to walk with him. He
any professor vitally interested in" the them the truth, is it, or is it not, in impor- It is not by an accident, that, among the calls me its enemy and the disturber of its performed miracles among them; taught
themby the wayside; fed the multitudes;
study,
who - will manfully introduce it tant study ? But people say, ‘Homiletics ‘few first-class names in our literary history,
healed them of their ‘diseases. Can you
into his courses, and give the last: word of sound like ‘homily ;’ and homilies are sup- ‘the names of such leadef's as Everett, Ban“0 my brother,” replied the angel of reach this kind of work ? After he had been
posed
to-be
dull!
No
matter
what
it
science with regard to it, as well as the
croft, Sparks, Channing, and Ripley should slumber, *¢ isit not so, that at his awaken- with them- two years, he said tq Peter,
view which scidnke has taken of it for twen- sounds like. It is the~ science of address. be the names of clergymen.
There is but ing, the goodman will gratefully recog- ‘ Peter, whom say the people I am? Some
“ty-five hundred ‘years, he must seek that We never understood that anybody whe one profession which of necessity trains nize and bless you as his friend ? Are we say Elias; some say one of the prophets.
Whom do you say I am ?” “Thou art Christ,
professor in a theological seminary. - He sat under the preaching of Ward Beecher men to express themselves simply, distinct- not messéngers and brothers of one fa- the
Son" of the living God.™ Christ says,
or
Robert
Collyer,
the
chiefs
of
homiletics
may find the man
in what is called a scienz
wie
eins] “flesh and blood hath not reyealed this unto’
ly, and frem conviction; and-that profes- ther
h
‘tific college ; but he will not find there any just now, found their preaching dull. Pre- sion was theirs.
So spake he; then the eye of the death- you” it hath been. taught you by the Spirit.
d if any mai asks the
Now; ther¢-had been th hots hon be‘eonrse of lectures devoted to sach subjects. cisely because they knew something of hom- question of. general influence ‘on men, we angel gleamed, and the brotherly angels
years. "Out . of these
‘The bread-and-butter studies pursued there, iletics, was their preaching vital and en- should be glad to be told what man at the tenderly embraced each other.—From the fore Christ for: two
fagts Peter drew es
and discovered
of society, that in general

have got «to gain them

mind don’t work quickly; let them work
slowly, then, Be sure that inthe half-hour,
if they have learned the fact of some truth,
you have done all thatis required. I venture to say that the number who grew up in
those dull, stupid coundsy schools, and

of teachingy , What

taking

the solid matter

in the teacher, even if you are

is teaching ? It is not preaching, not lecturing, not pouring, not coming filled , with
| a treasuty of good things ind flooding the
class; it is educating. Educating means
drawing out or

a

Rainy days and cold days they

get dowmon

got to wait a

very effectively discussed ** methods ‘and
| manner in teaching.” He said :

of Old |

.

and water.

.

Sunglay school Convention,

buy

mers, who live back in the mountains have
to do with the strong facts of the soil, mud

and Manner.

At’a recent meefing of the New

‘Ecclesiastieal history’ Ts a great bug- | with the same title, Parker's “Ecce Deus,” The prayers which had cheered me through earlier
years,
:
,
, and New, whose article in the July number ‘bear.
“They have to spend so much time aud a hundred other vecenmt books, show
And sweetened the fountain of heart-bitter tears,
of that periodical is wholly unhackneyed | in ecclesiastical history.” = Popularly, in the | that this is so. For the study of the relations All
seemed but an echo of sorrow and pain,
genuinely interesting. Mr. His a | average student mind, itis supposed that of Christianity*to the history, social order; Where faith enters nevergor enters in vain,
Unitarian, and {writes from his own stand- | this is thegstudyof lists of pop@s, of. the and philosophy of the Roman Empire, which Each hope of a meeting, when darkness is o’er,
point, and has heye’and there a word that dates in which Scotch synods sat, and of the is the subject of the critical study of the” With Christ and his loved-ones on ‘heaven’s ‘blest
shore,
>
.
.
mightbe criticised or objected to.
But he order of the apostolic successicn of Bishop | Epistles, such books in popular circulation
lost to my vision, or shadowed by night,
deals with the subject in a thoroughly Sen- | Colenso and of the Rev. Mr. ‘Cheney. The |. as Merivale'sy Cdlenso’s, and Lecky’s ¢ His- Seemed
Where sea-fogs and tempests enshrouded each liglit.
sible way, and with a special aim to arrest truth is, that «ecclesiastical, history is the | tory of Morals)’ are enough to show that
THis blindly
1 wandered
through sufl’ring and
the attention of efucated
young men }| history of the world, studied on the side of that study is to-day a study as fresh and as
grief,
’
rs
who are choosing their sphere and service. ideas, rather than on the side of forms or | important as as it ever was.”
Unblessed by the promise go full of relief;
We are glad-to reproduce some ofthe nore | statistics, History studied as Gibbén or | After denying, and justifying his denial, Half fearing that Jesus,Sn mangions of light,
D
- marked portions
of the article, and ask the 1 Milman or Buckle or Lecky™ or Carlyle or that the theological student is thus hamper- Ne’er noticed my bark as it drifted through mght.
.
.
.
FI.
.
I remember how kindly his messenger came,
;
attention oft such young. men among our |’ Michelet 3tudy it,
is ecclesiastical history. || ed with a slavish subcription to dogmas in Mow trustfully tender he mentioned His name,
)
readgysas he has in mind. .
SF;
History studied in its outside or pictorial | advance, he speaks of the value of the ih
And spake of the chastening, rich-freighted with love,
to moorings abo ve.
He supposes a company of college sen- form, as Livy studiedit, or Suetonius or | years’ course in the Theological Semi ary To bear. me more safely
.
.
1t might be that only this sufi’ring of mine
tichard of Devizes, or Hume or Prescott, | to live and garnest students,in these words:
iors conferring over the question of #heofit me for duty and glory divine.
logical study, and objecting to it, on the is ¥nly ah auxiliary to ecclesiastical history. || © “The popular id¢a of the lilc of a clergy- Could
And Christ, while inflicting this punishment sore,
ground that they will be required to affirm Now, we heed only refer to the rgal and || man is, that he spends his mornings in Might love me more tenderly e’en than before.
their full faith in a setsof half understood | lasting populgrity of such books as Stanley's
writing sermons and translating Hebrew, .Then welcome to heart-throbs of anguish and care,
While Jesus can love mb I'll never despair;
and doubtful dogmas
beforehand, which T.ectures on’Church, History to show that
and his afternoons in visiting sick people: Still trusting, I’ll° wait, though the tempests may
make them servile and hampered men, and the philosophical or ideal method, the only
and burying the dead. The supposition is,
roar,
"
also on the ground that theological study ‘rue and comprehensive method, is at the that he does all this in a certain pre-or- | Till called to his mansions t®suffer no more.
same
time
the
method
which
really
interMoney Creek Min n.
A»
offers nothing thata fresh, live, enterprisdained or conventional way; which leaves
FAMILAR
Vr PE
in
ing young man would feel much interest in. ‘ests intelligent people. And lLiete again, as
very little play for imagination, fancy, perHaving put these objections into detailed before, we have a rightto say, that philo‘Death and Sleep.
sonal character, or indeed for the intellect
sophical
history
is
scarcely
studied
anystatement and vigorous rhetoric, he goes
—~——
4
.»
in any of its enterprises. As this is the popwhere else in this country: butin. the better
on to reply thus:
Death and Sleep, the angels of slumber
ular idea, it probably eters largely into
“Now,in answer to the impression which arranged theological seminary. "The Col- the discussions of such a club of seniors as and of death, arm in arm like brothers,
is popular among seniors, and . which we lege of History in Cornell, and the classes we have imagined ' looking forward upon walked over the earth.
It was evening.
have attempted thus to describe in_ its de- at Charlottesville, Va., are the only strik- their Profession. Now, we confess, that if They lay themselves down -upon a hill, not
So young men, with the enthusiasm, vitality,
-tail, "we write this article, to show in brief ing exceptions which we remember.
far from the habitations of men.
A.melanwikat a theological school is, and what it is far from its being a study encumbered with and ambition of young men, liked any such choly silence reigned round -about, and the
not, when it is at work on a true footing. detail of the methods of administration of life as that, or could be largely bought into vesper-bell in the .distant village grew
the so-called ‘Church’ of its time, it is very
We say, in
outset, that such a the:
i
:
it by the bribes of any education societies, mute.
of a theologicaillseminary as we have de- indifferent to such chaff, which gets itself we should think very sadly of our times:
Peacefully and silently, as is their cusDealing with
scribed is a gross caricature on any theolog- forgotten very speedily.
We believe it is because young men believe tom, the tw beneficent angels of the busuch
subjects
as
the
Puritan
Revolution in
ical seminary in this land.
person of Rev. E. E.

stupid, I would like them to go'and

voke of oxen of them. You don’t know
how to get hold of them.
You. begin “with
| the quickness of your city life. Those fir-

A

Ei
+ re

End
”\

pe

MORNING
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-

for Jesus.

————————

argue that it comes
article, for which they

"0 plodding life! crowded 6 full
Of earthly toiland care!

and day

Working with patience rare, *
Problems of worldly loss or gain,

after

this

power

ka

thou art no more thine own,

Heart, brain, fife, all are His alone;

hb——

round’ her

shall come
prayer
place!
of grace, igi

and

the town

close

nL
’

ship

But now

“old man”

of your readers to certain conclusions which

dinner!”

no favors.

wine at Cana of Galilee, and that he commanded his followers to use such wine as an’
instituted.

provokes children and servants to wrath;
all which wise, not to say pious, Christian

tormenting and vexatious

Thirdly. That the' argument against the
coholic liquors, drawn from the
use of

people,

result of their use—is

pray

sake.
“'y
A handful of snow is a beautiful thing,
soft or sparkling as the case may be, outside ; but very damp and disagreeable by the

not by any

“¢ a thing harmless and even holy,

strive, and

inst, for their own, their children’ s, their
neighbors’ sakes;»and above all for Christ's

past, that terrible evils, such as disease; immorality, crime; and dgath, appear to be a
means conclusive, or, to use his own

fault-finding that

ought to watch,

words,

may be-

death,” and he

instances the Gospel itself as an example, fireside. - And there age domestic snow-balls
because it iS a savor of death unto death to f —soft as wool, or sparkling as gems outmens”

nice

pleasant-spoken,

| side,—*‘

those who do not rightly receive it.

tial to true faith.
H

.

——

Fourthly,
or
ing liquors, isa_poison (if that be conceded),

}

4 another.

was crymg violently:

:

ates, watchful Mr. A——had his eye on him.

who

the{truth, every

man with his neighbor,” he need not be
anxious, Truth always takes care of itself.
A lie needs two watches, one for a day and
one for a night, and then a hundred to one
it will be detected.
I dreamed the other night that T had power to bring thin gs out to the sight, just as

For

is no reason for its condemnation, or for en. | the moment their shadow falls on their own
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still I'll watch a little longer."

Though the careless merchant. took Sunday rides himself he was very glad to see |
that young Brown did not.
Although he went to church occasionally | M
from custom, not from the love of it, he was
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before |

comes

so)

visibly
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(outwardly

see | t oe rake not ito the
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every
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Lord Jesus sent.you.”
¢ Thank you, child,” she said, reverently,

evoked them T |

had

whicl

power

the same

is
ORNAMENTAL

IRON

real Christian. I ¢an trust him. I can afand smiling a ** Good-by,” walked thought- ford to pay him well.”
:
:
they were. 1 shall not tell what sad things fully on.
Dear young Christian, thus do others
I followed her, pondering. much as I went watch to see if you are true. Many have
I saw, nor what transcendently beautiful
ones. But, as I was going dowa Broadway that wonderful casting out of fear and sus- their eyes on you-and are ready to give wn
picion which true charity drives away like places of trust if you are trustworthy.
¢
to Wall street, it occurred to me that
an evil spirit, No questions as to whether world has its cold eye on you to see if your
would see how men looked, and so I A
manded the old man on ‘every one’s shoul- “they were worthy.” The suffering and. religion is real. The Master's loving eye is
ders to appear. And appear they did. Such the wanf were titles clear on her sympathy also upon you. He sees not the missteps
a sight was never before imagined out of and her purse. Their appeal was to the alone, but the earnest wish to please Him.
bedlam ! All sorts of sprites, of goblins, of divine nature within, and those cruel words, He also has a place for you when through
imps, of deformed dwarfs, of grotesque and imposition and imposture, were not heard. his strength you have proved yourself true.
He will not then
Keep your eye on Him.
faces,; all sorts of J ugly and demon- ‘ItReis often well to give, and ask : no ques| }a

commanded

:

BOSTON

Mr, A——said to himself, *‘ I guess he'll do,

“Me an’ the bairns are awfu’ hungry,
miss; there was nae meal i’ the house to
| mak’ parritch the morn; and mither has
gane out to gather the claithes she washes.”
Quickly the little purse was opened, and
“its contents examined.
‘‘I have fifty cents
I can spare; will that buy meal enough for
¢ parritch’?”
4
!
¢¢ Mair than enow’, miss. Doubtless the

°
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slowly until I saw

« Ding.
Now what else do you want, dear?"

is no‘risk.

mlz,

3

He noticed
how:he
bore thé sneer (o£
that
p
:
came if. he stood up manfully for
sometimes
at
ry
;
1
|
hey
w
and
druggist’s,
a
go into
his new Master, and was not afraid to show
them Sout oa HE ohild was iin Bi
Z€T | his colors. When young, Brown did this,
J
ween.
I followed

x

Te

3

»

hd
*. | it, watching him closely.”
!
Brown went up and down |
"Thus, Si
Thoughtless of her

ome with
easier it is to go-sin- | helped the-c ild to her feet.
me now,
and I will get .you something : to
)

free,so there

1,

hicago,

i

the streets, as he mixed with his old associ-

ease it.”

Bm26.

at once Hudson River Wire Works,
130 Maiden
Liufie. Sor, Water St, N. Y,, or 16 Dearyotn a

a

I want

out.

if he helds

see

y
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may yetbe saving, Only it is at once ou
Christian privilege and duty to aim at suc

you wander
* Acta || of
says: creature
‘ Eha" a poor
the gentle When
shoulder and
me fromshuddered.
feet | inc
their and.
wipe door;
7y,0¢.
alcohol, the | leave
charity assometimes.
By | tions;
That the fact that ks
head till at I fairly
and grinned
backfaces
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,

weak,

18 often

that faith
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bt sight th of|

the curbstone,

pretty Spring suit and dainty kid-

;
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is anxious to make known
ekns oeure, To all who Joni

We must rémember, how-

H

3

part of Broad- |

ittsuddenlyth

eldest of whom

often

Men

so lucky.

not

all are

:

base
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upon

insists

John

St.

So

written.

is | were
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sal

I, but also we

Sone to Won his epistles [~ T0

A young girl who was walking be- | acme a ©hristian ? ” said one business-man

ree children sitting on

The Spaniards say—and if there is anything
about lying that they do not know, it is
hardly worth knowing —that ‘“a liar should
have a good memory.” But when once a

Storms

storms of short, fitful blasts, sharp, bitter
words, ill-natured and resentful -reflections,

element at the sacrament he

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,

is

No. 612 Arch St, Philadelphia,
not designed to illustrate that which is or- :
are
All others
sold for 50 cents : per box. » Al
d
oth
dinary;—we—gnswer—that—in—all these: in- | anisions,
imitat
stances Paul speaks simply as a Christian,

“a,

the upper

It is the | flfore mé hild
stopped

gle
No one who has. not rin
tried.
§ than double!
:
it can conceive how much pleasanter life is
r
nt
an”
“
i
|W ith the *‘ old min ” off than on! Few men
620 walk a straight line with him on their

purify the outer air, but they desolate and
destroy within the dwelling, and there are
many storms short of tumbling the teathings in a broken heap off the table, ar
leaving the family meal in a torrent of tears;

First. That nothing is entitl™ to be ¢all-

ed wine but the expressed juice of the pwrape
"that has passed through the fermenting
process.
‘
Secondly. That the Saviour made such

experience, and

The Genuine wil¥

the wrapper of each box.

What is the matter?™ asks the youngy trusty young'man in my business, and ifthis |
| throw him off for a while, and then take |
I want, so
with him ' he’s . just the one
sympathizing tone. 1? *.Tra } is real
| Pity and let him ride a while. They often girl5 inPua a gentle,
iy
A
p
carry him over difficult places. They keep __** I've gotten the toothache, mfss, an’ 'my{ [rye heen watching him ever since 1 heard of

and as if she, the
purposely blunted

that very knife just before

‘But det-us briefly state his. positions.

measure of an apostle’s

of all Skin Diseases,

cure every case of Skin disease, or the money returned. It has the signature of the Proprietors
on

peraiaded that he is able to keep that which
‘have committed: unto him against that
day.” If it be objected that this is the

few days ago I saw an angel's visit on

To be rid of himis to save a
Shoulders,
other houses were | world
of anxious thought and calculation. |
perfect cutlery that

if/all
most

never needed ‘an edge,
gentlest
‘of wives, had

we must Ibgically draw from his positions,
assuming them to be true.

come an occasion of sin and

deserves
\

| one man that should 1eceive no mercy.
But

Hey will be helped.

This | way.

that it is done so as to break his neck,

might be'left high and dry

as
this house!”
furnished with
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same county

has also

the w hele’ ‘exercise as this year.
that ov éry foot of ste ding

roonr

It seemed
even was

furnished an-

‘occupied during the five and a half mortal
other case of almost inconcai able depravi i- | hours over which the excreises were ex- |
AP arade and its Results.
:
—————
'|ty.
One Martin Mera, the possessor of a tended, the interest ‘incre aging, Father
The annanal par ade of the Orangemen in| small farm as well as of a big temper, one abating, quite to the end.
:
Wédnesd: ay
provoked. an | morning ordered his halfssick son go work
Ne v York last
And what is true at New; Hampton is |
attsick from 2 murderous mob that is a dis- in the field. The little fellow not seeking equally true elséewhée, "Each week brings
arage to the polities that have made

——

with | town authorities are hastening

it

pos- |[ his task w ith sufficient alacrity

sible, It will be remembered that the Orange- | passionate “father,

to please the

he proceeded

to hurry

reports
college

from seminary anniversaries, and
commencements, of eager multi-

Stortns.

Jeff Davis

and others

of their:

kind,
Of course the outrages are real and
actual,
~The maladministration of govern-

ment, the provocations offered

by northern

| Denminginal. ows ul Nie, Maine Central Correspondence.

cdrpet-baggers, &e., &c., nay be offered in
excuse by lawless southerners, but there remain the facts of burned ‘dwellings, murdered unionists, pillage and loutlawry.
It

The annual report of the churches presented at the June session of the Bowdoin
Q. M., gave occasion for Jarge gratitude and .
encouragement. . While no special loss in

is an easy matter for such as' are disposed,
to image wrongs that néver ‘had an ex-

vitality seemgpto have béen experienced by

any church, ‘the history of many exhibits
tides and cro ded hy alls to cheer and crow n istence and to- magnify those that have. real increase in efficiency. The church, in
year while observing their annual festival, | poker. “Burned and bruised by the par- these annual festivals of intellect and learn:
business, remittances of money, &¢., should be adWe
of the north, beihg human, miy not be Augusta, rejoicing in the continued services
and several were killed. "The Irish Catho-.| ent’s blows the son at last sank. upon the ing.
dressed to the Publisher.
Ofthem .the people: seem never to || entirely free of this habit, but so long as of Pastor Penney, is steadily gaining in
lies have frequently given out word that [ floor, when he ho
seized and stripped of tire. So far from complaints for the want | | the smoke of burning churches and * schoolpower and numbers. We can not tell how
no parade of Orangemen whatever would | his clothing, pla edupon the stove until the of
audiences the universal
demand is | | houses is continually rising to view,
‘much
the work at large might have been
Eminence wit Prominéne a
and
| be allowed this year, and that the attempt | flesh was scorched in many places, then | for halls sufficiently capacious to accowino:
s) long as mumerous wayside treés hold favored by his yielding to sofme one of the
Stl
me
'
o
| to do so would be preventedby force, The | beaten with a heavy whip until he was date the eager crowds in attendarce. At
[ their lynched victims, and with the cries of calls from other prominent churches, but
© We find men in every w alk in. life mis- | Orangemen are Irish, it is true, but they are | des ud, when his quivering body was thrown
Yale College it is in contemplation to erect | tite beaten-and scourged ever falling on,ouit it is « abundantly shown that weakness
taking a\passion for promihe nce for a desire Protestant Irish, and their parade is in cele- | beneath the bed upon which
lay his mother
a Commencenzent Hall of sufficient capacity ears,’it is difficult to Believe that free insti- is exchanged for strength, and efficiency
for eminence.
No eminerlce is possible | bration of the great battles of 1690, between | with a new-born child.
After eight or ten to seat 2500 people.
It will doubtless tutions are particularly favored there, or takes the place of imbecility,only as the long
vexcept we: subject that passion for promi(Catholic and Protestant kings, in which the | hours the lifeless body was buried by moon- prove far too small,
,
that merely asking questions-in Washingcontinned labor of an efficient toilér is ennence, which causes us to overlook the very
latter conquered.
ft is for this reason that | light beneath a brush fence, when the inIf
the
hall
at
New
Hampton
were
enlhrg-: ton is goingto effectually remedy the evil. joved. Better the continued labor of faithsteps by which eminence is gained.
The
intolerant: Catholicism forbade .the paradé, [tere sted father flow around to eall out the ed to twice ats present size, no doubt it would |
ful men, of whatever gradeof talent, than
¢passion for prominence leaves us open to
a, —
@
and then resorted to arms to prevent it.
neighbors to help him hunt up his son, be filled on these occasions to ils extreme |the
enjoyment of. a series of most’ brilliant . the sting of unsatisfied vanities:. the de- |
The cowafdice of the New York city | who, he said, he oN run away ! The neigh- sitting capacity.
LION IN THE WAY.
Just as we supAll ofthis is very pleas- | ——A
toilers in rapid succession. But when church, sire for eminence makes us calm in seem- | government in first forbidding the Qrange | hors at length found the son,—under the
Itis the fruit of the la- posed ywe were getting nicely along in the
1 ing in the review.
ing defeat. The passion for prominence |f-parade,-thus-yielding to-the-Irish-mob,-and-| brush—fence,—and—also —hung—the—bratal+ Bors of the past to make general intelli way-of Civil-Serviee-reform; here. Arises-a es are treated to a rapid succession of ‘inefficient: men, as some churches are, woe fo
makes us more anxious to stand ‘well in the disgrace and humility brought upon it |
father upon a neighbaring limb.
gence a common trait of our people, and to | professedly impassable barrier to "any furthe itinerants and the churches; which is to
the estimation of othe rs; the desire for em- by the proclamation of the Governor, allowther progress, Article second, section2, of
On the zame day two farmers met on the
inence makes us chiefly anxious to stand | lowing the Orangemen to parade and prom- land of one, who immediately ordered the interest all classes in one of the leading feat- the Constitution, prov ides that Congress may | be pitied most is hard to decide. - We are
ures of our Republie’s universal education,
| glad to note-that Bro. P., settled longer as
well in our own.
:
| ising all the civ iland military: "protection in | other off.
The other refused to go, and in
by law vest the appointment of such inferior |
The teachings of. religion are: Be, not | his power, are side questions, but ‘such as | fact did not go until he had left his neigh- And hese gatherings are productive of officersas they think proper in the President | pastor than any other in Augusta, and his”
large profit. ~~ Multitudes ‘go away from
| church, occupy a leading position in Jhat
seem j.do n't assume anything before men
will finally return to trouble the parties. | bor.dead upon his own frm with a half them with higher conceptions of the value alofie,in the courts of law, or in the heads of
city.
to which you have no real claim; do n't at- |
Sufficeit to say that the parade began in | dozen bullets in his body. .
of intellectual training, and with a larger departments. This has giv engise to the quesThe church ix Auburn,now, eight months
tempt a showy reputation instead of a valaccordance with
previous arrangements,
_ "And so these columns might be “filled by a; npreciation of the service rendered in this tion, whether officers appointed hy our Sani
fter calling Pastor Fernald, finds itself free
uable character; give up that miserable fic- |
| and the attack by the mob began at once in Fhe chronicling the actual occurrences direction by our higher institutions of learn- ining board, asis propose to be done in t
tion of a reputationand build up a living
ffrom a debt which had been resting upon it
| accordance with previous threats,
The mil- | of every-day life. One can’t take up a dai- ing. Every teacher will enter upon the la- case in hand, can legally hold their posifor several’ years, amounting to $3200.
character.
Stop deception, lay the foundaitary was immediately ordered out, an at- | | ly paper at all without being astounded by bors of another year with a- larger courage tions.
This properly turns upon another
This labor hds been most perseveringly and
tions of honesty.
Attempt no longer ta |
| tack was made upon the mob, and the | the numerous murders, abuses and “crimes and deeper enthusiasm, inspired Dy the evi- question, whether the power to designate for courageously performed by Bro. F. himpalm off upon men more honor, more truth, |
They seem dence that the common
interest in his appointment is identical with the power self taking the task of ‘soliciting all submore wisdom, more integrity, more posi- || result shows that about 400 were killed and | that are continually occurring.
It would
seem - quite . easy
| wounded.
The scenes of 1863 were re- | like the record of "the deeds of sav ages in work is true and unflagging.
And every to appoint.
scriptions. In other important respects, in
‘tion, tlian you possess. Imitate no longer |
| peated, and the streets of New York became | | tropical countries.
After one ~ has read student,too, will feel that though for a while to meet the requirements of the Constitution,
a more perfect organization, in singing, in
in life what banks attempt in money, mak- |
we
| them. he ‘almost involuntarily expects to he may be isolated from the busy business by allowing the Examining board to desig- | meeting, parish expenses, hopeful results
ing your floating bills rest on a small foun- | again a battlefield.
“It is useless to mul Miply words over the meet tarantulas, and scorpions, and “co- world, he is not lost to it; that even in nate, and then leaving the President, &e., "have been attained.
4
“dation of specie. “
;
savages who have thus disgraded our civili- | hras when he goes out to walk.
It seems the common heart there are cords of sym- to appoint to office. But the appearance of |
The churches in Lewiston were seeming There are ten thousand {fluences conzation. They entered on their murderous | aythough some. unknown chemical process pathy and fellow feeling, that vibrate re- the Article has created considerable discus- ly never so strong, and certainly, together
- spiring to make a man forget that he really
the ferocity and indeed the in-|haq suddenly changed the human essences sponsive to his; that his aims are nob for- sion, and of course brought out different | are doing a much -larger work than when
is just what his character is, Men can hardly workiwith
stinct of ravenous wolves. It is to this |¢, sacs of wrath, making brutes of men,
It is to be referred to the Ateign to the high approval of his kind, nor opinions.
one church comprised the working Free
be persuaded.to pay the price and do the
torney General for an opinion. The depoint of ferocity that the training of Tam~
[fone could only feel that this last was his hopes wholly separate from theirs.
Baptist element of the eity. The Pine St.
work needful for building up a character;
many has brought them. Of course there |the case, it would be a proper cause of
So,tpo, from these purely intellectual en- cision of the question will determine wheth- church, always hopeful, always growing,
they hope to obtain in a shorter way, and
is no reason why Orangemen, as well as| gladness.
We do not like to think our tertainments, so free from any tendeney to er competitive examinations can be -estab- | claims the larggst S. school in the city, and
cheaper, something which “will do for a
Masons, and Crispins, and Sunday schools, | fellow-men actually. capable of committing mental dissipation, so inspiring to any no- lished by the commissions. since, if the head
no one is prepared to dispute the claim.
charaeter among men, and answer all purand Little Wanderers,should not parade the | these terrible crimes in their natural states. bie impulse of youthful natures, many go, of any department can refuse to be bound,in A self-denying and Iiborious church-memposes as well. There is a constantattempt, streets of New York, if they do it -peaceaIt would be something of a relief to know saying to themselves, This is the place for | making his appointments, by the results of
bership and a fine congregation attest the
on the part of many, as persistently made as bly. “Why should Catholic Irishmen pre- that the chemical or some other transformTo this resortI | such examinations, the system, if set up,
divine presence with pastor and people.
‘the attempt in the late civil war to palm off sume to hinder them? Manifestly they ing process had really taken plice, making my sons and daughters.
recommend my brothers and friends. | would stand only by sufferance and at the | Whatever reluctance amy may have felt
shoddy for substantial clothing, to substi- should not. Their interference was but the of a man a murderer against hiy will, just shail
If this be the result of our schools, then | Will of the departmental heads, and would
tute the showof charaetef for the endurable legitimate expression of that ignorant, bru- as water becomes fatal to fish if outside “God bless them, and make them still a | be liable to be overthrown by any change over the division of strength in the mother
article. It is easier to raise a crop of mush- tal, intolerant spirit which Tammany, or in
in the administration. We feel cqustrained church, they must find it hard to show toagencies disturb the relation of its ele- Da —J. F.
°
reoms than a forest of oaks. A night will |
| to believe for the present that the lion, even day how the work of the ehild, in {ts sue| plain words,
New York Democracy, has ments.
Must we accept as a.fact that our
suffice for the one, but a century is demand- |
cessful growth, could be spared,
| if alive, is securely chained.
awakened and encouraged. Not one iu- fellows are actually murderers, really and
Current
Topics.
«#d for the other. But society can afford to
| The ‘mother a be oy for so. she is
telligent and thinking Irishman was in the inexcusably murderers }?
>
——
worthy to be ealled, the ** old” church, now
‘wait; gives us oaks, not mushrooms; charranks of the mob. That was composed of
——THE DIFFICULTY AT THE TREASURY | — THE CRISPINS AND THE CHINESE. The f becoming venerable in years but not in
acter, not shoddy.
the tools of the city government, those who
DEPARTMENT.
There has for some time | success of the Chinese in learning the {boot
spirit,—~for churches, like men, renew their
‘So a gentine manhood isthe résult of a | vote on election day in a score of wards and
. Anniversary Crowds.
youth in the life of their children,—gives
been a difference of . opinion between Secre- and shoe trade has awakened the conc
‘ genuine character.
1t is n't made to order, |
| cast their vetes by ‘the handful.
the
Crispins,
and
they
are
proposing
|
evidence of prosperity in the payment of
tary
Boutwell
and
his
subordinate,
Gen.
‘Some
act,
|
- mor is it extemporized in a day.
But few things indicate more clearly the
There were no wrongs to be adjusted by
her indebtedness of $2800, and in the
P leasonton, as to the authority vested in the ous methods to prevent the employme
orsome fortunate or unfortunate circumintelligence
and
good
sense.
of
eur
people,
| this unwarranted attack.’ It was the outraising for benevolent purposes during the
Mr. Pleasonton claims that by the | Chinese workmen. Crispin meetings
stance;may give a man all at once a reputa- break of a dangerous spirit, and was a de- and nothing is more encouraging and satis- latter.
lately been held in SSan Francisco and ot
law
of
1868
his
power
over
the
internal
|
past
year, in addition to the above amount,
£ion, but nothing on earth or in‘heaven can
[
| liberate assault upon one of the dearest factory to the workers in our institutions of
givekim character all at once. Character privileges of the American people. It was learning, than the rallying of all classes to revepue is equal to that of Sec. Botutwell cities,at which resolutions were adopted and | $1400; of which 8110 was for Missions,
| determin: itions expressed to break up the and $700 for education. Recent additions
may be simulated, but the establishing of
cheer the cloging exercises of the year. ovel the customs revenue. As the Secre| sy stem.
‘That one class or organi: ation of to her membership
® character goes on as the oak grows; it is a || made by men who probably know or care
tary
does
not
so
‘understajid
it,
Gen.
Pleasbring real strength,
t as. little .about essential Orangeism, its This state of things seems the more remark|
citizens
should
endeavor to monopolize, any
while attendance on the Sabbath worship
Process, ? a Tabor.
He who hopes for: such, 1 merits and demerits; as they do “about the able, and certainly the more satisfactory, onton has writtén a long letter to Pres.
| branch of industry, is not only the extreme
has been considerably increased notwithpossession must go about strengthening, as laws of the country by which they are pro- from the consideration that there is noth- Grant, giving his views of the case and ask- |
| of presumption but in direct contrast to the standing many removals from the eity.
a daily task, each moral quality, setting fessedly governed. They have in their na- ing in the character of the performances, as ing the President to make Secretary BoutThe President does n't | spirit of free government. Not only that,
We were gratified at the pleasant appeargnard over the treacherous spots of his na- | tures no sentiment of justice, no thought of, was the cade when - the dramatic element well let him alone.
so the General is left | it is assuming authority which they have | ance of our’ church in Sabattusville, where
and
interfere,
to
like
ture, watching with jealous eye every men- | fair play, but only the instincts of brutes entered largely into them, say twenty-five
So long as C thinamen
theQ. M. was held. Newly painted and
‘aced virtue, protecting every quality of || and about as much intelligence as the hods years ago, to appeal to the popular, or rath- to quarrel for his crumbs in a very undig- | no business to claim.
His
appeal’
to
a
law
passed
jf
it
do
their
work
well
they
are entitled to a | carpeted, and otherwise improved, it is an
soul from attacks of cowardice and mean- | they daily shoulder or the whiskey they er to the low and vulgar taste of the mass- nified way.
{ share in all our industries, and whoever | inviting place for worship.
Bro. E. /
mess. Such a work sets a man-seeking | | daily swallow. Is it possible that such a es. Now, as a general rule, the parts per- Johnson's time only weakens his. claims,
would seek to prevent them, whether one | Buck, a theological student in. the College,
would
di|
while
to
admit
his
pretensions
«after reality,not appearance ; the possession, |
ease as this will not bring the New York formed are staid and sober, solid and schol- vide ‘the Treasury into two departments.
man or ten thousand, should be summarily after-laboring with great acceptance severnot the show of virtues.
Out of the twenty-six pieces produc| authorities to assert the power
of law? larly.
«’put out.” There may be conflicts of au- al months, and enshrining his memory deep
There
can
be
no
such
thing
as
a
subordi|
Unless our young .men duivimine that |
| Have they entirely tlosed their ears to the ed at the recent anniversaryat New Hamp- nate directing a superior: - If the Secretary | thority before the matter is finally disposed in the hearts of the people, lost health, and
being, not seeming, that doing, not predemands of an outraged public opinion, ton, no part of the performances, either in of the’ Treasury is to be confined in his acts | of, but it is not venturing
much to say || now in a distant state awaits with comjpostending to do,+shall be the . watchwords
of
smile,
| and are they-utterly unconcerned in view of composition or action,elicited even
by
the
dictum
of
those
associated
under
him,
|
that
this
is
a
business
of
which
neither the ure the approach of death. This work is
Jife, they. may at once bid adieu to all hopes |
the deep disgrace that is settling upon. their with perhaps a single exception. This, it his office could be anything but well man- Crispins nor any other organized body need | faithfully followed by his classmate, Dex‘ofeminence, whether in the law, in median
ex-| city ?. But the saddest feature of the whole may be, is carrying the: matter to
Evidently Commissioner Pleason- expect to.exercise a menopoly.
ter.
tine
chime RE
cine, in the pulpit, in any” department of
We think itis. = Popular oratory faged.
1
affair is, that nine-tenths of the country treme.
ton
does
n't
like
to
be
interfered
wi
with;
but
~
Bow
domhane,
Brunswick
(whose fine acdife whatsoever.
Building in the leastaipon
Same3
- would be surprised if any effectual attempts | combines wit and wisdom, _ pleasantry ¢ and “the only effectual alternative “seems 128 RUG
be
|
commadations
!
ina
new
hall
we have be— deception,
they bring in an element
of
ket
Tae Mivie AL Nonow IN ITS LATEST
are made either to punish the offenders or ‘pathos.
for him to step aside. | ;
fore alluded to) and Fréagpert, have enjoyed
waess which ‘shall surely prove their overThe
tendency
on
the
part
of
youth
to
the
EXPRESSION.
There
is
a
notion
among
to prevent fature similar offenses.
| special revival. A new interest has arisen
:
imew.
Soonér or later, as to those whilom |
doctors, and ‘particularly among the Washmore serious and even solemn in composiwith the long-tinie inactive church at Danpeaceful dwellers on the side of a voleano, |
THE
NEW
JERSEY
GOVERNOR.
It
is
tion, is somewhat remarkable.
ington doctors, that they must n't associate
Sunrmer Murders.
ville, under the labors of that veteran toil- the greaf catastrophe will_come,” and they
Give to a gay and frisky lad a composi- refreshing to know that in close proximity or consult with colored members of the
er, Rev. Gideon. Perkins. Untiring in his
burning
disgrace”
in
the
vwill go down in
The list of cold-blogded murders during tion to write, and, account for it-as you to the cowardly New York officials there is craft, Also that conferring with a homeeo‘zeal,
in a green old age, he is gathering new
‘sight of men.
so
prompt
and
true
a
man
as
Governor
pathic physician is an unpardonable offense,
the last month is something appalling.
We may, he will set himself at once tb moralsheaves
in a field which has welcomed his
In every city are men who ‘believe that call them ¢ cold-blooded,” because that is izing on a theme worthy of the brain and Randolph, of .New
Jersey.
While the Within a week one of Washington’s most
presence
and labors for forty years. It is
deception is an absolute
neCessity to success the way the papers report them; but if ever pen “of a theologian.
When we had to do’ Mayor across the river, as well as’ the Su- eminent physicians has been expelled from
in businesg.
They accept the lower max- there were hot-bloocded crimes, these must with these things more than now, we found perintendent of the. Police force, was basely the Medical Association of that city for com- not flattery por exaggermtion.to record him
ims of trade as truths which they can safely be the ones. If blood 4vas ever. set on fire it safe to calculate on a religious composi- surrendering*his ity to the control of a mitting this last crime, while another able as the chief sower of the seed which has
murderous Irish ‘mob, telling, in efféct,¥ the | “dovtor he 1s been repudiated by the same As- given such bountiful harvest in the raising
take mto their hearts and their ‘business. of hell, and so boiled every thought of pity tion from the‘ rogue-in-chief of the school.
‘But in the long run the low aims and max- out-of the heart, and left it a mere center It is true, at an earlier period of our experi- Orangemen that they must n't parade be- sociation because his skin happens-to » be of up of Maine St., Pine St., and Auburn
churches, and so, “in” intimate commection,
"ims break them down.
A tradesman finds of fiendish propensities, that kind of fire
ence, we thought differently, and so'to cause a horde of outla®s did n't want them a darker color than, theirs. One hardly
Mimself carrying too large a lead—too ust have raged within a few weeks past, break the more sober monotony of a public to,—while the New York Mayor and Su- knows whether to laugh good-naturedly of much of the educational work promi- ©
much business on slender eredit—but instead and that state of the heart must have been
perintendent were doing this, the, New over such silly whim-whams, or to sneer in nently and prosperously done here.
exercise, we were wont to assign tothe
Within the year the chureh at Bath (North
of contracting his Business, coming down widety shared.
The tropics. can show no wittiest boy in the class a subject leading, Jersey Governor was telling the citizens of contempt of them. Ts it fear of losing reSt.)
has eompleted a new house of wormodestly to his level, he attempts to in- more inhuman murders than this very tem- as we supposed, to the combination ofa Jersey City that the Orangemen
of that spec tab#ity that influences medical associaerease the deception by endeavoring Wo perate zone has lately w itnessed, and if the little wisdom with a good deal of wit. But ple should parade, and that the whole tions to vote these expulsions? Such asso- ship. A hard-working and large-hearted
sinflate still further his credit.
military force of the state would protect ciations have no respectability t6 lose. Or pastor finds cause for rejoicing in a field
most brutal heathenism Ldn equal in barbar- usually it turned out in such cases that we
Shoddy will not wear. Reputation will ity some recent deeds, may we be deliver- got neither wit nor wisdom !
them, if need be, against the attack of is it an unwillingness to confer honor and which wakes large demands upon heart and
brain. The Richmond village church, after
“never answer for character. No other way ed from witnessing them.
But we were treating of the interest man-* threatening ruffians. ‘Governor Hoffman ¢haracter upon those whom they think unsome time of inactivity, is putting forth
is open to a man except to pay the demandIt might be proper enough to use the ifested by all classes of society. in, these finally did “the same, to be sure, but at so worthy of patronage ? Neither have they
od price for the solid gold. * Whatsoever| fetm “‘cold-bloeded” in speaking of the school exercises, extremely sedate and sober, late
a date that the few lauréls’ which he’ honor or character to spare. A class of peo- new vigor and finds promise of suecess in
“a man soweth that shall he also reap.” modern Borgia who has just shown her as they often are, as indiative of the dntel- wonby the act were: fairly wilted by his ple must have a curious estimate of them- labors ‘of another of our theological stuThere are numbers of nen who, going love of killing in Connecticut. She. was de- ligence and good “sense of our. New Eng- tardiness. In New J ersey, therefore, there selves if they fear the consequences of as- dents, G. S. Ricker.
Lisbon
Falls church has become the,
down under the illuston {that they, escape liberate about it.
She bought arsenic for land communities, and highly encouraging waka quiet parade of Orangemen, without sociating with respectable colored people or
charge of another veteran in our ministry,
:
detection, that their’ frauds in literature, in rats, and then, either out of pity for the to the friends of learning. This reminds us so much as a hoot from their enemies,— worthy homaeopaths.
2
Pastor A. W. Purington. Indeed it is onreligion, in business, could never be de- rats or from the rarest kind of feeling to- of an incident which occurred some twelve
thanks to Governor Randolph. In. New
.
ly confining to one spot a toiler to whom a
tected, and that character could be con- wards her children, she §gave the arsenic to. or fourteen years ago.
York, likewise, there was an attempted pa- "REVIVING THE OLD SpiriT.
While the whole QQ. M. is under a special debt of
weniently dispensed with, give, as Beecher her sons and let the rats go free. ~ And the
rade
of
Orange
men,
but
they
were
attacked
Best men of both parties, North and South; gratitude.
When we took it in hand to change the
The church has been greatly
“terms it, *¢ illustrious instances of how
éxperiment was prolonged, as if ‘there was character of the public exercises at New by the mob, to disperse whom there must be ‘are echoing the words of the President, strengthened financially and spiritually by
God's government grinds ip fools.”
a sort of indefinable pleasure in seeing one Hampton, by excluding the dramatic ele- a hundred killed and three hundred wound- ‘“T:et us have pegce,” and striving to introhis labors.
We close here, leaviig many
We are encourdged by Scripture to seek | after*another die of poison and be buried ment that had so generally and prominent- ed,—and if anybody wants fo thank any- duce a real and solid friendship between all well deserved praises and hopeful words
* eminence, but are specially warned against from her sight. After the children had been ly chatacterized them, an advanced student, body for this, let them send to Mayor Hall the sections of our country, a. few such pa- unsaidof many ‘other churches and faith. aiming at high places, against solicitude for thus disposed of, then came the husband's one, by thaway, Who had the ministry in and Superintendent Kelso... The philoso- pers as the Savannah News, are still engag- ful pastors, whose records of ‘glory are
“position
and for prominence.
We are turn. It was a little difficult to manage | view, called on us, and with a prolonged phers say that we can not think of- virtue ed in firing the - southern heart and keeping
brightening on that page where God never
taught by the whole spirit of divine revela- him, but the poison finally did its work,and ‘countenance’ and solemn air as. though without at the same time being reniinded of alive the sectional hatreds which should fails to keep the story of self-denying toil
__tionto keep our desires and deserts in’ close he was ev entually sent out of the world.
weighed down by some grave considlera- vice.. Neither does it seem possible that have been buried with the rebellion. A late and brave hope.
BowDOIN.
and willing company,.to beware lest desires
“Illinois Was in the midst of her abhor- tion, said, if the change contemplated Was: coming generations shouldrecall this noble number of the paper above mentioned con« | oid
act of Governar Randolph without blushing tains a reminiscence of the capture of Sa+outrun desertg.
e need such warning in rence at this unnatural state of things in effected, the future classes of the school
New York Central Y.M.
a nation where men are under fearful temp- Connegticut, when some of her own citi- would not draw audiences large enough to at the recollection of the base and coward- vannah for which there is not even a pretendly
conduct
of
the
Mayor
of
New
York.
' . tations to sacrifice principle for present suc-- zens took up the role, and increased the warrhnt any public exercises atall. Our
This body has just ; closed i" very ‘intered excuse, nothing to eall it up, but the
Ames.
_ “ieess, to turn from a substantial character to listby some terrible additions.
A young answer is distinctly vemembered, and was |
malignant spirit which inspired Jeff, Davis, esting session with the church in
a brilliant reputation, to forsake the condi- country lad in Shabbona Grove, in.Iroquois simply this: We intend to havea school so ~—A VARIETY OF TESTIMONY. = The ex- and which is written in the virulent, venom- The session proper was preceded by a day
tions of real success for a showy career, to Co., invited a neighboring young lady to smart that the future graduates wid be amination of witnesses before the Ku-Klux ous style of which-we had so many exam- spent in literary éxercises, “and” with such
_. neglect merit to cling to thé semblance of# walk with him to a 4th of July pic-nic in able, with solid and scholarly performances; | committee in Washington is giving vent to ples during the war. It i¥by a woman, or satisfactory. restilts that ail” favored the -con~
- amerit. It is a blessed thing when a man is an adjacent grove. Itis n't stated what the to crowd to suffocation the largest hall New a variety of opinions. An apparently reli- details the statements of one, and consists tinuance of" this feature. The exercises
.pontent to be reckoned at his real value in young lady’s answer was; but her mamma Hampton ean afford, and with audiences, able witness will establish beyond a doubt of foul abuse of the * Yankees " and accu- consisted of essays on moral and religious
:
said, No. Tmmediately the ‘disappointed too 1n point of cnaracter and intelligence, as | the existence of the “most fragrant abuses sations of thieving and robbery against Gen. themes, open to criticism. All were ‘intermoney, in intellect, or-in morals.
is
youth. borrowed a neighbor's gun, proceed- least fifty per cent. in advance of ‘the past. and outrage of law, only to be followed by. Howard and other United States officers. esting and some were decidedly able. The
What
ask,
man to
It is needful for every man
is it an ed to the house: of the unwilling mother One may judge of our satisfaction, when, at another claiming to be equally reliable, but If the average southern mind is only ca- pr ramme will be so varied another year
‘the «uality of my ambition;
‘sketches
“overmastering desire for prominence, or is it and shot her dead through the window the late anniversary, we witnessed an ex- who completely negatives the testimony pable of producing such fire-kindling arti- ‘as tH adyfit of an opening sermon,
Soriptand
just
submitted.
*
1t
is
to
be
noted,
however,
hymms
of
may
There
While
she
was
at
tea
with
her
daughter,
"Who?
reading
prophecy.
the
cles, ‘those who manage the southern newsact fulfillment of
ons,and
of
4 well directed seeking of eminence
that
witnesses
of
the
latteT
class
are
such
ure
for
criticism.
by
pass
have
been
upon
some
previous
like
oc“The
dispatch
was
careful
to
add
that
the
y
resolutel
papers
might
at
ToatPkeep
them
from
the
will
eminence
seeks
ever
a larger out-door crowd; but we as have been prominent rebels and who eye of southern readers. They can not but
c
In the Y. M. Conference the business was
-all that gives no help in byilding up a God- young ruffian hastened at once to return| casions
gome - Swarm discussions,
applaud
to
the
echo
the
fiery
statements
of
cted with
never
witnessed
so
full
a
house
throughout
transa
the
gun
£6
its
Jroper
ofwiier,
and
now
the
feet
his
make
worse
matters
which
are
already
bad,
tilike Shsruster, all that Shall say
be addressed

to"the Editor,

and all
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men were aftacked by an
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Lamb.

play was given in the numerous meetings
for worship. . During the three days there
were nine sermons, one half day given to”a
conference meeting, various prayer-meetings, and the administration of the Lord's
Supper at the close, on Sunday evening.

esting

*.

~ VassaLBoro',

them

in

Although

coming,

a good

as

it has
M.

Susquehanna Yearly Meeting.
The

late

session

of

the

P.

M., and

Rev. A.

chosen Moderator.

Griffeth

:

F. B. chureh in Deerfield, N. H.

Messengers from other bodies as follows:
Brown,

Y. M., Rev. M.

H.

from N. Y. and

Abbey,

Pa.

Evangelist

for

the N. Y. State Mission Society.
;
By unsjgimous vote of Conference the next
session of the Yearly Meeting was located
with the Greenfield church, Gibsou Q. M.
Evening Session. A request from Windsor church came before Conference for a
Commitee of two on a matter between the
said Windsor church and

for delegates to General Conference,

the Troy

Q. M:

council of three was unamimously

of

ear,

and

The fifteenth annivei'sary

of the

wedded

life

of Rev. C. E. Handy and wife, of Strafford Center, was made the occasion of a pleasant demounstration by his parishioners and friends. - A large
company gathered at his house and presented
him a China set, besides other, gifts and the best
of wishes.
It was an enjoyable occasion.

Quarterly

this

Meetings.’

ST. CROIX Q. M.—Held it last

Conference, we approve of the object and
aim of the Baptist Union and will do what

session

on the

16—18 of June.: Our brethren came together in
the spirit, and we had a glorious time.
Such was
the power of the testimony given for Clirist that

the

{o meet at Providence,

Co., Pa.

Rev.

A.

Griffeth

the

FARMINGTON Q. M.-Held its June session
with the First church in New Sharon.
A pleasant season was “enjoyed.
Next session with
the Chesterville church, Sept. 13, 14.
2
D. ALLEN, Clerk.

Central

Rev. J. W.. HAlls is

appointed Corresponding Messenger

-N. Y. and Pa. Yearly Meeting.
Business suspended for public

to the

worship.

GRAND RIVER

Prayer by Rev. A. Daniels, and after a short

recess

a sermon was

delivered by Rev. H.

munity from coming to the meeting.
Session.

The |

rain so far subsided as to give opportunity
for a goodly number to be in attendance.
Prayer by Rev. B. Cogswell. Interesting
sermon by Rev. M. H. Abbey, from Isa, 6: 8,
after which féllowed the Covenant Meeting.

There was evidently in the meeting the
presence of the Holy Spirit, and the disciples of the humble Nazarene found it good
- to be in waiting updn him.
After the close of public worship the business Committee reported, which report was

adopted.

According to the report the fol-

lowing are the

dues

from

the

several

Q.

Ms. ; Gibson Q. M., $28.72; Owego Q. M.,
$32.40;

Strafford

Q. M.

$16.00;

M. $26.08.

Troy

5

Q.

;

Evening Session. It was voted, 1. That
‘the Treasurer call upon the several Q. Ms.

composing the Susquehanna Yearly Meet~
ing for their indebtedness and request the
payment of the same at their earliest con-

venience.
eral

2,

Conference

That the Delegates to Genare

hereby

instructed

to

draw upon the Treasury of the Yearly Meet-

ing for their expefises-and render an account-of the same. 3. That the Yearly

M.—Held

;

:

Public worship.

Q.

its last session

with the Branch church at Chester Center, July
Good union and harmony prevailed in the
7—9.
business conference, and the meetings of worship were spiritual and cheering.
Next session
with thechurch in Orange.
:

H. Clancey. Text, Rev. 3:5. The hedvy
rain during the forenoon prevented the comy Afternoon

Clerk.

is appointed

Corresponding - Messénger -to

N, Y. Yearly Meeting.

M. H. Smith,

Luzerne

B.C.

MACUMBER,

Clerk.

FREEBORN Q. M.—Held its June session with
the London and Shell Reek—ehurch!
Although

our Q. M. is

hardly

six

months

old, still the

Two churehes, organized since
Lord is with us.
our last session, were received into the Q. M.

John M.

to the

ordained

publicly

was

Pease

work of the gospel ministry.
Our great want is
a deeper devotion among the membership and
more ministerial help.
J. F. HALL, Clerk.

BosTON Q. M.—Held its lest sesison at Charlesdelegation,
With a good
town, July 8, 9.

good

Divine

of the

presence

the

preaching,

Spirit, harmony in business action and * a- mind
to work” for Jesus, the meetings were- full of
Seldom have we
power.
brotherly love and

witnessed

Convention

than

Sunday

interesteng

more

a

was

For the interest and

held

prefit

Saturday

of these

school

Svening,

Quarterly

gatherings, the good of both. the . Sunday school
and the church, let the youth have a more promAt the social meetinent place in the meetings.
ing Sabbath evening some half a dozen children
SerChristians.
‘expressed a desire to become

5

fio Q. M.

, under the superinSabbath schools in the
tendency of a Bro. Higgins, who «deserves much

Jjournment of. Conference were interesting.

which added- very much to the interests of the
meeting. There was a Sabbath ‘school exercise

- Saturday evening a spicy ‘sermon
livered

by Rev.

was de-

J. Tillinghast, from

Luke

24: 47, after which a goodly number testified publicly for Christ. The meeting closed with a lively interest. The Sabbath
morning prayer-meeting was a good seéason, The brethren from the different parts
“of the Y. M. manifested a commendable

in-

terest in the ‘prayer-meeting. It was an
" hour profitably spent. ‘We trust the spiritual life here developed may be diffused

throughout the entire borders of the Yearly
Meeting.
At the usual hour for public
servicean interesting sermon was delivered
py
r

i

»

“oo.

credit for what

he -has

Revs. W. Pennington, D.
were present

from

Sunday morning.

very

interesting

Y.

Boyd and

other

Quarterly

White,

meetings,

Lewis delivered a

Dea, G. A.

address.

raised for benevolent

for the school.

done

There

purposes,

was $52.37

Delegates

Revs: H.
Yearly Meeting:
ney, layman, W. P. Kinney.

Preble, H. O.
Next session

ber 13th.

;

to,

Gidwith

the Dalton - church, commencing Friday, OctoW. P. KINNEY, Clerk.

UNITY Q: Mi—Held its June session with the

Received,’

P Miles~A McDougall

Books

*

tive youths for the ministry and for teachers. We

D.

G.

A new Steam

Mission.

HOLMES

FOR

WESTERN

Lagrange Q M, Ill,

MISSION.

25.00

Mission.
7

Freedmen’s

12.00
23.00
1.00
8.20

FROM

Col at Gilead, per M
Iowa Northern Y M,
Liver doleh mission
io,
Warren ch and cong,

D.

L.

31.00
3.00
2.00
10.00
10.00
54.00
96.63
35,40
72.01
67.00

RICE.

Kenny, Ind,
per R Norton.
boxes, per A G Wilder,

2.25
13.00
8.13
3.60

Wis, per B Williams,

Cot Hillsdale Q M, Mich,

10,50

:
594.90
SILAS CURTIS, Teas.

In Gilford, July 1, by Rev. 8. C. Kimball, Mr. John
F. Putney and
Miss Abbie M. Eastman.

Ames, of Gilford.
In So. Hadley

Geo. E.

Falls, Mass., July 5th, by the Rev.

Fisher,

Mr. O.

M.

Fernald,

of

Newport,

Stephen

R.

I, Jan.

Olin and

Feb. 19, Ransom

Malinda

W.

Adams

15;

by Rev. 8. W.

J,Crawford,

and Abby

Stiles,

all of N.

L. Hammond, |

of N. March 8, George A Marsh and Addie C. Skinner, all of Potton, P. Q. 30th, Jessie L. Herrick and
Sophie A. Percy, all of N.

April 4, Peter Morits and

Harriet Bullis, all of N. May 11, Lester.A. Brown
and Mary A. Pearl, all of Shefiield. July 6, George
Bickford and Augusta Kenneson,

all of Irasburgh.

In Canterbury, July 8, by Rev.JJ. B. Higgins, Mr.
Jonathan Glines, and Miss Phebe 3. Ludlow, both of

Dollinger, and Hie Fpeuiuior reminds the Church

A Fine Premium.
To any person sending us three new

subscribers, with a year’s subscription
the administration of the General Theological
in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
Seminary of the Episcopal church of N. Y.
Serious charges having been made in a pamphlet paid, the “Criricar, GREEK AND EN"by one of the professors against Dean Forbes,and
GOXCORDANCE OF THE New
the trustees having refused to order an investiga- GLISH
tion into their truth, the Dean resigned, An ex- TestaMENT,” a work of the highest’
cited discussion ensued, in the course of which
arisen concerning

ex-Judge Bell, who was speaking with much vehemence, fell dead with heart disease.
This sad
affair brought the meeting to an abrubt close.
The Dean has since withdrawn his resignation.
A singular fate has overtaken the Zoroastrians
of Persia.
According to a cortemporary, the
small community is in danger of being exterminated and eaten up. A.dire famine has Visited
Yezd; the consequence OF which is that stout and
able-bodied Moguls do not hesitate to eat up the

helpless

Zoroastrians

and Jews

value to all careful students. The regular price of the work, here and else-

where. is $2.50.

of the place.

Many of the Jewish families have been thus:
comfortably disposed of, while a young fire-worshiper met with the same fate at Tuftaree,sAn
appeal has been directed "to their co-relifionists

in Bombay to stay this cannibalism.

The sermons of Rev. Edward Dors Griffin,

from a New York élition of 18441" “The English

Dr. Sprague, of Albany. The
volume is edited®y,
fact that the unflinching Hopkinsianism of thege
sormons. finds a market in England indicates that
the people who read sermons in Great Britian
are not near so far gone from origiiial righteous-

ness as the people.of the same class in _America.

church at Unity Village.
Most of the churches
Liver
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A council of ministers and brethren was
pointed by the Owego Q. M. to sit with

:

0.8.

.The

against missionaries by the Chinese

:

Ordination.

The Q. Ms. were well represented except the Troy, from which there was but

—Rev.

. All but three of the pew-holders,in Mr.

i’,

was

MONTCALM -Q. M. will

j

>

¢

the Crystal church, Sept. 1.

ney’s church, Chicago, have signed a paper requesting him to continue as rector, and these
three have now left for other parishes

ceived and accepted a call to the pastorate of the

:

one delegate.

of

Boston,

Notices arid Ap ointments,
—

oad to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica~

ENGLISH TAPESTRY ‘CARPETING at popular low prices,
‘at our new warehouse,
NEW ENGLAND CArPrT CO),

enlarged and im& CO, Portland.
:
8

riaigace

tior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

ties and most beautiful funcy styles; will be sold to the
trade or atretail at less than the nifarket prices, at our
yew warehouse, 76, 78,80 and 82 Friend stredt, NEW
TENGLAND CARPET COMPANY, BOSTON,
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ing considerable sprogress in south-western Vir-

Rev. Ira Emery, of Richmond, Maine, has

church,’ Tompkins Co., N. Y., June 23-25.
The Conference was called to order at 4

‘weekly, which has Just been greatly
poved,
Address ELWELL, PICKARD
L
{

make this decision positive law; but referred the
whole matter to the discretion of sessions,

Ministers and Churches.”

Susquehanna

Yearly Meeting was held with the Dryden
o'clock,

some of the oldei members

MISCELLANY,

smutiness of the vote; the Assembly refused tb

our church refuse to come up and fill their
place,in the house of the Lord, others younger in years and strofiger in faith are* trying
to labor for the good of the chureh, and the
conversion of sinners. Thus we hope and
pray ‘God will contimue to bless his people
in this place.
J. D. WALDRON.

church which they labored hard to establish
“and © perpetuate. Long may the Ames
church live to bless the
the past, generations.

G. W. Corey.

bath in July I baptized three happy converts,
and others are to go forward in a few weeks.

faithful toilers have since gone to their rest;
follow

:

.

was referred to the preshyteries by the General
Assembly of the United Presbyterians.. A large
number of presbyteries failed to respond; but
the majority of votes received was against the
validity of baptism by Romanists. Owing to the

to |

the close of a pleasant pastorate there has
_ greatly changed-the population, and many
but their works

son.

s

The question of the validity of Papul baptism

witnessed the baptism of four more converts
by Revs. J. E. Mills and W. H. Steven-

Fifteen years since

work for the Master.

Sunday, July

9, the church ntet again by the ‘water and

well |:

purposes

and filled with nobler
satisfied

The religious inter-

Vassalboro',.continues good.

"yg

every twenty-eight members: That we judge is a
larger proportion of infant baptisms than is common in Pwedo-Baptist churches.
r
A writer of the New York Observer has t.
at pains to figure up the contributions for 1870—
71 which have accrued to thirty-nine najional
societies belonging to the prineipal' Evangelical
denominations of the country, The result in total is $6,406,000.00.
.
;

Clerk.

est in the first Freewill Baptist church in

under

left

All

conducted.

“And

¥

Mg.

5

y

STRAW CARPETINGS, JAPAN AND CANUON MATTING.
—A- portion of a cargo, from a recent cargo auction sale.
These mattings ave fresh, and comprise the finest ‘quali-

: General.
The southérn Methodist church, reporting last
SPECIMEN copies of the PORTLAND TRANSCRIPTSent
year 586,418 members, reported also 21,002 in-3
-free’to any address, Terms $2 a year, and subscriptions
fant baptisms, or about one infant baptism for | taken for three or six months, A first-class litérary

. Revivals, &c.
Ram

", whose direction the meeting was pleasantly

and profitably

TT

4

"

more,

Crandall,

worthy pastor, Rev. J. M.

J. W. His,

¢

of its present

labors

under the

united

ve

RELIGIOUS

able session of the Susquéhanna Y. M.

and nearly approximate satisfaction for
all,
The Ames church seems prosperous and
’

the |.

they sung an hymn and went out,” and thus

while others, equally important in the end,
were left, for want of time, More system
rigidly adhered,to, would accomplish

Communion

closed an interesting, and we trust, a profit-

'_._é__portant interests, some taking too much, |
0

the

season dt the Lord’s Table.

im-

of the time among

division

unequal

At

saints gathered, more than filling the, body
seats of the church, and enjoyed an inter-

business meeting was an

A defect of the

of God.”

»

\

all.

For the Ladies.
Mrs. MARY HACHER, Muscatine, Towa, has used
her Wheeler & Wilson Machine since September,
1857, and egrned. from “$10 to $20 a week, making
dresses and cloaks, from the finest to the hbaviest,
{"#@ er machine is now in as good: order as when
she bought it.

“Behold the

John, 1; 29.

sermon Avom

full

Next session with
B. Foaa, Clerk,

CD pd ed
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orn

wis the devotional element, for which

The fragrant and préservative So-

zodont has superseded them

2ses2eHs

Among the many good features prominent, - lection; Rev. O. 8S. Brown preached a good

sensible péople.

Files,

This semi-monthly, published by the Free- :
will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869, It is printed on paper of a very supe-

|
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o
©

E. Andrews, Jos, Higgins.
Newbury church.

stroyingsehemicalk flmads find a placé on the toilets of
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J. Twitchell. Substitute, J. Young, R. W,
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SUMMER CARPETS, —Another iuvoice of Canton Mat.
tings for 20-cents-per square yard, at our new warehouse,
76,78,
80 and 82 Friend street, NEw ENGLAND CARPET
COMPANY
BOSTON,

BEES

account of thy stewardship for thou mayest
be no longer steward.” After the Y. M. col-

to Y. M,:
Andrews,

\
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tooth-de-
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+ of his licpnse for one year, Delegites
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countability. Text, Luke: 16: 2. * Give an

cause.

common
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by Rev. L, E. Bates.

but with no-unchristian spirit. It affords a
good illustration of how pointedly Christians can differ, and yet sacrifice no love
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single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen COPIES, 96
single copy, 2
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BY

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
* | Is now complete and ready for custom-

. The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General
has been enlarged to a 12mo.in size
Conference,.it
and besides the matter: heretofore furnished,itg contof infermation respectin the
amoun
tains adftge
varigis denominations of Christians in America,
Missionary “Operations, Educational Statistics. &c
Though thus enlarged and improved it.has been de:

e, viz:
cidedto sell it on the same terms as heretofor
cts«; one

dozen.

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

ers. Itisadapted to-classes that have
just completed “The * Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
not long since.by the Printing Establishment; and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and

teachers

as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders mdy be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediatcly. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
a
:
4 cents,
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Barney's Prayers.

|

The night grew colder and colder outside. pleasure of resting thereon, —little Mag lift- » Very friendly of the water, was it not, to
The fire was almost out, and Barney watch- ed hers for a moment from its’ soft support load itself with food and float in through. . :
|
!
ed the coals one by one blacken and die, and gaid to Barney, who had tucked the all these canals to save him the trouble of
family where heflives.”
[same
“ Agnes, iy your ‘mother willing
knowing
too well what would happen next, children up in bed, previous to creeping in reaching out after it P The little creatures
should go in that mpgn’s company,»
the sufferings and’ {fleasures of some of and dreading the long dreary ‘night before at the foot himself, ¢* Brother Barney, don’t ‘might have floated out again, unhurt, had
, ** Nb-it is more on his account than for “Christ's little lambs, who “walk.in by-ways him.
you think the man fvho gave us this pillow it not been for all those cruel, harpoons that .
:
es
.
ny Bingag
ey! vo (AT
4
Bf
Ay
rr
any
other
reason
that
she
so
much
opposes
is next to God?"
: let them in, but bristled fearfully across
“Let's
pour
on
the
whisky,
said
Maggie,
‘which,
God
grant,
your
tendypr
feet
may
ation~of
the Advent of'V fetor
Write gin Commémor
: my going.”
:
,
ho
2 [Mever tread.
| who had by this time ceased her sobs and
He answered * Yis? right heartily, and
their paths when they tried to return. So”
Fmanuel and Ereedom,
“Then, 4% yoy value your own happi"Often, as I go along the streets, I hear crept close to lier brother's side. *“ Oncht, ‘then in the fullness of his gratitude, remem- Mr. Zoo ate them up, and lived, and grew.
Make vay upon the Palatine,
wi
:
id
y
| ness, do not
disobey : your
mother.
You
when mother was out, I poured on a jittle bering. Miss McCross' request about an fat.
:
La
re
:
Another Caesar comes! |
f
. some childish voice crying out,
may repent when it is too late.’ Promise
Ye ghostikings and emperoys,
teenty
drop;
but
when
ghe
came
back
it
One
day
there
was
a
ship
sailed
over the
évining
prayer,
he
knelt
and
said,
*“
Hullo,
Miss
McCross,
how:
are
ye?"T
+
r
:
»
]
awd
Do A ye fed nit hear the drums? “0 God, you heard us last night when
me you will never meet Harry Brown and, looking up, I see a little figure, ragged | was burhin’, and she licked me dreadful.”
ocean froma far off country,‘and when it
A
again, and I will make any sacrifice for you and dirty, swill-pail on “arm, with a grin of | “She'll not hurt you more, Mag,” quoth we were cold, and to-night you’ have made neared the rock to which the delicate claws
-Stand back, ye Counscript Fathers,
Leave the ancient forum clear:
If you'll help me, I won't tell no of the young Zoophyte had clung, it cast
Jhat you can ask.”,
delight orerspréading his freckled face as little Pat, the youngest of the group, ‘My | us warny,
by
Another living Senate with
—— There were tears on Miss Milford's face, he recognizes his teacher. Such meetings fingers is froze intirely. So let's pour it more lies, for I'm sure we are very uch
anchor, and rocked lazily back and forth in
.
|
Its Cicero is here.
and her tones were eloquent with love and are very pleasant for both parties; and one on.”
4
Ly
obliged to ye.”
*
a cradle of waves, while some of ils crew
Jove wakens in the Capitol,
We'll put on a bit at a time,” answered
tendgr pleading.
re
After which he gotdnto' bed with a lightof the brightest faces I ever meet in this way
—t
Minerya draws her brand;
Agnes, ever inipulsive ands affectionate, is little Barney's.”
. Barney, ‘then it'll be lastin’ longer.” So er heart. Soon Christ Jesus, as he watched the bottom. How many divers there were
With spent bow, in his morning car,
was half ready to throw her arms about the
Barney is ten years old, and he has been the shivering children! stood round the rusty over all his little ones that night, was look- (I can not tell, but I know presently one of
Behold Apollo stand!
neck of her teacher and promise to do as she “ head of the family” for the last three or old stove and held their, thin fingers over ing down on four happy sleepers in the old them swam to the rock, and, seeing Mr,
The arrow which the God of light
Then she remembered
Harry four. “1 don’t mean that he has po parents, the flame, while the blue light flickered, garret in River street.—The Advance,
“| wished.
Zoo, caught hold of him and tore him hurSped through the darKened skies,”
Brown's handsome face and his fascinating Far from it. His father hnd -mother are ghastly bu their pinched, sorrowful faces:
riedly away.
Soon the man rose to the
Hath reached the throned Corsican,
| manner when he said to~her,
* You must both alive, and the last time I saw them ‘At length the last drop Was poured out of
surface,
and
a
small
boat picked him up and
And now the python dies.
not disappoint
me. All my happingss de- they enjoyed excellent health, He has the the botgle. . The red coals’slowly faded into “Charlie” the White Sergeant. carried him back to the great ship; then
Ttalid through her hundred roads
———
| pends on your coming to L—=-," and she | careof them for al] that, and of three little blackness. The fire: was out: Surely the
our friend, who had never been out of the
“marching
into Rome
=="
“On the wallof the Bow street police] : «water before, found himself . thrown into a
[ thought she must go for thesake of pleas-| children besides, and one of them is an kind Jesus who watches over all Tittle ones
She comes not as a conquerer
|
Ling him, so she said,
looked upon these with pitying eyes; but. office, London, hangs the portrait of a re- | great box, full of other creatufes made just
idiot.
:
But exile welcomed home.
p—
“I must go."
"
_ You see, his parent§ get drurk, and they the wind whistled no less bitterly as it markable dog: This dog, an old, shrvod
liké himself. You.would have thought that
For her the grand old Mother,
For sometime there was ‘siléneé in the | leave poor Barney to earn the ‘monéy that crossed the frozen river in piercing blasts, homeless anital, togkap his quartdrs one might have pleased him, but no; he turned
With mew gladness wakes and thrills;
and turnedup the narrow’court beside the ‘day on the steps offa seldom-used door surly, and shrank all up within “himself, as
room. Thee sunghad gone down behinda supports tke family, ~
»
She garlands all her gateways
rickety building whose ‘gaping crevices connected with the office.” The men-of the if he wanted to getaway from them alk’
mass of shadowy clouds; The rays of the: d How do you suppose he does it? Why,
. And arrays her storied hills.
division got so attached to him that he was
full
moon
peeped
through
the
hanging
Ld
*
~
*
$
*
in the winter time he begs swill for his pigs. sucked it in like so many mouths.
A long time afterward the good ship re-.
never told to ““moveon,” but took up his
Barney
was
thinking
of
the
broken
win
vines in the doorway, and rested lovingly {In
|
the spring, when the weather gets a
turned from sea, and all the zoophytes were
Oh! what a splendor crowns the day
on the roses inthe carpet. One after gh- | jittle warmer, he goes out picking up the dow where the snow drifted.in, and, falling, quarters inside the station, and, after being taken on land and sold.. Who bought tRem
When each converging road
_|
other Miss Milford’s tears fell upon the
“paJ | phones, broken. glass, and bits of rubbish never ‘melted off’ the mud-grimmed floor ; named ** Charlie,” was considered a mem-- all, I can not say, but’ this one
Brings every patriot in at 145t,
have told
i |
]
Por, her.
me
.
.
and every gust of wind as it blew
up ber of the police force.
| per before
Agnes knew
that‘
her dear | that accumulate in
our back yards all win-.Content, to’ one abode.
you about, was bought by one of our Bright
“Charlie” seémed to understand the re- Side boys; and when he’ had brought it
| friend was weeping for her. She knew too | ter long. These things he sells, and somethrough the knot holes, and rattled the halfCall it kingdom or republic,
sponsibilities
of his position. At a quarter
that
her
mother
was
shedding
tears
of
anhung
doors,
and
whirled
the
ashes
from
the
| times the contents of his old bag are worth
While it rules from seafto sea;
home he begged a pretty, pink ribbon of
guish at home because she persisted in re- | quite a little sum to their patient coliector.
dirty hearth, cut through his ill-elad form of six every morning, the first relief is pa- his sister Jane, and bored a hole through
Give freedom any name you will,
raded in the yard of the station previous to
- + But let it#till be free.
| ceiving Harry Brown's attentions, and had { The man who buys the produce of our like a knWe.
:
Mr. Zoo and tied him to his slate. But
iE
:
.
i
iat
:
setting out on duty'at six. Ag that hour,’
{avowed
her
intention
to
accompany
him
to
|
hero's
labor,
grinds
up
the
bones
to
fertil“
Let's
gef
to
bed,”
said
he.at
last;
“
we
|
At once, behold! brown Industry
when I asked him the creature's name, he
| L——. She thought of this, but the fasci- ize our gardens. The rags. and bits of pa- will cuddle close, and perhaps we shan’ and at every parade, day or night, ** Char- seemed quite surprised, <qpd said, ** he
Assails the fallow plain,
| nations of a young nin, already deep in | per he sends to the paper-mills, The glass feel the cold so much.
The factorigs wake, and Commerce spreads”
Where are the lie ” was always present, marching up and should suppose any one would know that
Her wings upon the main.
| dissipation, had more power .over her than | goes to the manufactory, and comes out, in clothes?” he added, as his eyes fell on the down in front of the line with all the im- was nothing but a sponge.”—Bright Side.
| the devoted love of mother and friend.
Behin¥its bars the Press no more
|the form of bottles and window panes; so old mattress that was all the semblance of portance of a drill-sergeant. On these occasions he was accompanied by the only four+ Musing and weeping, Miss Milford nerv- | who knows but you may be looking this a couch the room ‘held.
Is dooma&d
to bow and cringe,
:
The gate of old Intolerance
4
ed herself to a task which she felt duty re-| minute tirough some of the glass that Barfooted animal that he was known to associ« Mother sold 'em this hornin’,” answerSwings on its rusty hinge.
quired of her, though it might bring back ney has gathered to keep his family from red Maggie, sorrowfully. ‘*She’s been drunk ate with, namely, ** Jeannie,” the office cat,
bitter memories which for. years she -had- starving?
all day. There's an old quilt hid under the who, with bell tinkling at her brass collar,
The final trump of Justice calls
;
Her patriots one by one,—
:
trotted at * Charlie's” side. Only on two
| striven to hide beneath Lethe's wave. At
One’ bitter night, not long ago, the lad straw ; she was foo drunk to notice it; but
The Specter from Elba.
From Hadrian’s tomb of living tombs
| length she said,
:
that’s all there is left.”
.
occasions was ‘‘ Charlie ” absent from duty ;
went homeward with a load of coals.
He
en —
They stride into the sun.
« Agnes, if you will bear patiently with had been picking them up from various ash
«The top of the stove is warm yet, let's once, when he watched for some days by
It
was
on
the
1st
of March,«a delightful
And Art no longer forced to serve
me, I will tell you a littleof my early ex- heaps of his acquaintance all the afternoon ; set on it,” cried Pat. So Barney lifted the the death-bedof an,old constable to whom
spring day, when the violets wereall in
At Superstition’s shrine,
perience, Nothing save the love 1 bear, but his little pail was scarcely half filled. little fellow, and Maggie climbed up to the he was much attached, and once when he Bois. —thit the exiled emperor again set
Brings forth a new-born retinue
| you could tempt me to speak of one’ whom I As he walked slowly onward he was con- desired seat.
had been severely mauled, and" all but his foot upon the soil of France, from which
i
To swell her royal line.
will call Clarence. For years his name has sidering how, by carefully got-up falseBy this time there was quite a heap of poisoned, by some of the thieves of the he had been expelled more than ten months
before. Instead of insults, the people now
Religion, rising from the dark,
not passed my lips. Ihave tried to bury hoods, he could keep from his parents a snow under
the broken window, and foolish® Seven Dials, whose felonious scheméds he
offered him homage. After passing ProvHer chains to Earth hashurled, °
all thoughts of him together with a sorrow certain roll of money that lay snug in his Mike ey to it, attracted by its glitter often assisted to defeat. He was known as ence in Dauphiny, he was received with
And simple Truth and Liberty
which in this world I can never outlive, - I ragged jacket pocket. *¢ It'll not be healthy in the-darkness, and began to swallow it, | the ** White Sergeant,” and on state occa- exclamations of joy all along his pathway
Untrammeled walk the world.
had seen him but a few times and was com- slapin to home,” quoth he, * if the old man vainly trying therewith to satisfy the grav- sions, when the attendance of the greater toward
the capital. The gates of Grenoble
Viva! Viva! Italia!
pletely charmed with his fine looks and gits his hand on it this evenin’.”
ings of his appetite. His chattering soon part of the division was required, a ser- were thrown open to him by the young roy:
alist eommander, and the
traps gatherel
Her Union spreads abroad
brilliant appearance. It was when I was
€
To be sure the words of the great yellow recalled his brother from a futile attenipt to geant's armlet was buckled around his neck, around the emperor with joyous - shouts.
The invincibie light of Freedom
in my sixteenth year, but a little older than motto that hung on the wall at the mission
cover the mattress with the .ragged quilt, and very proud he seemed to be of the deco- There his little army of eight hundred men
»
In the infallible light of God.
nor cogld Barney coax him away until his ration. If he came upon any boy gambling had become seven thousand strong. He
—T. Buchanan Read. 4 you, that Clarence proposed that I should go school would keep running in his head,
| to B—— and work in the Mill, that I might “No lie thrives.”
ln, Hg
them aching fingers drove’ him howling to the at *‘ pitch and toss,” he would wait til the pressed on down the mountains of Dauphibe near to him.
My mother opposed it and a dozen times to himself only the Sunday
| money fell upon the ground; and then rush ny toward Lyons, the capital of Celtic Gaul,
wretched bed.
and birth-place of four Roman emperors,
with tears begged me to remain with her, before, so as to havé them perfect for the
Thither the little ones were soon forced forward and roll himself over it, guarding when the army stationed there joined his
Bobolink.
butI would not listen. I went with Clar- grand concert; but I can not say that they to go, the stove having grown colder than it securely untill relieved of his charge by a standard. There he resumed the adminis- ~
Sli |
Sr
——
ence, I saw him often and soon learned to made any deep impression., Barney was the floor. Then there was no room under policeman, whom he. would follow to the tration of the empire. *‘* Soldiers!” he
Throat brimful of musie—
love him with alithe power of a strong, too cold and hungry to argue long with the tattered quilt for more than were al- nearest cat's-meat shop, well knowing that said to his old troops, ‘‘ take again tHe eaCan not keep it in;
earnest nature.
I lovedas only a young, himself on such a slight matter as this, and
ready beneath it, so Barney began to walk
he would be rewarded.
When the cry of gles you followed at Ulm, Austerlitz, Jena,
Bless me I~ Wouldn't have you try;
Montmirail.
Victory shall march at
girl canlove. A girl, too, who believes all the thought of the little family anxiously up and down the room and wait for the “fire” was shouted in the yard of the sta- and
*T'would almostbe a sin.
every chargiog.step.
The eagles, with the
the
world
as
pure
and
true
as
herself.
At
tion, *‘ Charlie” barked his loudest, and, if national colors, shall fly from steeple to
sl
Should think ’twould choke you, though, someawaiting him, quickened his lagging steps, morfjing. |
times,
length he wished me to consentto a private and he hastily mounted the stairs that led
oil
he thought of his parents snug
the time happened to be night, ran through steeple, on to the towers of Notre Dame!”
LJ
The aperture’s so small
;
marriage, saying we would make it public to his miserable garret.
and
warm
in
thestation-house,
ig
he
all the bed-rooms of the station, tugging at Then he pressed onward, issuring procla‘
That all this noise must struggle through,
mation after proclamation, that electrified
in a few weeks. I did so, all unthinking of
The mother wasn’t there; but the chil- was freezing at home. Perhaps the lie of the bed-clothes and barking with all his France, and found his march to be a contin,. Ormot get out at all.
the importanceof such -a step. The week dren were, and they all gathered around the evening rose fresh in his memory, and might, and when the men appointed for the ued ovation as he passed through village
Swinging on the lily-cups,
after our marriage I went to spend an even- en
He purpose went off to the scene of the confla- after village. On the night of the 19th he
sr of fire that yet remained in the the, uttér folly of it became plain.
Hiding in the clover,
:
ing with Ruth Ashton, a young lady - with rigkety stove, and began, in an old sort of heard a stifled sob from the bed, and an- gration, he ranin front of them, clearing slept..at Fontainebleau, and on the followa
Prince of comic vocalists,
ing evening in fog and rain, he Sugered
whom I was on intimate terms. She was way,
to talk over the events of the after- other, and another. The little ones were the way by his incessant barking.
Saucy little rover—
Paris, and was borne upon the: shoulders
The
thieves
and
other
bad.
characters
the
daughter
of
Neslny
parents
who
alcrying
with
cold.
Barney
was
only
a
child.
noon—Maggie’s
fruitless’
search
for
cold
Give us a gem from Mozart;
of Parisians to the magnificent salon of the
lowed her to choose
lier asseciates from pieces, Patsy's happy success in securing What could he do but mingle his tears with feared and disliked ‘ Charlie.” They knew, Tuileries, then filled with a brilliant assemA taste of Meyerbeer;
Or a morceau from Rossini,
;
whenever they saw him, that a constable
all classes provided they were educated and sbme old iron, and the fact_that the Patience theirs ?
blage of his friends,—the beautiful and the
be
.
Fit for cultivated ear.
brave,—and from which Louis the EighAt length Maggie hushed her cries, and could not be far off.
respectable. We first met at a musical en- of Hope sewing-school would soon comAfter performing his duties as a sergeant teenth had fled only a few hours betore.
tertaimment and soon became firm friends. mence, when Maggie declared her inten- began, ‘‘I say, Barney, let's ask Ged to
Can not ?—Well, stop trying;
acclamations of immense crowds in the
5
faithfully for nearly ,eight years, poor old The
—“Your own wild notes are best: ———
—+On the eveningof which I was speaking,1 -tion-of *‘ putting "in for a dress.” Present-, please make us warm.”
streets filled the air until long after midStick to the tune you've practiced,
“I'm afeared,” answered he.
‘I telled a “Charlie” (he must
have heen at least night; and until dawn the cannon that had
was invited to her home, and saying she" ly the mother stumbled through the doorNever mind the rest:
lie this eav’nin’ and He wouldn'tdisten, I'm twenty years of age) died in front of the thundered in battle at Austerlitz, Marengo,
hdd
a
gréat
secret
to
intrust
with
me
she
way-and,
going
straight
to
the
fire,
emptied
Stretch your mouth to the utmost;
messroom fire, where during his illness he’ and Dresden shook the brilliantly illumi3
%
ledVmie to the parlor. There I learned that upon it Barney's whole supply of coals. thinkin.”
Pour forth your pearly song
And so the empire was re-eshad been carefully nursed, for he was be- nated city.
she
was
to
be
married
the
following
week,
“I'l
ask
him
meself,”
said
Maggie.
*‘I
Then
she
produced
a
loaf
of
bread
which
‘ Marred by no taint of by-gone grief,
tablighed, and the tricolored flag was unloved
by
all
the
men.
of
the
diyision.—
and wished me to be first bxjde’s-maid. For she divided among the children. Mike, the tell lies; but He knows I have to, and may
“Or shade of future wrong.
furléd all over France. Before the close
Animal Sagacily.
wi
along time we chatted merrily, laying idiot boy, snatched Maggie's, and there be He won't think of it this time.”
;
:
— Selected.
of May mare than three hundred thousand
8
0
{ plans for the coming. event; then I said, ‘speedily ensued a quarrel, during which the
soldiers, most of them veterans, besides an
¢ Well, I don’t care,” answered Barney.
Imperial Guard of forty thousand, were
¢ Ruth, whois to be the happy husband? bone of contention was dropped into the “It won't do yo harm to try.”
“I'réady to follow the emperor whithersoever
She placed a picture before me, at the same fire, and slyly fished out and eaten by Patsy,
Then the two children knelt down ob the
| Harry Brown

that I will go, and

speak for a boarding placeffor

he

me

is -to

in

the

SE
—
I feel inclined to tell you a story to-night.
you | Perhaps it will do you no harm to hear of

.

fd

.

ir}

Literary Miscellany.

My. Zoo's Travels.

Thy Fanily Circle.

time pronouncing his name.

It was

ence.”
e
Miss Milford paused and, with

Clar-

while the children kicked and fought on the

bare floor, and
brother to. begin,

floor:
7
ir
uplifted “n'the midst of the disturbance the father’ / “¢ Don you

Maggie waited for her
So hesaid:

.

i

“he might choose to lead.

——

“Once in the'deep sea, a curious little ob-

ject began floating about.
It must have
yg
been alive, for it did not slways swim with
Lord?
And
can't
ye
be
afther
warmir®
us
eyes,
seemed
to-be
seeking
strength
fo
proentered, halfidrunk as usual. He reeled up
A Story for Girls .
“the tide, but went this way or that, asit
ceed. .
bi
to Barney and demanded his money, * The a wee bit come mornin’? We don’t deserve
BY MARILLA.
*“ Did you not tell her he was already motto and Miss McCross refired into the it no how; but Miss McCross says it be was moved by its desires for food or pleasA
er
—
:
BE
your husband ?” asked Agnes.
So we ure; but you could scarcely have thought it
4
dim distance in the boy’s mind, as he in- warm in Heaven all the time.
“I'm going at last,” exclaimed the lively, “1 had no power to do this.
~My blood stantly replied, ‘‘ Hain't got none.”
thought ye might let us have some heat as living if you had séen it8 soft, “brown body,
willful Agnes Brainard, as with an air of seemed chilled to ice. I remember only of
Give
it
here
or
I'll
lick-you
|
well as not, and never miss it yourself at with neither legs, arms, claws nor fins.
“You lie!
triumph she stepped into her teacher’s room thinking that T was dying and of hearing
* Well, yes, now I think about the matter,
=z
well!” answered his father. ,‘‘ You war all at all.”
those
long, trembling threads. or hairs that:
one evening in August.
After that they both sat down onthe edge
Ruth call for assistance. =~ When next I runnjn’ errants for them Milleyille folks all
spread out through the water, must have
“ Going where ?” asked Miss Milford, awoke to consciousness, it was after a long
of
the
mattress
and
putting
their
arms
yesterday, and I know they was payin’of
had the smallest kind of claws af their ends,
somewhat surprised.
.
around each other's necks cried and hushed
fever, my mother, ever loving and faithful, | ye.”
:
'
J “Why, to L——, to,work in the Mill,to be was with me where she had been eversince
for, ‘by and by, “when the creature had
‘I hain’t,” protested Barney. ‘*Ihad 'to each -other by turns, until, stilt sobbing, floated to the side of a rock, they caught
sure,” was thereply. ©
z
the third day of my sickness.
ITwasin buy the cold bits for-dinner, and they took they. fell asleep.
“Agnes, you cannot bin earnest. You Ruth’s house,but Ruth was not there. Her
Next morning they were awakened by a and clung there so tightdy that even the
:
lly
rocking sea.could not draw him away.
I
surely will not do anything ih .such direct wedding day had come and gone, and she the hullof it”? = °
knock
at the door, and ofe of the neighfl
It was no use. A short search i
believe he was a lazy creature, or he
* opposition to your mother's wishes,—and was with-her husband far away in the sunny
Bay's walked. in.
’
wouldn't have fastened himself : sq that
that mother a widow with three little ones south, never dreaming of the cause of my ed in" the loss of the cherished bill, a
«1 heard the fuss last night, and T've
with
a
blow
and
a
curse
the
boy
was
flun
to care for, and no help but you.”
sudden sickness. When I went home with
come to see how ye's be gettin’ along,” said could never again move ; but that may have
PO

This

was

said

earnest entreaty

in such a

that

for

tone

of

into a corner, soon to

sad,

a moment

the

forgiveness. In ‘afew months sheavasa
young girl's manner changed, then she corpse. In the depths of anguish I saw her
i
*
rallied and said,
laid beside my father and then I came here.
*¢ You are unjust to me Miss Milford, I
‘Since that sickpess I have given my heart

am willing to help my mother, but I wish to or Lord and Saviour, and with his help
to do.it in my own way.
I know you and
mother wish me to remain in school anoth-

-ér year and then take ‘the
Assistant, but I can’t doit.
the school dresses as plainly
. ed to, and I can’t bear it-any

I have striven to maintaina . cheerful spirit
and do my duty to others, but my whole

place of your life has been blighted because I disobeyed
No one else in
my mother,
as I am oblig“Agnes, I know that Harry Brown is not
longer. : I will
the pure and noble young .man which your

go to the Mill,and when I can dress as weil affeetion paints him.

|

as others I will come home and resume my
studies.”
«Poor girl ; it may be too late then,”

Ie has deceived oth-

ers and may deceive you.

Will you prom-

ise to remain with your mother, and taking

my experience as a warning, have nothing
. sighed Miss Milford: and then in a louder,
Tr
ry
more to say to him
though tender tone she asked, *“ Is it that
The
kobbing
young
girl
hid
.
her
face
on
that you so much wishy
you may dress better
{
Miss
Mitfordashoutienind
gave
the
promi.
eit
vigor?
“Jt is mostly that, I believe,” replied ise. . That promise was faithfully kept and

"|

Agnes, half evasively:

“Then give up the idea at once

the loving mother’s heart

Arh

was made to sing

give up goingto L——.

have

set

my

“hearton it, and besides, I have promised
-

he

[8

pias

called

thence

to

of

whisky.
;
The lad dared not refuse, and ‘wrapping
the hated ‘bottle close.in his tattered jacket,

himself on

the

world,— Cecil,

cross’ for the

:

sins

wd

of the

how

the woman,

cold jve are, O

iti

“We've been

:

froze afore, and we're used

‘been because he had such a great name
that he could

not carry

it about;

he

was

called Zoophyte,
:
to it,” said Barney, 8ullenly.
So thut was the end of Mr. Zqo's travels,
“Well; well,” answered she. “If ye'll
you think, and very likely you fancy there
take me advice ye'll start for Mr. Vedder
he sought the nearest rum shop, and sluftk
is no more story about him; but there is.
home with his head down and his checks as is a broth of a missioner intirely, and ax | Something very strange happened after
a bit of firing. Tll take in: the children
white with shame and anger.
awhile.
That curious, soft body began'to
* His parents having obtained the liquor, till ye come again.” So kind-hearted Mrs, grow tough and break into many small
beganto sip 1t with the greatest relish, Heftron took these worse than motherless holes, that ‘ran throigh from Mr. Zoo's
careless of the sullen faces of their little babes into her own warm room, while Bar- storhach, .I believe, to his skin.
These
ney wenhto call on Mr. Vedder and secure
ones.
oe
Getting

drunker,

they

words and then to blows,

came

to high

The children _hid

behing the stove, the only article of furni-ture:in-fhe room that seemed .to promise
protection, and waited the arrival of the
police, sure to be attracted by the noise.
They were not to wait long, Patsy and
Mike began a quarrel for the possession of
a cigar end, produced by the former for
chewing purposes. = The drunken pair, dis-

I for joy, while a new bond of affection exist- turbed by the squabble, seized the nearest

and

éd between Agnes Brainard and her teach“will furnish you with a purse from which er.
your
until
e:
wardrob
your
‘you ean supply
wages in the Institute are next to mine.
_A-want'of the spirit of the cross in its
Oh, say you will give itp for the sake of
professors increases the offense of the cross
» your mother’s loveI” ~
4 O Miss Milford, you are very kind, and ~that humility, patienc> and love of souls
but 1 ‘can not which animated CHrist when he offered
1 appreciate your kindness,
I

be

my mother I told her ill, and - received her invest the ill-gotten ‘gains in a quart

know

his aid,

Wr.

ie

His story was a shortone,
His blue lips
and stiffened limbs confirmed the tale. The

gentleman went with the child to his home,
and a single glance into the desolate apart”
ment was enough to fill his heart with pity ;
and pity with Jan Vedder meant help,
Before the morning was over the bare
room

comfort

began

to

agsume

‘an

altogether new.

appearance of

The good friend

gave not only food and firing, buta thick

warm blanket; and Soncy, his pretty Irish
wife,
added a bright red and yellow combeating, when the father’s arm was cauglit
forter
from her stores. But when, best of
and Barney exclaimed, “If ye want to
beat any one, fayther, beat me, not little all, -she brought out a pillow, Barney
| Maggie,” It might have gone hard with’ hugged it all. the way home from Book-

child and began to inflict an unmerciful

the lad, liad not the police arrived just then,

and Jed the father and mother away to the
station-house.

But the four

were left alone in the room.
2, oir:

little children

:

edgein his delight.

That night, when
and Maggie

ii ted

were

an‘hour

eo

the tived

heads of Pat

laid upon it,—they were’

earlier than usual for: the

holes were

something

like little: canals,

,

Awiul to the vision of astonished Europe
was that seeming specter of the Scourge

coming from Elba.

To the senses bewilder-

at Cannes with a few

hundred

ed by “fear the apparition seemed at first
more like a phantom than a reality, for was
not Napoleon dead’? The French court
smiled when the story ran through
the Tuileries that the exiled
emperor
had landed
followers,—.

Frenchmen, Elbans, and Corsicans ; and the
duped

king

went to the theater that night,

as usual, with perfect unconcern, When little Talleyrand, one chilly March evening,
burst into the chamberof the congress of
Vienna, where sovereigns and diplomats
were warmly disputing

over the man of Eu-

Tope and told them the startling news, he

was greeted with Toud laughter, as if he
were a child that had been frightened’ by
a ghost.
But when tidings reached Paris
that the emperor's
- march was unimpeded
even

a few

by a voice,—that

days before

Marshal

had kissed

Ney,

the

who

king's

hand in token of his fidelity, and promised
to bring

Napoleon to Paris

within a week, had

in an iron cage

joined the invader with

all his troops, and that royal regiments
were transformed by the magic of Bonaparte’s presente to imperial followers,—
mn a word, thatthe army had deserted the #
Bourbons, —the

acy

‘had

king, satisfied that conspir-

undermined

his throne,

¢‘took

French leaye,” and fled to: Belgium,

When

the same facts were made known to the
congress at Vienna the monarchs and .Ji-

plomats

were

/consternation.

filled with

I'hey folded up the map of Europe in haste,
for they weré¢ now more concerned about
Debate changed
thrones than boundaries.
A coalition. was quickly
to consultation.

through which the water began to flow, so
that he Was thoroughly soaked.
Little
out
horny threads Began to bristle all along the formed for driving the common enemy
The congress signed a proclaFrance.
of
length of these canals.-- If we had been
mation which declared that Napoleon Bonathere just then with Dr. Cooley's friend, parte was
ntlaw, a violator of troaties,
Mr. Compound Microscope, we should have and a disturb® of the peace of the world.
found out that these slender horns tyere and they gave license to every assassin to
something like harpoons, which, you know, kill him, by formally delivering. him over
,
have heads pointed at the end, but broad to public vengeance. Then the congress
and the generals of all nations in Vienna,
and hooked lower down, that they may called upon Wellington to assist in drawing
catch and hold as your fish-hooks do. N ow up a grand plan of military operations ; and
the sea is fall of very small creatures, so by a treaty made on the 28d of March the .
a party thereto
small that you eould not have seen them un- governments that were concord until their
agreedto act in perfect

less you had looked

Microscope:

with

the

eyes

of Mr.

These wee animals were good

to eat, Mr. Zoo thought, go

work should
Lossing.

be accomplished.—Benson J.
i
:

he just stuck to

his rock and took them into his. stomach as
fast as he could.
I suppose if he” had not

\

y

.

Experience teathes, it is true, but she neyerteaches in time. Each 'évent brings its

done that, he would have died of starvation lesson, and the lesson is rem mberedd, but
)
as really lazy people ought to,
-.
the same event never occur” o7"

A

va,

"
~

f
\

~

-

1

wt

~

MORNING

rep

THE
tl

he

unde

from your

ou wondermmgly

x

rresponsive as
rug.
fie is

his

warped

dewy

with

colic,

and

~

among

the

the

and

pierced

take note of his

gaudy

sensitive ear of his

baby

coloring.

To the

soul, * éven

the

crooning of low-voiced mother

love is dis-

cordant

the

or

unheeded,

while

sweet

echoes of wonderland, from which he lately
strafed, are sounding. The world, to him,
is but a cradle to dream in, with strange
shapes
mpving about, swooping down upofl him, recalling him from blissful memories, with dabs of cruel pins, or. seasons of

reckless jouncing. No wonder thay hé
comprehends not, and
lifts his waking
voice in endless lamentation.
By and by,
the memories fade—dreamding lapses into
forgetfulness; your world becomes his
world} your ways his ways—and he is no
longera strangerto his mother’s heart; a
homesick waif on unknown seas.

Behold his three-year

sister

Meg, steal

ing sugar from the dressex!
Is she ever
still ? Is there an hour of
the day that she
does not glimmer and glint, prance and
- prink, chatter-and vex

? Would loaded can-

The

shadow

ofa

Em-

bryo belle ! incipient coquette.
She is to
your life what too much pepper. “is to your
soup—a thousand times a day you call her

‘¢ plague ” and * torment "—but would you
lose her ? Bewitching, lovable~and charming as * Baby * and ** Meg " * dre to-day—
they are

anything

years hence.

but

Even the

that, a

impulsive

half-score
Tupper

would fail to find our ten-year urchins*‘wellsprings of pleasure,”
But is it all the children’s

increasing

years

they

haye not the parents

fault that, with

grow

unlovely ?

something

to answer

strips

between

of humanity,

too,—that was

the benefit

the

of insurance, I should

be

afraid that well-meaning but impetuous old
man would contrive to get me killed for
the satisfaction of handing
fhe insurance
money over to my widow.
‘
I was greatly touched by a Story this venerable insusance man told about his search
for a pobr woman who had a policy” on her
husband's life in a company he represented,

from 5 3-8 to 8 inches, which

also is an in-

dex of their numbers.

is the

This

far.? As much as we may deplore the
sight of a tame child, disciplined out of all
sparkle, I would rather see the one, than

watch the
affections of a forward chit,
whose eyes aresmore of an _ irritant to gen- |
tlespatience than mustard to raw flesh. |
~ Constant Fepeiition of, children’s sayings—
heir beauty—the bringing of]
notice of
them into everlasting position to ** show |

husband

ought

hand in the

effort to obtain ‘the mussel.

Eloquence of Heart.

He's a good man when he’s sober, but he
ain't ever sober. He can make good wa-

—

es when he ain’t drunk, but he has been

be calm, madam, con-

* Where is that policy #

. *Dun’no.

Kiekiji®

where, I ’spose.

round the house Sora

Saw it ih an old barrel i

the attainment of any object, it never

of the'most celebrated orators. It happened,

some daystafterwards, that this lady was
thrown into a state bordering on distraction, by the arrest and imprisonment of'her
husband, who was conducted to the Tower

it?

It's run outlong ago.
Tn
¢ Madam,’ "said I, impressively, scarcely
able to repress my emotions for fear the
policy was lost, ‘the company I represent
allows any

policies it has

as a foliar 40 She government.

run out, no matter if nothing has been paid

and with’ the most. pithetic - eloquence,
pleaded for the life and innbcence of her
injured husband. His highness maintained

on them.’
«With this, shehastened into the loft, and

qviped away some tears] she soon returned with the policy I had been searching for
fifteen years, torn, some, 'tis true, and con-

siderably soiled, but for the most part there.

The agon-

ized wife flew to the Lord Protector, rushed
through his guards, threw herself at his feet,

issued to

to my unspeakable Joy [here the instirance
man
produced a pocket handkerchief and

failed

them as

irremediably

as

a severe brow, till the petitioner, overpow-

l

ered by the excess of her feelings, and the
énergy with which she had expressed them,
paused ; then his stern countenance relaxed
into a smile, and, extending to her an order
for the immediate liberation of her husband,

thun-

- accident of sunny curls and bright eyes.
Foirmy part, I choose my
girl shall
keep

« And the man not dead yet

“Well,

yes,”

said

the

I inquired.

insfirance

>

man,

‘
‘he was dead drunk, but our Sompany
The Camel's Hump.
don’t.draw any fine distinctions under sueh
siren calls will woo my birdling from her circumstances.”
i
Modern research has determined a curious
nest; let me keep her while { may.
1
We all'wept at this touching recital, and circumstances
in an organic contrivance in
would rather visit the: house of mourning one of .the party could not refrain from
than wend my way to the halls of feasting, catching the good old manin his arms and] the camel and leech, unlike as they are in
ructure, function and habits, which has
where the spoiled ‘child dwells,
Fevers, . embracing him.—The Fat Contributor.
ence to supplying them with-food from
mumps! measles |” What are they, compar+ors
use in their own bodies, till suped tq the necessity of smiling, when you
attainable from other sources.
; Kid and Other Gloves.
plies are
long to smite; of looking well-pledsed,
The hiimp is animmense collection of fat,
—
Q—
when your soul pants for combat ?
stored in reticulated cells, piled up one upon
.
Seat ourself at the table where the spoilIt would be quite impossible to find kid another, whieh is concentrated food. When
Your meal is -enough to pp ly the demand for-.gloves,
ed child reigns triumphant.
frequently occursy
passed in a hail-storm of\ crusts, mashed
it is fodder cannot be had, as
so recourse is had to sheepskin, and
tatoes and spoons. Sometimes a knife or a asserted by several of our largest small on their long caravan travels in the desert,
tumbler cuts its glistening way within an ware folks, that not 10 per cent. of the a pecular set of absorbent vessels draws upthe
inch of your nose.
The mother smiles at gloves sold for kid are the legitimate arti- on the magazine—the hump—carrying
withfrom
food
till
circulation
the
into
fat
the ¢“ dear child’s ™ exuberant spirits, or cle.
The pelts of sucking lambs and colts
sighs at his quick temper—evidence of tal are the principal materials used, Rat skins out puts a stop to the draft on their back.The
at times
ent.
i
: are never used for gloves; they are too hump is very sensibly diminished
completly leveled, but
almost
being
—even
I once heard
such a mother
remark,
dursmall, and can not be dressed soft and
while her child was howling like a young able. Rat skins are tanned for coverings to that which was thus borrowed to sustain
‘replaced
imp, and tossing his heels in - the air, that jewelry boxes. A genuine xid glove is life temporarily, is immediately again in
she admired his ** spunk,” and would not ‘thin, fine-grained, = delicate and soft, yet when the stomach is set in motion
discourage it for the world.
There i$ a very strong. A sheepskin glove is coarser its accustomed manner.
The medicinal leech, or blood-sucker, low

her bonnie soul ind
at least a dozen years.

from the aT
Soon enough, the

grim comfort, perhaps, in the thought that

such ¢ spunk " may end on the gallows. If
you possess friends and would keep them,
ye parents of spoiled children, allow your

gifted offspring

to eat at a separate table

grained, thick and stout, and, if shyyed to
a thinness to represent kid, it is flimsy
rotten.

and

but the sexes rise and fall

£

hour of the night.

circumstance

in

life

shows

how daringly conjurors who amuse us will
often play with danger, depending on their
ready fingers to secnre
their safety, He
had
performed some .sfartling
fire-arms
tricks beforea party of Arabians, making
use, of course, of the ordinary conjuring
pistol, which is so contrived that the ramrod withdraws the bullets While the rest

of the party

were

expressing their admira-

tion, a. crafty old Marabout, who had some
suspicionof the true nature of-the -trick,

The next day

he

met

the

His own
his wife,

saw him hand back to the Arab

one

No Bones

as it is in the organic scale of life, isas care-

oY

Paris is the headquarters of the kid jnd
e kid skins are collectcolt skin glove.
ed in all parts of the world, while the colt

fully provided for in regard to the continoencies of life as the king of the country.

s the blood passes down the

gullet of the

See

yonder wall.”

He aimed at the wall,

fired,

and

Rurus W.

water

buta little

time.

been

the

peculiar

times

On

DEA.

F. Baptist church,
charged the duties
with_honor] until
rendered further

God in prosperity
‘and life, he

year’s

ou have done your best to please,

yond

It may

be

at. your

worse

and are

compan-

G.HiLL.

&ec.

withouta

and has no

summer fly.

August
¢

21st, and

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and

closes Friday, March 22.
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.
.
L.G. JORDAN, A. B . Principal, with, three Assistants.

j

-—

:

The special work of this school is to fit stgdents for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school
being composed of only one department, & thorough-

ness in doing their work.is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily, found in
schools where so many kinds of work are dona, The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, aiso in
English Grammar, Arithmetic,
Ancient
Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin
Scanning, &c.
The location of the school
the College and Theological School, affords
are invaluable.

reading,
Poetry,
so near
advant-

A.M. JONES, fec.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence
August 23, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks, under
continued charge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. R., Prin"horough instruction will be given in all branches.
Classes will be formed in Vocal and Instrumental

est.

E. S. TASKER, Sec’y.
Northwood, N. H., July 10, 1871.

Lapham
Enstitugd.
{THE FALL TERM will commenee on Monday, Aug.

DEA. SAMUEL MOULTON died at So. Parsonsfield, March 2, aged 91 years. His parents moved to So. P.
when he was 9 yéars old, bringing

privations

which

limited

his

early advantages. When 18 years of age, he was
soundly converted to'Christ, was baptized by the
late Rev. Johh Buzzell and united with . the first

well aimed

, 1871.

-

he

.

Complete courses of study for bothesexes.
G. H. RICKER,

No. Scituate, R. I.

MAINE

INSTEEUKE,

PITTSFIELD, ME.

GEORGE

B. FILES,

Miss NELLIE

3

Principal.

Aug. 10, 1857.

CENTRAL

:
Miss AROL
E: EUGENE

Me., June 20th, of consuniption, .aged 83 years.
Surviving friends mourn, but not as those that

upon him many

A

Address, for circulars or information, the Pringipal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

SARAH, wife of Elias Gilman, died in Dexter,

your

Tusic, Pencilling and Penmanship, ¥ desired.
The Trustees aim to make this school one of the

PL

:

A. B., Preceptor,

KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

M. FERN
, Associate.
WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal

Dep't.

Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving,

MRS.

J. F. STEERE,

Teacher‘of Music.

D. A WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepng.
Length of Term, ten weeks.

Fall Term Commences August 24, 1871.
Winter Term

commences

November 9, 1871.

For further particulars, address G. B. Giles. Unity,
Me., during the month of July, and afterward, E. Eugene Wade, Pittsfield, Me.

7 Cy A.

Pittsfield, Me., June 27, 1871.
NORTH

s

FARRELL, Secretary.

PARSONSFIELD

SEMINARY.

The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,

Aug.

22

and continue eleven weeks.
i
.
M. K. MABY, Principal
who.will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Department assigned
them. A course of lectures of general interest will
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on anatovv
my and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M. p.

+
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Saviour Unfolded.

"TREATISE.
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4

ages of association with students of a higher rank
and teulure. The public lectures of these institutions

to know, * Of such is the kingdom of God.”
.
M. ATWOOD.

How many sleepless nights have such mean
attacks caused tender-hearted men! "How
after them one awakes with aching eyes
and head, to remember that speech before
everything—that bright, sharp,

in

NICHOLS LATEN SCHOOL.

CARRIE, daughter of Bro. Walter Kitridge, of
Strafford, Vt., died in Strafford, June 26th, of
croup, aged nearly 6 years. She was a remarkably affectionate child, beloved by all who knew
her. Parents, the district school and Sabbath
school miss her smiling face.
But we all rejoice

many blows.

thanso

An aged and lonely

Academigs,

mental feeling, your foolish habits of have nohope. Remarks at the funeral by the
/
B. 8. GERRY.
thought, or some little secret opinions con- writer.
ELLEN A., wife of Henry
F. Barker, died at
fessed in. a moment of genuine confidence.
ears. Mrs. Barker
It matters not how sacred it may be fo you, Sutton, Vt., July 1, aged
baptized by Rev. E. Guilford in the summer
he will have his fling at it; and since the was
of
1867,
and
at
the
same
time
united with the ¥',,
wish isko make you suffer, he is gll the B. church in this place. In her relation to famheart.
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touches
he
nearer
the
happier
ily, community and church she honored the
Just half a dozen words, only for the pleas- Christian profession, and left a good evidence of
her acapiatioe with God.
The bereaved huslose
eye
ure of seeing a.cheek flush, and an
and two children have the sympathy of all
its brightness, only spoken because he is band
who know them.
?. L, WILEY,
afraid you are too happy or too conceited.
Yet they ape

him

cipal, assisted by other eflicient Instructors.

When

person,

thie river.

ices by the writer.

© Obituaries,

feeling very kindly and pleasantly, out will
pop some underhand stab which you alone
can comprehend ; a sneer which is masked,
but which is too well aimed to be misunderstood,

with

Lewiston, July 2. 1871.

You

them!

was

ion, two children, with other relatives
and
friends, deeply mourn their loss. Funeral serv-

.

last

early in its history, and disof that office faithfully, and
infirmity of body
and
mind
service impossible, True to

the hour of death, and with scarcely a strugle he passed to the abode ofthe pure in heart,

cologne water spilt over the ground.

What a strange disposition is that which
1 eads people to say ‘¢ hateful.” things for
such a person.

>

of counsel and, exhortations weighty and impressive. He was appointed Deacon of the 2d Buxton

He goes through life on tiptoe, and dies like

and amazefeatures as-

of saying

of but few words, ig he was a power for good
both in the church
and wherever known.

Though a man,

daily life and walk with God rendered his words

Saying “ Hateful ” Things.

pleasure

ELAR OWEN died in Buxton, of paral-

FALL TERM begins Monday,
closes Tuesday, November 28.

He is as lazy as a slug,

con-

-

out; a fresh-water mermaid found in a cow-

than a

unshaken

ter lived a consistent Christian.

pasture, with her hands filled with dandelions. Heis a tea-cup full of syllabub; a
kitten in trousers; a sick monkey with a
blonde moustache.
He is a vine without
any tendrils; a fly drowned in oil; a paper
kite in axdead calm.”
He lives likea butterfly—nobody can tell why.
He isas
harmless as a pennyworth of sugar candy,
ole.

ag

In
af-

The effeminate man, says Figaro, isa
weak poultice. He is a cross between table beer and ginger-pop, with the cork left

more hope

church,

ysis, March 28, aged TTyears and 2 months.
1815 Bro. Owen embraced religion, and ever

material of which

Sl

imme-

in the legislature of

Heservedthe F. Baptist

fully. waited til his change came.
May the
livfgg imitate his virtuggs.and prepare to meet him
in that better land.
".
Ww

‘shallowed

shirt-button

nerally.

affairs, ry several

fidence in Christ as the hope of sinners.
He .
suffered much, and patiently from - fatigue and
weakness, and was unable to converse mugh
during the last days of life. He was fully
con~
scious of his approaching dissolution,
aud
hope-

Effeminate Men.

as a

as

in Acton, June

pressed to the writer of this, an

are believed to antedate sacred history for
thousands of years, yield up perfectly sound
teeth;on which time appears to have no
impression whatever.

useless

died

represented the town

the state.

the West, tumuli in Europe and Asia, which

and as

not

clerk, 50 years, and was esteemed a very efficient
and activé$nember.
In hig last sickness he ex-

teeth are formed, and the enamel covering
them, offer extraordinary resistance to those
chemical agencies which resolve other animal remains into nothingness. Mounds in

/

Brackerr

He was very active in town

by immense accumulations of carcasses and
products” of the vegetable kingdom constantly floating into them.
:
Dentine,

in New Hampton,

respect.and confidence of the people

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obitfor the leaden bullets he took from the | uaries published in the Morning Star, who, do
saucer.
But
the experiment was quite
new, and Houdin tells us that he trembled not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
and could scarcely control his terror as he equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
saw the Marabout drawing the trigger of Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
the pistol.
?
obituary.
Verses areinadmissible.
ossé
MARY A., infant ‘daughter of J.D, and 8S.
Randall, died in New Durham, Jun#; 2, aged 6
———
weeks and 2 days.
J. F. J.

are never sate with

the

writer,

26th, aged 73 years. Bro. B, was a man of more
than ordinary mental power, of sound judgment,
and strict integrity, whichsecured to him the

such were the case, the bottomof all- the

sumed
a ghastly hue. “Yet thé tfiek was
simple enough—two prepared bullets haying been skillfully substituted by Houdin

the mere

the

laid her
grave with
hands,—a
beautiful and impressive
it.
‘‘ Blessed are ‘the dead who die; in the Lord.”
Funeral services conducted by the writer.
© A.D. SMITH.

in the Ocean.

seas would long ago- have

diately a stain of blood was seen. The Marabout went up to the wall, and when he
had dipped his finger in the blood, which
was trickling down, his awe
ment were so great that his

where

by

grandohildren who mourn their loss, but
those who have no hope.
Six of her

the contrary, teeth—which are not bones any
more than whales are fish—resist the, destroying action of the sea-water indefinitely.
It 1s, therefore, a powerful solvent. Still
the popular opinion is.that it is a brine. - If

she

blood
from

village

attended

her son, Déa.
Dan9th, at the i
iel Veasey
d 90 years. This Mother in Isruel buried her first usband 65 ‘years
and
her second husbund 40 years since.
During
those long years of her loheliness she has been a
widow-indeed. Being of a strong intellect, and
possessing an excellent spirit, she ed
the
contidence of all who knew her. She
be-: |
i
came religious and, devoted her whole
rt. ‘to
fhe cause of Christ,t. She
he foundv her: religious ' +
ome among
the F, Baptists, and. wa§.
4 worth
member of the church at Oak Hill in Meredith.
She leaves
4 numerous eircle of children’
and

Mr. Jeffrey has established the fact “that
bones disappear in: the ocean. By dredging it is common to bring up teeth, but
rarely ever a bone of any kind ; these, however compact, dissolve if exposed to the

of the

you can not®use your own weapons!

were

June

will often tell you, with an air’of affected
compassion ‘(fer who can believe it real),
that poor, dear mamma is working herself
to death; yet no sooner do you
propose
that they should assist her than ihey declare she is quite in her element; in short,
that she never would be happy if she had
only half ‘so much to do.

X
Houdin was seen
with the bullet between his teeth.
4 Bah!” he said, seizing the other pistol,
‘6

was brought to Corinna

MES. BETSEY CoPP die

dare not blame their God, for having
placed
them where they are.
These individuals

in-

here! You have been unable to draw
from rhy flesh, and I will draw blood

Scarbor-

assistedby Revs. Mr. Sherman and G. F. Elliott.

fancy-work and their reading, beguilin
themselves of the lapse of hours, days afd
weeks, and never dreaming of their responsibilities, but, as a necessary conseyuence
of neglect of duty,
growing weary of their
useless lives, laying hold of every newly invented stimulant to rouse . their drooping

friends were
well as she

knew his skill, was in perplexity when

He

funeral services

ters, elegantly dressed, reclining at their
ease with their drawing their music, their

party,
the

5 months,

in

has
gone to meet his sainted companion on the
shining
shore, leaving children, one aged sister
and other relativesto wait their turn to follow.

been

It is a painful spectacle in families where

spection of the Marabout. Satisfied that
they were lead—as indeed they were—the
Arab handed his pistols to Houdin, using
the Arab's ramrod.
in terror, and even

netessary by the want
house. No t that I

the mother is the drudge, to‘see the daugh-

make

same

and offered a saucerful of bullets to

years and

ough, settled in Corinna, Jan. 12, and in 1829
identified himself witlrthe ¥. Baptists, His companion died in Corinna about twa years ago, and
since then he has lived with his ‘children. He

fl

said, ¢ The stranger is doubtless [a strong
magician ; will he suffer me to fire at him
wit my own pistols?” *¢ Yes,” said Houdin, unhesitatingly, ¢¢ but first I must
invocation to those who assist me.”

78

Rev.

‘+ B. 8. GERRY.

action of the

Houdin’s

Wm. H. Durfee, aged

FE

Me.,

18, at the residence of his son-in-law,

The subject of this notice was born

Idle Girls,

|.

together, and it

A Conjuror’s Trick.
A

THOMAS B. ANDREWS died in Newport,

June

to see us in a ways
that seems so friendly, the had nothing
against us.—Seribner's Monthly.

x

is to be remarked that ‘cultivated .and
thoughtful young men do not, in this country, go into society. ~ They find there nothing but chaff and husks, which poorly pay
for the trouble of dressing, and the necessity of eating harmful things at an unchristian

its of a doctor, madq

pistols.
“to supply a fluency and richness of expres- loaded
«« Now fire,” he said.
sion, which render vapid the studied speeches
The Arab did se, and

the loft, last time I remember it ; that’s well
on to a dozen years ago.
But what use is

never

E—

Cromwell was once cngaged in a warm
argument with a lady on the subject of oratory,in which she maintained that eloquence
could only be acquired by those who made
it their study from early youth, and their
practice afterwards. The Lord Protector,
on the contrary, maintained that there was
an eloquence which sprang from the heart;
since, when that was deeply interested in

unk ever since I knew him.’
trol: yourself,—didn’t he have a life insurance policy
* No,—stop though. Yes, now I recollect; he did have one, but that was a-good
many years ago (sighing.) He only made
one payment on it, and then he let it run
out.’
.

®

and

without thought, and cheaper.than the ¥

after they ‘have

The Revolution has some very plain words
about American Girls :—
y
~The erudities of school-girls can be ex4 A - “Tame Codfish.
cused on the score, of thoughtlessness and
.
———
high spirits.
If they are rtfle and pert,
Mr. Buckland, in a recent number of loud-voiced and prone to have their sa
Land and Water,
gives an interesting ac- anywhere and everywhere, we attribute it
count of a visit paid by himto a pend, con- to a half-developed mentality; correspondtaining tame codfish at Port Logan, Wigton- ingto the outward angles and awkwardshire. The property in : question - belongs ness of the immature girl. With the roundto a gentleman by the, name of M'Dougall, ing and filling out of the: form, we expect
and consists of an amphithéater about one that the character will mellow and harmohundred feet in diameter hollowed out of the nize, that the voicé will lose. its acrid sharpsolid rock by the sea. All egress from this ness, and grow soft with inward music,
is prevented by a barrier of loose stones, But the truth is, our young women are, too
through which water passes freely. Qn a
many of them,
nothing
but overgrown
proaching the shore of the pond many codgirls;-as-bread=and=hutterish:
in mind"
were seen; and 3vhen a | at twenty as they were at fourteen.
Their
servant-woman who had charge of the fish external loveliness is not the outward and
approached with some mussels, the surface visible sign'of inward and spiritual grace.
of the water was perfectly alive with the The loud rattle and lively jargon of the
struggling
fish.
They came close to the school-miss is not superseded by anything
edge, and after a little while permitted Mr. more refined or elevating when shé takes
Buckland to take hold of them,scratch them
in the parlor to entertain he r mason the back, and play with them in various her-place
onlily acmirers, To be sure, those same
ways. Among other experiments tried by admirers can only enjoy a noisy flow of
him was that of holding
a mussel in his small talk, so vapid and inane a mountain
hand, and allowing
the fish to swallow his of it. would not yield ‘one grain of sense;

to support us, but he don’t.

“Didn't he,—now

a

rekindling of wood fires,

a return of the beautiiul home light from
If a wood fire is a luxury, it is
them,
cheaper than many in which we indul 0

of ventilation of tHe

Q34

a

‘have anything against doctors ; I only wish,

“American Girls.

size of

The endorsement was torn off but the sig- he said, “I think all who have witnessed
nature of our President was all right, and “this scene will vote on my side of the quesder turns milk. Let your friend feed bits that was enough. ThereuponI’ paid the tion,in a dispute between us the other day,
of arsenid to your child, rather than flatter | overjoyed woman fifteen thousand dollars, that the eloquence of the heart is far above
her baby vanity by gpen praisé of the mere | t},e amount of premium.’
that mechanically acquired by study.”
off,” spoils

hope for the

them

and. spreadeth

as a curtain,

heavens

around

These fish furnish to the proprietor an amle supply of excellent food, the flavor bein order to pay it to her, having heard | ing considered much superior to that of cod
casually that she wanted it. I think he taken in the open sea. ‘Whenever needed
was occupied some fifteen years in his hunt for the table, a selection can readily be
for that woman: and yet only one payment made from the most proniising of those at
on 0 policy had‘ever been made!
But it hand, and the fish secured without any diffiis 0 much the custom of life insurance com- culty,
ban
0
panies to do this that it is hardly necessary
A eorrespondent of Land and Waler, reto mention that.
:
ferring to this account of thé codfish at
} + At length his efforts were rewarded. He Port Logan, remarks that when hé" visited
found the poor woman with her six chil- the pond, fifty years ago, there was a blind
dren In a miserable garret, trying to earn a codfish in the pool, which the woman, who
lving by splitting up tooth-picks at one cent ‘had the pond ‘in charge, used to feed with
a i
Lying in a corner was her brute limpets taken from the: rock.
When this
of a husband, dead drunk. But I will let fish tame. to the surface with the others she
the agent tell it in'his own words:
caught it in her fingers, sat’down with it
«1 was sure I had found
the right woman, upon a stool, having a pail of, the limpets,
but I'wént about carefully to.
find whether shelled, in her lap, with which she fed it out
she still kept the policy. I had to be cau- of an iron spoon, the fish seeming to enjoy
tious, you know, or I might drive the poor it very much.
After fdeding she returned
woman wild. * Have you nothing'to main- it:to
the pond. The writer avers this to
tain yourself by,’
sud I, ‘save this tooth- a fact, although he evidently scarcely expick manufactory?"
=
:
‘pects it to be Betieved-ffarper's Magazine.
‘ Nothing whatever,’ she replied.
‘My

monarch’s

dimpled self.

love

reap

in her flossy hair; she
and uses it. You can rebut not her wheedling—
down impqgsture wherever

you find it,outside her

:

—H;-in—a-moment of ~weakness;I should |

nor rebuke can stand the siege of her coax-

crown is softened
knows her power
sist many things,
are strong to put

;

yield to his persuasions and get insured, 1
shouldn't want to remain in this vicinity
long. So anxious is he to have families

non turn her from those paths wherein yon
bade her notto walk?
Your very punishments are. episodes, forgotten with their,
passing ; she knows too well that gravity

ing eyes.

The

the hand they are to fit, measiring
the knuckle joints.

best of it. The sasisfaction it afforded him
was all the reward he wanted.

lilie§ whic

girdle the fountain of life—he is slow to
understand the dull harinonids of earth, or

fi

For ladie® weéar they are made in ten sizes,

Oh, but it was touching to hear that old
man go on at the table and tell of the hundreds and hundreds of families whom he
had rendered comfortable and happy by inducing husbands ard fathers to be insured.
And he did it out of pure goodness of heart

with pins, and for many months cares little whethér it be Biidzet or his ‘mother
who attends
to his tuyriad wants.—He-is-ayoung monarch, a remorseless tyrant in
swaddling bands, who wounds the heart
where he nestles, and pierces: the bosom
from whence he draws: his life.
But remember he dwells ina fairy realm, mid-’
way between our earth and Paradise—the
‘companionship of angels, the meloiy of
their voices, and the hush of their mystic
lullabies yet linger with him.
His daint

foot is loitering

parents

Before he ever ‘spoke

policy P”

eyes, as

yonder er on

kitten

ation,

wasn’t insured, Then he would clasp his
hands _and gaze yearningly upon me, as if
to'say, ‘ Why, why will you not tuke out a

His soft hands

with

the

age, -occu

ing because, one so young, and yet
so fair,

-Ques-

utter about your face ; you press him close
with wordless thrill of love; he watches

1]

my

to me he would sit looking at me for an
hour at a time with great -tears in his benevolent eyes as big as sbap bubbles, griev-|

tion hima thousand ties ‘why. he smiles,
‘and why he cries—why he capers, and why
He sleeps in
“he frowns—will he answer ?
your bosom—are the angels farther removed
tanding ?

took.:in

on my father's, etc. .

veil to solve the riddle of his thoughts, as
he gurgles, and coos, and crows; nods and

days away P

the fingers
cut front the edges of the skindl5; They

long or short lived, age of great grandfather when he died, pulmonary complainton
my mother’s side, and sumer complaint

scribe one hour of a baby’s being.
Look at your splemn pink toes yonder.
Will your “understanding ever pierce the

winks and blinks his

ST AR JULY

Phat
>
etl) @ Oe
:
.
y
Jo: out as a tent to dwell in.
1 picked him out for an insurance man as then tied in packages of a dozen pairs, and,
What’ a ‘wonderful universe we live in !
quickas I saw him. There was no mis- with printed, instiuétions, accompanying How small we seem when we think of, its
taking that glance of inventory with which each package,
t.
are sent out tb ‘be made. vastness!
’}
*

to de-

hope

but never

1y of sunset skies,

skin.

T

.

A word about the babies. Dainty bits of
bewilderment! as well attempt to braid
sunbeams as enumerate their changeful
moods and graces.
Draw the shadow of.
wind-blown leaves ; paint the shifting glo

L}

ra

hands, and striking with a ‘padded club the upon the orbit of the earth, stretches out the

Insurance Agents.

The Child of the. Period,

~

tN

re

“Ww

pdb

nd
y
Transcript.

The less wit a man has, the less he knows
/
. he wants it.
.

This latter Wa Hl is by laying a
y
.
skin over a steel frame, the upper edges he-

Sows
2
5

ing sharpened,

in the

shape

of two open'
4

mop A

comprehended the dust of the
rof
weighed the mountains in scales, | ern' life this simple legend—¢ Just as good | years been a worthy membe
measure, wei
a -cynic, and 1 church in this place,
not
am
T
‘But
real.”
the
'y
ng
sitti
whp,
Him
:
alance
Yio,
!
;
and the hills in a balance
1]

)
/
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Paragraphs. ©

Summary.
.

Rural and Domestic,

|

Cassimeres of decided excellence of material |
sand texture ave manufagtured at Oregon City, | ~

4

MISCELLANEOUS.

Oregon,

Chinese

labor

v

is mainly employed in |

‘
|
:
'
A band of outlaws attacked a-sherifl®s posse in their production.
Yobeson County, North Carolina, recently, killWe read of a Mr. Butler, who is arranging a
"ing three of thent., The whole county is arous- | big,hen farm near Geneva, Ill,, on’ which he ex’

ed inpursuit of the murderers,

.

| pects to keep 18,000 hens of the choicest breeds.

head of Lake Superior, was vis-

Soap

cent journeys in the interior of the island.
The American Congress of Science will

in at the rate of filteen, miles an hour for half an
hour, and then ran out. with the same veloeity
for twenty minutes, and kept up'an oscillation
all the

morning,

alternately

carrying rafts

and

cribs out to sea and back for hours,

that the convention will be the largest which has
Some of the most emever met in this country.
inent scientific men of Europe will be present.

!

-~

|
|i
|
|

Mrs. E. C. Stanton
and Miss Susan
thony are lecturing in San Francisco.

B.

An-

Frederic Schuster, Prussian.
nah, is a defaulter.
.
ol

Savan- |

In clearing the obstructions from James river,
the magazine of the rebel iron-clad Richmond,
and the powderit contained, were both found in
a state of perfect prosérvation, ‘after a submer-

Of the many men identified with

ment of the third

men.

& Co.'s herds-

They surrounded them and killed fifty-six

“before starting for home.
Eight deputy-marshals and a guard of marines
made a raid on the distilleries in Brooklyn Friday morning, breaking up two and capturing

two

proprietors.

Three

of

the

party

wi@unded by pistol shots.

;

“The highest estimate for the cotton crop is
three million and a half bales; the lowest, two
million and a half.

It is agreed or #11 hands - that Celonel Fisk did
ail that could be expected of any
one charges him with cowardice.

one,

and no

persons and damage to the extent of $200,000.
The

contemplated

river, between
tend 8,568

tunnel

Detroit

under the

and

feet from” portal

mated cost is $2,650,000.

Detroit

Windsor, will exto port

The

esti-

An éxploring party in Wichita county, Tess,
found an arrow-head of pure.gold, and very fine

specimens of coppers
.
Ll
Very remarkable diseoveries are reported of
silver mines on the islands of Lake Superior.
It is declared by a statistician that the eensus
returns show it to be an, unvarying rule for thir-

ty years
lation

that to every one hundred of the popu-

there

must be eighty

these, eight

must

neat

cattle,

that of

be working oxen, and twenty-

eight must be milch cows.
The total export of petroleum from the United
States in 1870 was 141,208,155 gallons,—against

1,500,000, gallons in 1860,-and 99,281,000 gallons

in 1868; showing an increase of nearly 42,000,000
in two years. The first sale noticed, for export
was in May, 1861, when 10,000 gallons were%ent

to foreign markets,
.
“Tad?” Lincoln died in Chicago. on Saturday
4=morning, at the age of 18; of dropsy of the heart.
_The grand jury at Baltimore has found a true
bill against Mrs. Wharton for poisoning General
Ketchum and attempting to peison. Eugene Van

Ness, and she has been taken to jail.
The board of police-commissioners of New
York have entirely exonorated the eighty-fourth
regiment from blamd*for premature - shooting.
Governor Randolph was serenaded at Morristown, N. J., on Friday night Reference was
made to the riot.in many of the New York
churches Sunday, and the funeral of Page and

Wyatt Was giiended by imménse crowds.

to sustain the

; A bill dissolving all battalions of the national
hroughout France is aboutto be introdune-

°

Immense
fires are devastating the country
around Port Elgin and Ottawa, New Dominion,

destroyingthouses, crops, and
of forest,

extensive tracts

i

_ The bishop of Manchester, England, preached
a sermon on lately, on the treaty of Washington, praising it in the warmest terms.

The first installment of French indemnity has

‘gas. It
A large hall

Austrian military serv;

:

Four hundred proselytes arrived from London
on Tuesday, 11th, on their way to Utah.
landed

if

with
Cuba

a body

of Venezuelans,

and

engagement

an

France is

dpdeavoring

has

been

d

*

the Spanish-troops.

fought with

ha$

to secure

the

modifica-

4 a candidate for office at the mu-

‘nicipal elections. Re
efforts are making
to hasten the evacuation of Fnance hy the Germans.
i
The

arsenal

at Rio

Janeiro

has been

totally

destroyed
hy fire.. The loss exceeds £300,000,
‘Washington,
"

A special despatch to.the New York World:
wiys the magazines of Fort Vincennes in Paris

have exploded, éausing & fearful loss of life,

It is reported that a revolution is likely to
break out in Honduras, The Ministry is unpopular,

and

any

one

who

desires

to

leave

the’

country has to pay $1,000 for a passport.
During the domination of the the. Commune in
Paris, there were nearly 700-marriages, and the
new husbands and wives are sorely troubled lest
their unions be declared illegal, and they be put
to the trouble and expense of being re-married.

nearly

miles,

A

is already

one-half of which

laid

with pipe, the work having been begun last Fall,
The gas will be brought through six inch wooden pipes. The flow is.free and uninterrupted

far, the pressure and volume being as great

thus

well.

the

at

is. situated

singular well

This

lands.

near the shores of Lake Ontario, on farm

Count Moltke, it is rumored in Berlin} has exresolution to the

his

pressed

‘William

Emperor

to deeline the present of a million of thalers,
which

to bestow

of the Reichstag

and

upon

of the inhabitants of Mont-

number

A Jarge

council

by the federal

it is intended

the majority

Montrouge

migrated

to the deserted miansions of Auteuil, Passy and

other aristocratic quarters,where they established

themselves in comfort, not to say in luxury. The;
most singular scenes were the results of the
change of the proprietors.
costume of anational guard,

will

of the

make a shorfer route to India than

Suez Canal,

by way

Se

:

“An timsuccessful attempt was made on Friday
to assassinate Bazine at Geneva.

~
~

LY

Tt has been Dositively ascertained that but one
kiljed by the explosion of the projecperson was

. tile manufactory at Vincennes,
ie property Is comparatively small,

and

the loss of
:

Lite

those

men are

tages

itely
CO;

got-up bed. of a lady of rank, with its rosehangings and lace curtains, while his

dress, belonging

satin

wife,{ in a superb

to the

kingdom are in direct communication

with this

instrument, which is itself in direct communication with the observatory at Greenwich, At 9:58

o'clock every morning,all other work is suspend-

ed, in orderthat

there may be no inference with
stations

telligence to the sixteen
is in communication,
and

Light

“ancient

are

vision

heavens;”

which it

with

De

two things as old as the

which

science

yet the

explains them fs recent and still very incomplete.

Light, which used to be deemed the purest of
all stbstahees, Newton proved to be composed

of geveral. By the prismdte spectrum he * untwisted all the shining robe of. day,” and then
showed how to put

1t together again.

AH vision

is color vision, for it is only by observing differ- |
ences of color that we distinguish theforms of ob-

jects,

Yision, however, is still a mystery.

Its s0-:

lution tasks the science of Psychology as much as

eye, but on

together, yet

Tight and the sendation meet in the
opposite’ sides. They come close
they differ,

geians used to say by

as the old

metaphy-

diameter of be-

the whole

a

indispen.
a

In a cooking apartment the temperature will
outside;

hence, the free

admission even of hot air will be desirable.

If

persons
‘do not object £0 sit ih a direct draught

of ‘air, the windows and doors may be opened,—
a breeze being more
refreshing,
even though
seyeral degrees warmer than still air. Butunder nearly all other circumstances rooms should
be kept closed as much as possible until after
sundown, or-until the air outside is cooler than
that inside. Let ‘in cqol air; keep out hot.—

London

Times.

——

ought to be. Never mind your own business—
that\will take care of itself. There is a man pass-

ng along—he is looking over the fence—tbe sus-’
he contemplates

steal-

ing, some of these dark nights
; there is no knowing what queer fancies he may have got into his

hefid.

J

:

“If you find any symptoms of any one passing
lout of the path of duty, tell every one else what
you see, and be particular to see a great many.

It is a good way-to circulate such things, though
it may not benefit.yourself or any one else particularly.
Do keep something going—silence is
a dreadful thing; though it is said there: was silence in heaven for the space of half an hour, do
not let any such thing occur on earth; dit: would

be too mueh fot‘this mundane sphere,
If, after all your watchful care, you ean not see
anything out of the way in any gne,-you niay be

lure it ig not because they have mof done

any-

thing bad ; perhaps in an unggarded moment ypu

lost sight of theme—~throw out hints that hey are
no better than they sheuld be—that you should

the corn

Monthty

holy’ horror

—rEmvestment

JAY COOKE

One of

Tr

this country/liave yet fo learn that the
the grape vine can not be kept too dry.
~

mend as a

plays
has a

people

3 @..

14 @..

FISH. ' |

| Retiued.

have

exterminated by a single application of this mineral. Take one part of salt and three parts of
plaster,—if plaster ean not be had, lime will do,
—and apply about a tablespoonful around the
hill, after the corn has made
its appearance
above ground. This’ will effectually kill the grub,
and care must
be taken that the mixture does
not touch the plant, as it would be pretty certain |

interest

ed,

on 23,000 Acres

track, or 500 acres

of

ofeach

in

every

mile

$1,000 Bond.

gold “Denominations;

We eat to keep warm and to sustain strength,
and all articles of food

have

in varying proportion.

Company's

lands, at

price.

those two elements

their

of

and

immense Sinking Fund will

cash

bonded

when in reality they
during the summer

ed in exchange, free of express charges, at their
highest current price.
Full: information, maps,

the

old, and the feeble, and by all who

pamphlets, etc., willbe

be as follows’:

furnished on

cream,or sugar.

stewed

The

same

fruit without

milk,

for dinner,

with

some cold bread and butter anda ¢up of hot
drink, and nothing else; nothing whatever be-

reference furnished,
Box 863, FFortiand,

July M, i871.

eyes

of

roots of

| Do.
;

11}

wet..%...10§

birth or acquired afteryvard, and are not to be
removed by manipulation.
It is a mischievous
error to suppose that the form of an elastic glee

*he

changed except for the; moment, by pressing up- on it with the fingers, as has been recommended
by charlatans,
All the theories that the eye can

by rubbing it

cause almost immediate loss of sight, by separation of the retina from its neighboring parts; or
increase the giving way of the, back part of the

globe, which is already often Hegun in nedr-sight

.
10}

9 @&
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Clapboards
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Morar shmmey 88 E
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Do. Spruce
2 00 @ 2 50 | 90. combing
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shooks
3 00 g 4 00 |
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CATTLE

”
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MARKET.

.

Jury

12, 1871.

BEEF— Extra $10. 00 to
First quality & 9.50
to $9.75; Second
quality 8 8 75 to 9.25; Third quality $7.00 to & 8,25 ¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and dressed beef.
WORKING OXEN—§10 50 to $11 per pair, or accord:
ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers, $60 to $125.
1LCH Cows—$00 to $00; extra good, 800 to $000
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and ordinary, $00 to $00.

STORES— earling $3010 $00 two’ year old, $00 to
$00; three years old, $00 to $00.
;
FAT HOGB—5 to Ske.
s

CALF SKINS—16¢

NEW
Me,

|

4w20

SECTS AND CREEDS
DIFFER, but there are no dissenters from the general principle thata great medicine
is a great Messing.
We have many of these blessings, but
among them all, jv the province to which It belongs, none
greater than

Tarrant's Effervescent
Itdoes

2}

|

6c

to

6ic;

to 18¢.

Retail

6c

to Be.

:

YORK

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
Jury 12, 1871.
APPLES.

OATS.
6d...

68

Ne

rT
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+x

8

@.« 83

4 25

47

oo lan 3

.“"

RXIONS.

25

@

2 87

BUTTER.

‘White........

pEAS.

Seltzer

Aperient.

rot belong

to the ¢ ass

ailments for

derisively

¢

Ved pas

SOLD

BY ATLL.

PRUGGISTS.

m8”

2,

Co. #1 00 @.. 00 |Prime.......
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IT.
The ‘ Gems”

a0
all

R

CERES

T. Kegs, ..;\.

New

Many songs
enjoy
popularit
pularity, and--are;
J
joy
try
aa transient
forgotten. Gthers acquire a permanent reputation,
and eonitinue to sell largely for many years. Such
ones will be found in the hooks dutitled
1

|flax.
/
bi

|Prime Cakes.. 18}
|Barrels «..... 18
i
WOOL.
|New
York—
4
1
48
58
QIi0.

@..
Eve

14
13

8. 6D
8.50
87

@ue

iv

|Shoub'Peits

100 @ 1 60

1h... .. 25 @.. 28 [i isgrersasrarsvas’on

GOLD AND STOCK MARKET,
JULY 12, 1871.
.

of Song,

A FULL TIBRIRY 68 YOULL MISH

19 00 19 50

12 3., 1ojjyermotti.hed..
yes,+. 85oH
-@..

x
n SUGAR.
{
MAPLE

and ‘‘ Pearls

00
25

| Ohlo & West.5'65 @ b 90
Canada. ..... 6 00 @ 7700
HOPS.
New York....
25 @..30
Vermont.....
8a... 8
LARD.

A

:

StateFirk prime22 @.. 30 Hams, salted 14 00 @15 00
West ordinary. 17 @.. 21 [Hams smok’d 16 00 @17 00
CHEESE.
POTATOES.
Factory,ex.¥#h.10
}Mercers...... 1 00 @ 1 50
Farmers’....... 8
Peach Blowe..3 00 @ 3 25
Western....... 15
POULTRY.
CORN.
Live Turkeys—
White West .. 65
PW eeaners oa 0 @s
Yellow, “earae . 81
Live Chickens.. 26 a..
Dress. Turkey.. 22 a.
EGGS.
do.Chickens . 26 @..
State..... ir
v
RYE.
:
Western.
Ve&F nin bgs. 95 @ .
FEATHERS.
SEEDS,
| Live Geese #1 85 @., 90
FLOUR. »
A
| State sup..... 6.25
Ex Southern.6 75

ol 0 VAD

PORK

Ipfogs #hbl.. 18 00 @18 60

| ExStatey bard 25 @ 5.50

re-

AMERICAN

U,
U.
U.
U.

8.
8.
8.
8.

GOLD!

aereds.

FIVE-TWENTIES, 1807 ...
FIvE-TWENTIES OF 1806
TEN-FORTIES
COUPONS SIxE8, 1881.

‘CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book his been revised: by
the author, has been clothed in an entirely new dreds, and presents a very
SHOWER OF PEARLS, (Duets) and comely appearance.
It should be in
Li
SILVER CHORD.
every Baptist family.
Let every pasAl of the above are bound uniformly with the intor
and
church-member
have a copy of
atrumental books of the HOME CIRCLE SERIES,
and resemble them in coptaining an immense amount
useful book.—
and
revised
newly
this
of valuable Music, at onctenth of the ‘* Sheet Music”.
WREATH OF GEMS,
OF-GERMAN SONG,
’
GEMS OF SACRED SONG,
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG,
OPERATIC PEARLS,
BiB

GEMS

price.

“Eath book costa, in Cloth, %:3.00.

$2.50, and Full Gilt (for presents) $4.00,
Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

“0.
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& CO. Boston.

, C,H. DITSON & CO, New York,
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of thorough

complaints, LET THERE KE NO MISTAKE.
Secure the genuine article only.

preserve rather than injure the vision,
Certain defects of refractive power are due to
malformation of the eye, either existing from

modified

mig
as:
a
:
SUGAR.

Conse do.
ippingB'd
ge
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Orange

-

quired auxiliaries.
It is also- a mistake to suppose that glasses should not be worn while it is
possible to avoid doing so. On the contrary,
they serve to prevent straining of the eyes, and

have its form favorably

wl

PELTS—with wool 1 75 to #250, éach ; Country lots,

ysis, and will stand the test of the sharnest and most ricid
medical eriticlsm as a ca hartie,a stomachie, an anti-ferile
preparation, and an ahidrg oe pemedy tor all blivus

can

Pa

Country, do..16 00 @i19 00

ight or assistance from glasses, when looking |
at small near objects. ‘When this period arrives
it is an"error to persist inrendeavors to do as formerly with"the eyes; but much use must be

filled with fluid or semi-fluid substances,
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A column would not suflice to enumerate the
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Dried...

to the above system of feeding, will scarcely fail
to be convinced of its value within a week after
‘he begins it.—Hall’s Journal of Health.

There comedéa
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50 @ 1 60

Ouk, ¥ ton..
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ticity, and a greater flow of animal spirits, and
for thé reason that few would eat too much.
There would be nothing to overtempt the appetite, hence the stomach would not be overwork

man

. 00 Eggs......

3, Ayres, .dry.. 23 @..
Rio Grande.... 26 &..

would have more bodily vigor, more mental elas-

Any

0 §
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Hipes—Brighton Tic to 8¢; Countay lots, 8c to 10¢
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tween meals,
So far ‘from starving on such a
diet, the class of persons above named would
thrive on it, would grow stronger
every day,

energizing,

:

78 @ . 80},
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a gl ® IClover,Northern,10
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A situation to TEACH by a young lady
education.
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Co., New York, Philadélphia, or Washington.

Breakfast,—cold bread and butter, a slice of
cold meat, or in its place a couple of eggs, or a
saucerof berries or

orto JAY

to any agent for the LOAN,

Factory a
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LERERRREE
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fats and’ butter all through the summer, Meats
and butter are on our tables three times a day,
young,

Coanberries,buc
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11 Ionebe: 'v Hy

@ 8 00

Pig gold........ 6}
Sheet and Pipe ..

are eaten all the year round; butif eaten judi- fore it falls due.
ciously, if eaten according to the seéasen,~more
| Holders of Us 8. Five-Twenties, who wish to
of fruits and vegetables in summer, and less of
convert them into a first-class railroad security,
meats and fats,—an incalculable amount of sickness would be prevented every year. We would can do so at a present profit of about 12 per cent.,
think a man deranged who should keep as large while increasingtheir interest income nearly onefires burning in his house in summer asin winfourth, by exchanging them for Northern Paciter, and yet we all persistin eating meats, and

ought to be sparingly used
months, at least by the

00

receive | Russia, sheet.. 11§d..
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undoubtedly

the principal of the Company’s
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blubber are almost wholly of the warming eleof the First Mortgage Bonds of the. Company.
ment; hence in Greenland,
where the
therThe
Land Grant of the Road exceeds Fifty Milmometer is many degrees below zero, and a
lion Acres in the” most fertile portion of the
great deal of heat is required, a native will drink
half a dozen gallons of oil every day, or eat ten | Northwest, and the demand for the Company's
pounds of tallow.
In the hottest climates of the
lands for settlement already exceeds the ability of
-world the inhabitants
live to a great extent on
the
Government to complete the surveys.
This
fruits and vegetables, which have but very . little
of the heating qualities,’ In our climate, which
is between the two, meats, vegetables, and fruits
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MENTS, and also, as fast as the

to destroy that also. This is the proper season | est payable
for applying this r emedy, which is simple, cheap |
and effective.
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agreeable,

& Co. are now selling

the Northern Pacific

for salt; in fact, this pestis easily

v
’

taste is very

classes, the First Mortgage

It may lead to congestion and
music and. everything | iemorrhage within the eyes; or give rise to.a
cataract, by disloeating
the crystalline lens; or
2
says the
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but it will not keep.
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with is the grub, which often
with whole fields. The grub

not
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such butter is fresh the

always in one direction,or by any other manipulation, have no foundation in facts. But while
persisting in squeezing, according to these methKeep it going, and some one may. | ods, can never do any permanent good,it-involves

while = then there will'be

"

Soft Shell...

deal more casein

material-

not, wonder if the people found out what they
were after 4 while, then they may not carry their

heads so high.

»

breathe

that the air could

18

Gingham
u.. 00 French Yellow... 4 @.. 4}
Mous.AeLaines 00. Gv veo LAIDIENCR.00
1.50 & 8 00

Undoubtedly the reason why there is a greater
yield of butter when #ho whole milk is churned,
rather than the cresin, iscthat there is a great

génce and observation, who will give a fair trial

do not relax any ‘effort to keep them. where they

perhaps

to contend
sad havoc

and

Keep your eye on your neighbors.
Do not let
them stir without watching.
They may do something wrong if you do. To be sure, you hever
knew them to do anything very bad, but it may
be.on your account they have not. Perhaps if it
had not been for your kind care, they might have
disgraced themselves a long time ago. Therefore

picious of him;

to

@..

Cotton Flannel. 12 g.. 25 Yermillion....1 20 @ 1 2»

Ets

ed; what work it did perform would be well
done ; the blood made would be pure, life-giving,

To Make Mischief.

ing. Those hopeful men who fancy we are al~), will work to’a charm.
most within sight of the discovery of the prinBedi
Zi:
that discoveries in physiology.

‘ciple of life, think
may yet enable us, by tracing the course of nervous disturbance. *‘ up the fine fibers to the sentient’brain,” to explain’ the mysteries of vision.
We hall see.

kept

formidable .enemies

so tight
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with salt water be-

fruit-trees are often

larger size and be of increased flavor.
the most

less injurious than bad air. Ifaroom be small
in comparison with the number of persons en-

probably be higher than

consistin its destruction of slugs,

hot air is a very appropriate diet for the summer would

becomes

hag

No. lions wold

14}
73

Drills, Brown.18} a..
Print Cloths ..
7kd..

shut to keep the

the poor child

{|

crores 36oha..
8.
Poor girl! People will say she died of cons. eaneliad
Carraiits.......
sumption.
Why don’t they. tell the truth, and Litron mvescaves 46g...
ea Nuts....
175 @¢ 8
say she starved to death for want of pure air, and Figs
common. . 10§4..
her mgther starved her!
Case «.opeienn 10 do.

so onion beds, if plentifully- sprinkled with
salt in the fall, it 1s asserted, will not only be
freed from every species of insect, but the weeds
will be exterminated, and
onions grow to a

If the atmosphere of a room be impure

gaged in it, free ventilation
sable.
:

are

21 | Ground, pure .11 @. 11§

Sheetings and Shirtings— 71s, ground in ol
i
OAVY
4-8.o00: 123800 18. 1 Nleuidasessess .
.e
Hh
11) Paris White....2} @.. 8

her sleep in

air,

ly improved by hberfl application of strong saliné solution applied to both body and roots. Al-

be kept cool

from any cause, let it be renewed;

mainly

fore planting, and

closed and shielded from the direct sunshine by.
a blind.

air eut,

and door

Is

DOMESTICS,

into her lungs if it had a chance.
The motheris
preparing her for a, first-class funeral occasion.
| It will soon come, too,
Soon you will hear the
|
child cough.
This is hey last call’ for pure

o——

by haying. the soil saturated

hot,~that is the

and the windows

| fresh

worms, and other insects which find secure harbor a few inches below thé Surface of the earth;
also of eradicating noxious weeds, and, in fact,
nearly all vegetable life with which it comes
in contact. Some plants however are benefited

\

generally

As the window

The value of salt as a dressing for land is not
fully appreciated.
Before experiments are tried
however, the farmer must bear in mind that on
most sofls salt is not a real fertilizer. Its advan-

minimum;of discom-~

may

18a...

Low Middling. 2044..

old wells, and is called damps.
;
7
amount of earthly |
Another way her mother cheats her out of gir,

the lfrgest

ee

¢an not tell whether a pretty

egress,

makes

Ordinary

Mid/togdmid,
244.. a193 |(eddRedAm....
@.. 10»
wid
Am. dry, pure 10§ a.

| a small brick room. .In a short time she has
| breathed it all through her lungs, and it is chang| ed into a poison’ghpor, the same as is found in

Salt on the Farm.

during the whole day if the doors be only opened
for ingress and

Her foolish mother

| laces her

:

:

Sitting-rooms

of air!

Good

Caodfish, large 4 50 @ 5 00
|
Do. small. 3 75 s 4 00
{ damps all night,
| * Her mother don’t let the little girl go out of | Mackerel,lge 6 50 & 7 00
* Do.shore. 5 50 u 8 00
| doors without being bundled up, so &he can not Salmon, tee. .00 0 a0 00
constantly, that it becomes too weak to work at | possibly get a breath of pure air. She won't let
FLOUR AND MEAL.
all.
It is to be hoped that every intelligent pathe little lady open her mouth to laugh, for fear
St.
Lows,sup.6 25 8 7 00
rent will press these things on the attention of 1 she might let some air intq hér lungs.
She won't | Medium.... 70 @ 8 00.
choice
8 50 a10 ®
his children as a matier of conscience, because
let her play, or run, for fear she should get tired, West'rn exia
sup..5 00 ¢ 5 25
dyspepsia, like consumption, has its foundation
and would have to get one good breath of air. com. extras b 30 8 8 38
lajd in.a large majority of cases during
the
And then, to guard against all 'chances that the ‘medium do..6 30 8 7 00
choice do....7 25 & 8 00
“ teens ’ of life.— Hall's Journal of Health.
| child has under these circumstances, the mother Illinois and Ohio,

without d& thought

only formula to insure the

Here a man in the
just returned from

the ramparts, black with powder and dust, was
asleep in his elothes on the outside of the exquis-

A raflway is about to be built, by British cap-: Physiology.

ital, through the valley of the Euphrates, and

wives

Let in cool air,—keep out

fort.

| wonders why she can’t laugh.
Do you Know
‘what ails her? She is starving to death for want

And if persons eat between meals, then. the
stomach has no rest from breakfast in the morning, until ‘one, two, three, or four o'clock, next
day; hence it is that so many persons have dyspepsia; the stomach is worked so much and so

girl wears clean stockings, and hangs up the
dress she gets out of at night, unless you have
looked into the matter persistently.
‘ Appearances are 80 deceivin’!”!
Some people seem to be mortally opposed to
soap and water,—another
instance of turning
your back on your best friend. When cares oppress and a tedious day is past, avoid a restless
night by taking a bath, putting on a clean nightshirt, and sleeping in a clean bed, prepared by
the hands of a thoughtful, loving mother. wife, or

nat-

rightful share ; the stomach among others, When
the external body gets weary after a long day’s
work, the stomach bears its share of the fatigue ;
but if when the body is weary with the day’s toil,
we put it to bed, giving the stomach meanwhile
a five hours’ task, which must be performed, we
one that gives us

——

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
Wily do we have to breathe? Jamie says to
+
For the week ending, Jury 12, 1871. .
live, But how does that make us-tive? Why, the
« CANDLES.
|
MOLASSES. .
air is a kind of food which we eat by breathing. te
.
| The oxygen in the air is the very: essence of Moulds...,....11} @. 14} Cuba, Clayed.. 82 @.. 83
Sperini.iiiea ddd @o
47 do. Sweet...»
.. @.. ..
| life, and we take it into our blood at every
COAL.
do. Muscovadodd @.. 40
|
Canal......
.
16
00
@18
00
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85
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breath,
We could rigt live ten minutes without
.~
Pictol. ss .eess 625 a 650 |
4 IL.
{ it, ':
:
Anthracite... 7 50 4 8 00
Olive, ¥ gol °.1 20 a1
|
There is nothing so plenty and nothing so free
COFFEE,
inseed—Engy
.. a..\.
| as air, and yet nothing of which people are so
on @.. 80
{JAVA
# Meo... 21 @..
23 Crude
[AEHiCAD....
|
:
Sperm
126@128
stingy.
Do’ you see that poor, little, pale; weak |'St. Domingo... 4 @.. 16
.
ees res 18 5: 18 Refined
pDoi do....
Whale. 237 @..
girl? Look how thin her hand is! You can see the [RIO
@.. 38
5
Neatstoottgal 1 20 @ 1 50
|”sun.through it, Look at her great, round, starOrdinary “suri 6 a.. i
i
PAINTS.
| ing eyes! How glassy and cold they seem! How

|

slowly she moves! How sad she looks! How she

.

Young man, you

—————

the gar- | enjoyments; and if this overtaxing is continued | is to leave her lamp burning -turned—down-low. Carpetings—
it must as certainly wear out prematurely as the This also changes the pure air into carbonic | Lowell sup. 3-ply
sake," or bebody itself will, if it is overworked every day.
acid, or damps,
u | Extra Superflne..
>
y
1 Supertine.. o.oo.

for shame’s

short-sighted - creatures

go out seeking

-

——

rapidly until

piness of home.

‘| whatis cvlled the * time current,” which preMcDougall, of ‘the opposition in cisely at the striking of the clock, flashes the in-

Ex-Ge
Canada,
has eome out in favor of the treaty of

wearing,

Pure Xir.

impose upon the very best friend we have; the

. A fine creaturesto assume the cares of housekeeping.
She could drive a man
away
from
home-confusion to the nearest drinking or smoking saloon, with much rapidity.
But the stupid
fellow almost deserves as hard a fate,~had no
business tp shut up his eyes and * go it blind,”
on such questions of vital importanee to the hap-

. tion of the t
of ecommerce with England. fair proprietor, of the bed, was attending to the
Cafes in Parjs are ordered to close at midnight. soup oyera fire in the boudoir,
The Orleans princes are abdut to pay a visit to.
The English may be said to be * sharp on
M. Gtiizot. The Tuileries gardens are shortly
time.” The -Chronopher:is an instrument from
to be opened to the public. The effective strength which all England is supplied with the correct,
of the French army is 230,000 men. Baron
time.; Sixteen of the most important cities in the

Haussmann

They .darh up oecasiofi-

bureau, chairs and floor,

company Was subsequently formed, and is now
condueting this gas to Rochester, a distance of 20

martre, Pont du Jour and

Quesada,

consists

this

which

into

built,

was

one of ghe population.

ice.

rather

expedition

How to Keep Cool.

him.

Some of the French soldiers disbanded since
, .the ‘cessasion of hostilities in their own country

same,

to a regular darning

in exposing the raw material, such as straw,
corn leaves, etc., to the action of a weak alkaline
solution, under super-atmospheric pressure, and
at a temperature not exceeding 212 degrees, in
such a manner that, by the combined action of
the pressure and the heat, the fibrous material
sister.’
is split and disintegrated without destroying the
fibers, as in the case of other methods, where
strong alkaline solutions and high temperatures
are used.
°
——
+
A Philadelphia journal states that, about a
In these hot days a cool apartment isa real
year since, a child in that" city, 18 months old,
swallowed an open-ended thimble, and has since ‘luxury,to be had far oftener than most people.
suppose possible. The secret consists, not in let
been unable to take anything but liquids into its
believed that the thimble is. "ting in cool air, for-naturally all do that whenIt is
stomach.
and yet some 20
msophagus;
ever they have a chance, but in keeping out the,
lodged in the
physicians have sought for it again and again to hot air, If the air outside a room or housebe
The child does not seem to suffér
cooler than the air inside, let it in by all means;
no purpose.
but if it be hotter, carefully keep it out.
from the accident, being quite as healthy and robust as at the time of the occurrence.
A stair-case window left gpen ‘during the
night will often cool the passdge of a house, and
A western menagerie company recently purthe rooms, too, if the doors he mot shut; but it
chased in Africa a baby elephant, 47 inches high,
and had him shipped by steamerto New York must be closed by eight or nine o’¢lock,in the
morning, or, if on the sunny side, at four or five
and thence by express to headquarters.” On the
o'clock, and the blind drawn down. The mistake
way the propensity for mischief showed itself
people generally make isto throw open their
He broke open the mail-bags,
in the animal.
abstracted a letter therefrom, broke it open and windows at all hours of the day ,no matter whetha draft for over $3000, destroyed the er the atmosphere outside be cool or scorching:
took out
letter and envelope, and when discovered by the | Let us have some air, they say, and in comes
the treacherous , breeze;—for even hot air is
keeper had the draft safe in his trunk, not even
: pleasant while itis gently blowing, taking away
“
being torn.
perspiration, and thereby cooling the skin; but
- About five years ago, a number of speculators,
the apartment is made warmer instead of cooler,
while prospecting for oil at West Bloomfield,
and as soon as they
move out of the draught
from’
vein
a
struck
Y.,
N.
County,
Livingston
they find their room to be more uncomfortable
coalsmell'to
in
similar
which gas was ‘emitted
Ta
was found to burn clearly and steadily. than before.

been] paid to Germany.
;
:
Great Britain. last year consumed 42,000,000pounds ¢f tobacco, or a pound and a half for each

: are seeking to enter the

=

HEE)

set of muscles, each its

portioned out to every

Fate ought, in duty, to give them a peep into
thegroom of the fair one when she does not
expect company.
Not a pair of stockings in the
bureau which do not need mending, whléss mother sat up last night, after a fatiguing day’s work,
and went through them.
:
Pd
Buttons off, and pin-holes worn, almost beyond
mending; dresses, skirts, ribbons, dirty collars,
curls and water-falls spread around on the table,

ural gas was taken by pipes, to test its illuminating properties. It was found to contain greater

ministry in its prosecution of the war in Cuba.

ed in the assembly.

Government

invention

down

becomingly worn.

A Baltimore, Md., firm is engaged in manufacturing paper by a new pulping process recent-

This

:

about the every-day habits of the bright, laughing creatures who steal into their hearts, with
the assistance of a pair of pretty eyes and small
feet, nice hair, and bewitching bows and ribbons

of bus-

power of illumination than manufactured ofl.

FOREIGN.
The Spanish Cortes has voted

‘who

ed to have paid $25,000 several years ago, is still
in his possession, and enjoys the honor of being
rolled up and stowed away in one of the cotton
mills of Fall River, Mass.
Mr. Durfee is said to
‘have been offered a much larger sum than he
gave for the cartoon, but “steadily refuses to sell

ly devised in Prussia.

sit

What

at any price.

A terrible hurricane at St. Joseph, Mo., on
Thursday night, cauged the death of four Q five

:

looks better than a torn, ragged one.

Kaulbach’s famous cartoon of ‘‘The Great Reformation,” for which ‘Mr, B. C. Durfee is report

were

great promoters of amia-

Untidy habits are very expensive.
The stitch
in time can make a‘garment almost as good and
durable as new.
An old dress neatly repaired
and made over speaks praises for the wearer
which a new dress could not, and it certainly

newspapers in Washingtofi under the old order
of affairs, the only survivors are said to be Duff
Green, now living in the South at a very advanc-»
ed age; Francis P. Blair of Silver Springs, Md.;
A. O.
P. Nicholson, a resident of Columbia,
Tenn. ; George S. Gideon and Simeon M. Johnson of Washington;
George W. Bowman
of
Penn., and two or three others of less note.

cavalry Went in pursuitof the

Apaches ‘who had attacked Bowen

-

after a good

cause it will not hold together,

iness..

se

water are

ment is past

Tllinois by his persistent refusal tb accept political office, and his devotion to the practice of his
profession as a lawyer.
He-is now about twenty-five years of age, and has the reputation in
Chicago of being an excellent manager, shrewd

A party of. sixteen persons set out from Pres-.
cott, Arizona, last week, and joininga detach-

.

not, the little holes grow

of the people of

and’ capable lawyer, and systematic man

%

ally, and then darn in a less useful manper, because things will not stay darnéd.As they will

Mr. Remington, yof the well-known firm of
rifle manufacturers, has recently added to his
other acts of munificence in’ Syracuse, the.gift
of $50,000 to the university there, and the purchase of the St. Charles Hotel for a publishinghouse for the Methodist denomination.
Mr. Robert T. Lineoln, eldest ‘son of the late’

President, has won the esteem

and

through their clothing.

de-

| portéd from England ovéi thirty-six years ago,
| by ‘the Boston and Worcester railroad, snd
run upon that road.
|
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of underclothing

and allows her brothers to do the
than

| stroyed by collision on the Maine Central, was
It was imthe oldest engine in New England,

of a switeh engine at Cleveland,

sion of more than five years.

recently

Farmingdale,

locomotive

The

“The civil Service reform Commission has adjourned to Oct.
;
A southern Baptist university with.an endow meat of half a million is proposed by a convention at Louisville.
The iron steamer City of Port-au-Prince of
">Boston, on the line from Nes York to West Indian ports,was wrecked off the Bajamas on June
21, but the crew were saved.
Three persons were killed by the explosion
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It requires about five hours for the stomach to
work on an ordinary meal and pass it out of it
self, when it falls into a stage of repose, . Hence,
if a man eats three times a day, his stomach must
work fifteen hours out of the twenty-four.
But
the multitude of Mechanics who are wildly clamorous for * only eight hours a day,” are the very
ones who, while tliey are angered at being required by others to work more than eight hours a
day, do not hesitate to impose on their stomachs
fifteen hours’ work, neatly double.
"After a night's sleep, we wakeup with a certain amount of bodily vigor, which is fajthfully

Dirty clothes, and untidy, disorderly habits
make people cross and ugly.
. A cansciousness of cléanliness and tidiuess
throughout inspires self-respect, and helps largely to command the respect of others. - Holes iu
your stockings are constant humiliation$, besides
hurting the feet, and making corns for future
discomfort; yet many
a blushing,
attractive
young woman goes with holes in her stockings,

nexation of 8t, Domingo, and to describe his re.

from the lake’ into the eanal, sweeping away i
pier and the erib-work amd scattering timbers
and rafts in every direction,
The current ran
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a change

bility.

of the an-

tends to lecture next season in favor
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bath refreshes and invigorates soul and body.

Henry B. Blackwell, Lucy Stone's husbarid, in-

ibys

which
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, Suppers.
C
Hearty

Cleanly Habits.

How

General W. G. Ketohum, a retired army officer, | and medical ‘services exclusive of $25,000,000 for
“and Eugené Van Ness, a book-keeper.
a 4 patent medicines,
Duluth, at the

.

:

Mrs. E. G. Wharton, a wealthy 1ady of. Bal- | It is estimated that the people of the Unittimore. has been arrested; charged with poisoning | ed States pay
100,000,000 a year for medicines

ited last Saturday by a tidal wave,
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